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Return of the Stranger

SPRING, without doubt, is definitely here. We have waited long, it has seemed, for her lo

bring back the sun, and the first robin, and the skunk cabbage to the moist woods, but now
that their presence is once more manifest, we are satisfied in some old nostalgic way. We can

never think of spring but we remember Marietta and the spring beauties that carpet the campus
there in May. The ehn trees spread interlocking arms above the walks ; the grass is green with
a soft and cheerful greenness, and there are birds and butterflies. The sun worshippers sit on

the Library steps. The campus smells of warm earth and returning life, and if one is quick
enough, he can surprise and catch a fat beetle as he creeps out of his sleeping place under a

root of a tree. Nature sings. And how poor is he who has never heard the song of the Divine
Mother� the deep rush of sap in the towering giants, the faint crackling of leaping new shoots,
the sigh of leaves finding themselves caressed by the wind for the first time, the almost infini
tesimal noises made by the earthworms and the creeping things burrowing up through the earth
to meet the sunshine and the first hastening showers of the year.

IN the country, and about the open countryside. Spring is lavish. On the campus her presence
is unmistakable. And even in the city there are signs of her return; the Sicilian with his

flower wagon filled with potted bloom once more hawks his precious argosy along the village
streets. The ailanthus trees in the brief backyards of old brownstone houses put out green
sprays with a sort of jaunty defiance, and the dresses and suits of humans take on a gayer hue.
A lightness is upon the earth of the Northern Hemisphere and a lightness grows upon the
heart. And walking through a woodland one is apt to stop and wonder if God did not create

the world in spring, and if he, moulding his flowers with creative mystery, did not think of
something rare, and infinitely beautiful and frail, and blessed with a haunting perfume of
some only imagined rhapsody, and then willed the miracle to let the eye of man behold that

fairy sprite of flowerdom�the trailing arbutus. Nothing so rare as flowers. Or so wondrous.

POOR is he who cannot feel the touch of spring, or he who cannot appreciate its loveliness.
Words are poor things indeed with which to raise to Pantheistic heights the glories of

spring on earth when confronted by the green hymn of spring itself, but there are some words,
immortal in their purity and vigor and beauty which might well be chanted by one who loves
the spring. They must be chanted softly, in no more than a murmuring whisper, so that the
spell will not be broken. But he who sings them will love their liquid charm ; the master's lines
are part of the flowerdom of words : "When thatte Aprille with his showers soughte, the
droughte of Marche hath perced to the roote and bathed every veigne in suich liquor of which
virtue engendered is the floure, when "
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What Do the Boys Wear?
by

The Editor

An article on clothes, for the frivolous-minded,
those zvho sigh for the good old days, and
those zvho are enjoying them nozv.

THE task of making oneself style
editor for the fraternity maga- ^^

zine has its own terrors, and we wish VH
we had started out by naming our- ^H
self Constant Reader instead of di- ^H
vulging our identity. Useless, of ^JH
course, to call ourself by any other ^^S5
name than what we are, for we can

not, by any stretch of the imag
ination, fancy calling ourself Beau Brummel.
The sainted George would undoubtedly turn in;
his English grave upon such desecration, and*'
we no doubt would take years to live down
the euphernism. But on the other hand, the

joy that comes with the discovery of what the
men in our chapters wear is its own recom

pense. We knew, of course, that dress does
differ from coast to coast�not ordinary dress,
in which m^n of all chapters conform�dress
such as the two-button, English-cut coat

which has superseded the old three-button
model of four' years ago, and formal dress,
wherein the swallow-tail is chasing the famil

iar, free and easy dinner jacket into limbo�

but we were not sure of campus clothes. We
were interested in knowing what men of dif
ferent chapters wear to class. We took for

granted that most men know the things that
constitute present style tendencies�the flaring
of the pants at the knee and the tightening at

the ankle; the battie of the one stud dress
shirt for supremacy over the two button, the
three button, and the old fashioned nightshirt ;

the rise of the waistline in trousers, and the
decline of leather belts as a means of holding
them up. We wished to refrain from writing
an article on what men should wear this year,
and to limit ourself to what men are wearing
in the dififerent chapters of the fraternity. The
result is interesting.
College men, no matter how hard they have

been fighting that terminology which

^^
is so opprobrious to them�and one

^^m need not mention the word�make
^H themselves distinctive in dress. They
t^M may try desperately to resemble

B^^^ tired business men with the result
�JS^^ that they have to appear as they are

�the word must come out- collegiate.
We shrink as we write it, but we

dare to mention it anyway, hoping that in a

few years, after the newspapers, and the
radio, and the moving pictures discover
changes in college folkways that the words
collegiate and collegiateism will again take
their rightful place, after being outlawed in
the past three or four years by aggrieved and
censorious college men. The wrath of the
newly dignified Joe College against "collegiate"
has undoubtedly made itself manifest in the
clothes he is now wearing. We should never

wish to claim that the college man has grown
quiet and pensively poignant in search of his
own soul, flipping away such gauche and mer

ry trifles as painted slickers and hieroglyphed
flivvers�and pants with twenty-four inch
cuffs, but he has modified his choice of class
room clothes to some extent. He has put a

new definition to the word collegiate insofar
as his wearing apparel goes, without sacrificing
any of the comfort and easiness that the usual
undergraduate demands in his business of
going to English Lit. III., then to the chapter
house for a brief stay, and then to the gym
nasium or the skating rink or the skiing hills.
And this is reflected to some extent in the
difference in clothes at say�Dartmouth and at
the University of Illinois. But we do not
wish to draw conclusions. Let the reader
draw his own, if conclusions must be drawn.
Rather let us see about this question of
clothes.
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Choosing Nebraska as a starting point�and
Nebraska is as good a starting place as any,
one discovers that Alpha Sigs at the University
of Nebraska�and when we say Alpha Sigs
we mean practically all the rest of the under
graduates, too�dress for the occasion, no mat
ter what the occasion. Men there are well
dressed. Our correspondent reports that j

peculiar conglomeration of fashion flashes is
noticeable on the campus�as indeed must be
noticed at any large university where cosmo

politanism in the geographical distribution of
students is always the rule. In many ways at

Brothers Shelley, Hayward, Chet Shelley and
Zanzot, all of Nu Chapter, standing beside the
Berkeley Chapter house, showing the cordu
roys and sweaters zvorn at the University of
California.

Nebraska there is a trend toward the English
styles taken up so eagerly by the men of
Eastern schools, but at the same time, the
"chic roudiness" of the well dressed Westerner
is to be seen. The average Alpha Sig at
Nebraska (and the men of Xi Chapter are said
to be truly representative fashion hounds of
that school) is generally seen at class in a hard-
finished worsted suit of dark blue or brown.
High-piled fabric overcoats met with great
favor this year. Plain-colored shirts, with
collar pins and plain, small pattern ties are

typical. Lawyers there decreed that the last
word in fashionable headwear should be
narrow-brimmed felt hats, but snap brim
browns and greys have been good. The formal
season has seen a liberal sprinkling of tail
coats, but the dinner jacket remains the cam

pus favorite. Corduroys are quickly being re

placed on campus and in class by the well-
tailored suit, and the general trend at Ne
braska has been toward greater conventional
ism and away from the gaudy innovation.
At Minnesota, the cord is making its ap

pearance to a much greater extent than hereto
fore among the freshmen and sophomores.
Clothes of the average Alpha Sig of Rho, re

flecting the mode of the Minnesota campus,
are very conservative. The business suit has
always held first place at the school, and does
so now. George Laub, representatively dressed
man of the chapter, wears a two-button, hard

6

finish, plain blue gray or brown suit. The
coat is rather close-fitting and the trousers
are of medium width. Shirts are white, and
plain ties of the same shade as the suit are

overpoweringly in favor. There is little lean
ing, if any, toward the double-breasted suit.
Few radical innovations or unbendings.
Clothes at Cornell can hardly be said to be

typical of any school of dress. There is great
variance to be seen. The average dressed man

at lota Chapter may be seen wearing the
camels' hair so often seen at the Yale Com
mons or he may be caught in corduroys made
famous by the Westerners. His usual dress
may be a two-button English sack suit, or it
may consist of knickers and just a sweater, or
suit coat over a sweater. But during exami
nations the average dressed .Alpha Sig at Cor
nell participates in a beard growing contest
with the rest of the brothers. Many a restless
night is passed because of whiskers getting
tangled in woolen blankets. But aside from
this, there is little startling in Iota dress. The
greatest manifestation of any sort to be ob
served is that the tail coat is tossing the
tuxedo for a terrible loss.
Taking another large university�Ohio State

Brothers Harper and Theobald, big-shot bas
ketball men of Eta Chapter, out for a

Sunday afternoon walk on the
Illini campus.

�one observes that the average Alpha Sig of
Zeta Chapter is well dressed. The two-button
sack coat is the outstanding dress, and the
most popular colors are tan, brown, and dark
blue. Sweaters are seldom seen, save on
Zeta's athletes, but the wearing of the big
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gray "O" is still looked upon as the ne plus
ultra in style. Cords were popular with some

men last fall, but most of the men taking to
them were Engineers and further observation
in the spring will have to be made to discover
if the innovation is to become a custom.

Among R. O. T. C. students, leather jackets
are seen occasionally, but sheepskins are

rarely seen. As a rule, men at the University
take great pride in being well dressed, not so

much because of their clothes, but because
they keep them pressed. Which prompts us to
make our first deep observation�that college
men, so long as they wear suits, want them to
be just so, but when they go into cords, or

rougher garments�the sky's the limit!
Clothes at the University of California, ac

cording to our reporter, do not allow much in
the way of competition for a "well-dressed
man." Although dress is purposely modest at
the big school, respect of custom precludes
any possibility of Nu brothers donning the
knickers of Southern California, the English-
cuts of Yale, or the flannels of Princeton. The
dress of seniors and juniors at California is

corduroys (dirtier the better) ; any kind of
shoes, low or high; blue or gray shirts; a

crew-neck sweater, a leather jacket, or an old
coat ; no hat is worn. Sophomores wear bib-
less overalls, known as jeans, heavy work-
shoes with hob-nails, blue work shirts, and no

hats. Freshmen wear anything but jeans and
cords, and whatever they wear, they must
wear a ridiculous blue felt hat which they
mav cut and trim to taste. That for democ
racy in dress.
But this article is no crusading gesture against

any kind of clothes. We can remember seeing
the last pair of peg-top trousers indigenous to
Ohio, and we can remember when wearers of
derbies on the Marietta campus were howled
at in glee. For that matter, we can remember
the wild-fire fad of wearing bath towels in
place of mufflers and scarfs to formal dances,
and remembering, we have no fault to find
with the originator of that craze. We are

simply interested in clothes as they are worn

and we present the rest of the article, letting
it rest on its own merits.

A T Ohio Weleyan University the corduroys so beloved
of men of the Coast chapters are very much to be seen.

The garb of the average-dressed Alpha Sig of Epsilon
Chapter consists of a pair oi cords and some sort of
heavy sweater. One of the most noticeable things about
clothes at Wesleyan is that every man, sometime during
each week, is seen on campus wearing his own, or some

one else's, suede jacket. Last year leather coats were con

sidered the dernier eri on the campus, but this year cordu
roy coats and jackets drove them practically away from
the place. Of course, other styles of dress are to be ob
served at Wesleyan, but the corduroy trousers and jackets
were the predominate note this year. Business suits are

often seen, but they are not the everyday togs of Wesleyan
men. Right : FTarry Phillips of Epsilon in cords and suede
jacket.

'

I
�� HE average Pennsylvanian wears a business suit to

class. The two button suit is the popular model, and

Harry Irvin of Omicron, shown at the right, wears a suit

of that style. Of course, on the Penn campus, the wearing
of letter sweaters is not frowned upon, but there are few
innovations in the way of original wear to be observed
there. Pennsylvania, located, as are many other universi
ties, in a large city, fairly demands a man to be conven

tionally dressed. Corduroys and similar garments are not

worn, hats are worn, and there is a tendency in dress at

Penn which is similar to style manifestations observed at
other Eastern schools. Here too one observes that the
tail coat is slowly gaining upon the dinner jacket as a for
mal wear garment, a movement that is fairly consistent
over most of the country.
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r^ OLLECTLVELY speaking, the clothes the Kentucky
nian wears to school are rather difficult to classify.

There is a great diversity of style, although the general
tendency is toward simplicity. For the most part, men

dress for class, although jackets of suede leather, cordu
roy, and wool have found great favor and are worn with
either trousers or knickers. Suits of black, oxford gray,
and brown, with the two-button English-cut coat are pre
vailingly popular, especially the various shades of brown
tweed. .At the left is Don Williams of Sigma, shown in
a smartly-cut oxford gray suit. He is wearing a tie of
dark blue with red stripes; his shirt is white, and the
shoes black. One need not take many guesses to discover
why Don is known as "Ducky."

Don ll'illiains

TOE Martin, Sigma, is presented as the representatively
dressed man of the Kentucky chapter. Through the efforts

of George Stewart, H. E., of Sigma, and his camera, Joe was

caught unawares�the camera did not deal quite justly with
him. Even so, Joe presents a striking appearance. He is
wearing a plain light gray suit, light blue tie, white shirt, and
tan shoes. It logically follows that Joe is a recognized con

noisseur of tea and women. Corduroy trousers have disap
peared almost entirely from the Kentucky campus, although
the "senior cord" tradition is still recognized. Tan is the
predominant light-sweater color ; these brushed-wool sweaters
are commonly worn either with suit coat, trousers and over

coat, or with knickers and jacket. Camel's hair and Alpaca
overcoats have nearly replaced the fur overcoat. Winters at

Kentucky are mild, and Dan'l Boone coonskins are too heavy
for practical use. It has been said of the college man that it
is he who sets the style of dress, and a canvass of the Ken
tucky campus certainly corroborates this statement. There is
an air of independence in manner of dress among Kentucky
men and the effect of this characteristic is good in that it
tends to check the many outlandish fads created by clothing
companies.

Joe Martii

A T Leiand Stanford democracy prevails in regard to
dress. Sophomores, according to tradition, wear mole

skins. Cords are reserved for upper classmen and are

worn by a large majority of juniors and seniors on the
cainpus. Sweaters and chamois jackets complete the outer
inscmble of the typical Stanford student. Moleskin coats,
sheepskin-lined, are popular during the winter quarter.
.Some ordinary sack-coats, although not as popular as

sweaters, are worn. Dark-brown oxfords, usually of heavy
build, are generally worn, and vivid Scotch or English
plaid socks are very popular. Shirts, in most cases, are

worn open at the neck, probably because of the popularity
of the crew neck sweater. Shirts with the rather abrupt
English collar are the most popular, although the lighter
oxford weaves are also worn. Ties are conservative. At
the left are Sam Griswold and Ernest Stump, wearing
their cords.

Griszvold and Stump
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A LTHOUGH Missouri men claim that the school has
no distinctive dress, the undergraduates at Alpha

Theta choose plain, single-breasted suits, with peaked lap
els ; shoes are wing-tipped, socks are conservative, and be
lieve it or not, some spats are worn. Belts are out; braces
are in the majority. As for underwear, shorts and shirts
have outworn the old one-pieced garments. Shirts and ties
are conservative, collar pins are worn to a great extent and
the custom of wearing a handkerchief in the coat pocket
is popular. As for hats, snap brim hats are worn in fall
and spring and Homburgs in the winter. But dress at
Missouri is likewise very informal. Suede jackets are

worn, especially with dark brown military boots and
whipcord breeches. And in the spring, linen suits, white
flannels, two-tone shoes, and knickers with socks and
sleeveless sweaters to match bloom forth all over the
campus.

Wally Stezvart

A T Dartmouth, perfect comfort in dress is stressed. At the
left is shown C. L. "Pete" Knight, Alpha Eta, champion

wanderer. At the present time he is wearing crutches, some
times typical of Dartmouth winter dress. The Alpha Eta
brothers go in for corduroy knickers or long trousers of that
light shade which shows the signs of wear like a well-broken-
in pipe, black or gray flannel shirts or lumbermen's shirts,
heavy sweaters, and comfortable cold-resisting shoes or ski-
boots. No one, save for a few fastidious souls, ever thinks
of wearing a necktie or a waistcoat. When warm weather
reaches Dartmouth flannels of various ages and light sweaters
or blazers will appear. Some of the boys hope to see shorts
returning. They were certainly comfortable last year and
in Hanover aroused no more excitement after the first three
days than a brand new suit would. Last year, probably half
of the student body adopted shorts; this year the innovation
may be complete or it may not appear at all. Every man at
Dartmouth can be a stvle arbiter.

Pete Knight

Ty IGHT across the mountain from Dartmouth is Middle
bury and the similarity of climate up in that district, in

winter at least, causes some similarity in dress. .At the
right is shown an average-dressed Alpha Sig at Aliddle
bury. He is wearing galoshes, a pair of brown trousers,
and a jacket. For street dress one often sees his charac
teristic suede jacket and silk scarf. The hat is optional,
but the usual thing to wear, if one must be worn, is a deep
brown Homburg. Arctics or overshoes, if waterproof
shoes are not worn, are a necessity, and if arctics are

worn, they are left open. Gloves are worn, and they are

either fur-lined or of light pigskin. There is little for
mality to be seen in customary dress at Middlebury, al
though suits may be worn for variety.
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/~\N the Syracuse campus during the last winter a short
woolen jacket-coat with an outer flap to increase its

warmth was especially noticeable among Alpha Epsilon
students. The prevailing colors embodied in the garment
were either green or blue with a sprinkling of a few other
hues which would have put Joseph's coat to shame. Worn
with a jacket of this type is a cap with a short visor. The
typically dressed Syracusan wears a collar-attached shirt,
a solid color four-in-hand cravat tied with a small long
knot, and a collar clasp. Suits are also worn, particularly
two and three-button English sack suits with notched
lapels. Sleeveless, "U" necked sweaters of brown or black
are worn in lieu of vests. At left, William Odell in typical
garb.

William Odell

V\/'AYNE Kemmerer, Alpha Beta, is considered to be the

representatively dressed Alpha Sig at the University of
Iowa. He probably also has the most extensive wardrobe of
any of the brothers of that school. Dress at Iowa is not apt
to be as informal as at many other schools. Only one man

in the Alpha Beta house wears corduroys, and few jackets and
perhaps fewer heavy sweaters are worn. Only one overcoat
in the house is of the pile variety, and caps are entirely out
of the picture. Some sleeveless sweaters are worn under suit
coats, and a great number of collar pins are used. Shirts are

usually white and ties are plain. Shoes are conservative.
Most of the men at the house wear two-button, notched lapel
suits of either brown or black. In general, men at Alpha
Beta have extensive wardrobes, and without showing any
innovation in dress, suit their clothes to the occasion. But
Wayne reports that while undergraduates at the University
are considered more than usually conventional as to clothes,
that among the engineers this year corduroys wormed their
way to some approval. For the average Alpha Sig, however,
the business suit still remains the outfit for classroom wear.

Wayne Kemmerer

J)RESS among students in the -Art School at Colorado
is considerably different from that to be seen among

the Engineers. At the left is H. T. Barnes, Pi, junior at
the School of Business Administration at the University of
Colorado. He wears the typical business suit, white shirt,
plain tie, and conservative shoes. The suit is two-button
and dark. This is the conventional winter dress, worn

w;ith topcoat or overcoat. The spring style is different.
Knickers become prevalent with warm weather, and these
are worn with a light-weight sweater and the common
sports shoe in two-tone black and white or white and
brown. Hats are seldom worn, but increasing favor was
shown toward them this year. Derbies are taboo save for
formal wear, and spats are very, very seldom seen around
Boulder.

H. T. Barnes
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T~\RESS at Marietta is of no particular type, although
among the members of Delta Chapter an observer

would note a very great number of lettered and numeraled
sweaters. There is a great diversity in style of dress, and
both cords and moleskins, as well as the ordinary two or

three-button suit, are to be seen on the campus. White
shirts and striped ties are predominant, although tieless,
open-collared shirts are to be seen. Brogues are the
favored shoes, and socks are as varied as the different
locales from which Marietta men originate. At the right
are Bob Shaw, Dutch Ward, and Pledge Bill Tonnies
showing suit, lettered sweater and moleskins, and sweater,
open collar, and corduroys as seen on the Marietta campus.

Shazv, Ward aud Tonnies

U* T.A Chapter men believe that Sherman .Anderson repre
sents the typically dressed undergraduate at the University

of Illinois. He could be chosen as representative of a large
percentage of the students of the University. At Illinois, for
the most part, suits are worn. There is not to be seen there
the informality in dress noted at so many other places. Dress
is conservative. Anderson is shown wearing a two-button
coat ; the suit is of a dark material which has been very popu
lar at the University this year. The shirt has a detachable
collar and the tie is worn in a tight knot. The shoes, getting
away from the Scotch grained brogues seen at so many other
places, are slightly pointed. And believe it or not, garters are

worn! So far, there seems to be little in undergraduate dress
at the University of Illinois to show that there is great devi
ation from the ordinary business suits which are to be seen in
all walks of life. And since overcoats, topcoats, and hats are

of a conservative mold, one is led to believe that clothes at the
University of Illinois show no sign of innovation or deviation
from the straight and narrow path.

Sherman .4nderson

/^LOTHES at Iowa State, while a trifle less conservative
^^ than the ones worn at the University of Illinois, are

fairly conventional. Single-breasted dark suits are most

popular. Dark overcoats and camel's hair and pile coats in
different colors are the predominant garments to be seen on

the campus. The coonskin coat is practically non-existent.
And spats are worn only by a few. Shirts are white and
the collars are not pinned or buttoned down. On cold days
sheepskins predominate, and at that time are to be seen

what are probably the outstanding innovations in dress at

the University�myriad corduroy caps. At the right is
Franklin Mohler, representatively dressed man at Phi
Chapter. Mohler is a junior Civil Engineer, a member of
Beta Kappa fraternity, and plays on the house basketball
team. He is wearing one of the pile coats popular this
year. i

Franklin .Mohler
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A T Massachusetts Agricultural Institute, concurrent with
-^

a bill before the State Legislature petitioning for a

change in name, sentiment with regard to dress is chang
ing. Within a comparatively short time, the old corduroy
and knee boots of the winter season have been replaced
by more conservative dress. The snow may be deep, but
the majority of the present students are reacting against
classrooms filled with humanity garbed in cords, boots,
and flaming woolen shirts, like lumberjacks just out of the
woods. Alpha Sigs at Gamma wonder whether it may be
that the old rugged specimens of yore are being replaced by
the effeminate or whether the trend is upward and onward.
The average dressed student still shows a decided prefer
ence for knickers for classroom wear. White sweaters

are popular and Scotch grained shoes are favored. Horse
hide coats are common, but real "honest t' God" fur ben
nies are very, very scarce.

Freddie Welch

jTN the face of the reputation of Pittsburgh as a dirty city
the Alpha Sigs at Carnegie Tech. wear white shirts. For

classroom wear, suits are favored. Knickers are passing
and are seldom seen save at athletic contests. The observer
reports that Carnegie really has a mixture of a little. bit of
everything because of the cosmopolitan quality of the stu

dents, but that one can tell that the camel's hair coats, real
and imitation, have beaten out the sheepskin and the coon

skin. Coat and pants are practically unanimous, but in many
cases sweaters are worn instead of vests. There is no happy
medium in the way of neckties and socks 'cause everyone
wears something different. And underwear�of all the wild
colors and patterns ! So a picture of the average student at

Carnegie, starting on the inside and working out, is : Under
wear, violent colors; socks and neckties, ditto; shirt, white;
suit, two or three-button sack model; hat, (if any) felt; over
coat, sheepskin or camel's hair. Shoes are worn to fit the
individual feet, but aside from that there appears to be no

average. M the right is Bill Hilton, .Alpha Gamma '29, bull-
thrower e.xtraordinary and representatively dressed .Alpha Sig
at Carnegie Tech.

Bill Hilton

a;T the University of Michigan there was some agita-
� tion this year to make men wear corduroy trousers and

jackets to class, but the movement did not get far, because
the average Michigan man wishes to go to class in a suit.
For class, the two-button, single-breasted suit is favored.
Scotch-grained shoes, both wing-tipped and otherwise, are
most common. White shirts are most prevalent, although
colors are worn. Solid color ties, striped and figured silks
are preferred. Raccoon coats are in evidence but in the
minority. Many of the men w^ear overcoats to class, espe
cially the heavy pile, and camel's hair, but many wear cor

duroy reefers or other types of jacket. George A. Rich
ardson, at the left, is one of Theta's representatively
dressed men.

George Richardson
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A LPHA Sigs at Oregon State, for the most part, go in
for informal dress. Cords, as at other schools on the

Pacific Coast, are worn to a very great extent, and the
popular upper garments are a suede jacket worn over a

sweater of the "U" neck type. For shoes, brogues or moc

casin-toed shoes are chiefly worn. These moccasin-toed
shoes have also been accepted by the undergraduates at
Leiand Stanford, and they are marked by their comfort.
The representatively dressed Oregonian shown at the right
is Emmett Knickerbocker, who lias been H. S. P. of Psi
Chapter for the past two terms. Nick is also president of
Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural fraternity. He is wear

ing the typical garb of an undergraduate at Oregon State
and his chapter thinks him its representatively dressed
member.

Don Buck

/^HARLES Akre of Alpha Beta Chapter is another brother
who well shows what the average undergraduate wears at

the University of Iowa. Akre can always be depended upon
to show in his clothes an attitude of sang froid which might
do credit to a Princetonian. At Iowa, which is a school much
concerned with social activities, Akre reports that the barris
ters this year decreed the dinner jacket to remain in good
favor, the waistline of the trousers creeping up a bit to be in
keeping with the English mode. Single-stud shirts outnumber
both the two and three-button ones ; wing collars�higher in
the back, and with more gradual tips. During the winter sea

son of parties and dances and still through spring a more

exacting formality is observed. A school that is conventional
in dress becomes even more conventional, and in the formal
branch of clothes more formality than ever is to be seen. But
Akre accepts it all philosophically�even with a shrug.

Charles Akre

np HE average dressed Alpha Sig at the University of
-*� Colorado has a varied wardrobe. What he wears to

class depends largely on whether he is in the Engineering
School or the Art School. .At the right is shown Don

Buck, typically dressed engineer at the University. He is a

junior in Civil Engineering. He wears corduroy trousers,
a light-weight sweater, and brogues. No hat. Over the
sweater a topcoat is worn in colder weather. Since
Boulder is within 15 minutes of the mountains, winter

sports of toboganning and skiing are popular. Heavier
sweaters, and leather or chamois jackets are worn for
these sports. In general, dress at tlie University of Colo
rado is informal and natural and tends to a very great free
dom among the students.

Eininett Knickerbocker
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Alpha Beta Scribe Makes Survey

Ihc active chapter of Alpha Beta Cliapter shozving the variety, and at the same tune, the
conservatism of clothes worn on the University of lozva campus. Notice the use of the jacket-
sweater as worn beneath suit coat. There are more than twenty-five pairs of shoes shozving in
the picture, however, so one can believe that the brother going in for exhaustive wardrobe
research somehoiv managed to miss one or tzvo prospective victims.

What Do You Suppose
HA'VE you ever tried taking a survey of all

of the clothes in your chapter house? One
of our brothers, curious to discover just how
many pairs of pants, shoes and accessories
were to be found in his house, recently charted
all of the wardrobes at Alpha Beta Chapter.
The man carrying out the work was Dale
McDowell of that chapter at the University
of Iowa. Delving into closets, under dressers,
atop bureaus, and through the depths of
clothes presses McDowell emerged with a

sheaf of closely-written notes containing all
his findings. His results represent some ap
proximation of what a second-story man might
find upon raiding a fraternity home. But it
would require a ten ton truck to haul away
the loot from Alpha Beta. And what a car

eer a penurious freshman could have, just
borrowing here and there from the brothers !
In tabulating his figures, Brother McDowell

found that among the twenty-five men of the
chapter, seventy-two suits were distributed,
more or less evenly, although there were two
wardrobes that held five suits, and two, four.
But those were examples of plutocracy. The

average number of suits was two and one-

half for each man. There were, McDowell
found, twelve gray, fifteen black, nineteen
brown, and twenty-seven blue suits. All but
a few had a blue suit in the clothes press.
Fifty-one of the suits had notched lapels ;

twenty-one had peaked lapels. The two-but
ton coats outnumbered the three-button coats

forty-five to twenty-seven. Every vest on the
reservation was found to be single-breasted,
and all but two of the suits were single-
breasted.
Searching further, he discovered that there

were thirty overcoats in the house, three
brown, twelve blue, six grey, and nine black,
and that there was one man in the house wear

ing topcoats exclusively. .Among the over

coats he found more signs of the double-
breast: fifteen single, fifteen double. Six had
half belts, and the other twenty-four had no

belts at all.
Going further, McDowell found a really re

markable field for one wishing to do research
in ties, but although he discovered and
counted two hundred eighty-five ties, he found
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of Clothes Worn by His Chapter

Three of the men of Alpha Beta Chapter, showing the type of suit worn on the University of
lozva campus. At the left is Edward Distelhorst, a junior. On the right is WiUmar Ellerbroek,
a sophomore. And in the center is Dale 0. McDowell, H. C. S. of the chapter. Last year he
was runner-up in the 135 lb. class, in ihe freshman wrestling tournament. This year he has
been made a member of the Pershing Rifles, an honorary military organisation ; he has gone
out for baseball this year. At the present time he is majoring in economics in preparation for
entering the Lazv School in 1932. He did research for the article belozv.

Were McDowell's Findings?
only one small collection of stripes; all of the
other cravats were found to be figured and
their predominating colors were red, brown
and blue. The average number of ties owned
by one man was ascertained to be about ten,
but one was discovered who had twenty-nine.
Hats came next, and the indefatigable broth

er found forty, most of them in excellent
state of preservation. Of all the hats cata

logued, thirty were gray, eight were brown,
and two were blue. There were only five
Homburgs in the whole number. Twenty-
three were snap-brim, and twelve were found
to be bound-edged.
Growing rather weary, but game to the last

drop, our correspondent proceeded to the
shoes. Discountenancing half-soled shoes,
scuffed shoes, on-the-uppers shoes, gym.
shoes, sport shoes, and bedroom slippers,
going on the same principle that everything
catalogued must be fairly new, McDowell,
tracking down all the queer places where men

leave their shoes, counted sixty-five pairs, or
an average of two and three-fifths pairs of
shoes per man. Only one affluent brother was

found to possess five pairs of shoes. Among
those counted, fifty pairs of shoes were black;
only fifteen were brown. The great majority
of all of them were plain-toed ; there were

only four pair of perforated toes in the house.
Following the charting of the shoes, bewild-

eringly gazing at the sheaves of notes he held
in his hands, casting an eye at some dresser
drawers still inviolate and wondering as to

their contents, thinking of the weary number
of shirts and socks and collars and collar pins
and underwear left to be counted. Brother Mc
Dowell groaned deeply, sat down on the heap
of clothes he had piled in the middle of the
upstairs hall, and said : "To hell with it."
But even leaving some few fields unex

plored, McDowell succeeded in obtaining an

index which should prove invaluable to other
-Alpha Beta men, for by merely checking his
own wardrobe and then checking the cup
board of someone else, the man who misses
his hat, his best tie and his last pair of clean
socks can, thanks to Dale's research, tell within
a fraction of an inch just what brother is
wearing them.
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The beginning of the two hundred, drawn by a contemporary. Greek, or perhaps Cretan stu
dents racing for a six o'clock. Sophomore hat man in the rear. This is sometimes known as a

Greek friese, largely because the students then wore no trousers. This also resulted in the
setting of many early records in the dashes.

he Greeks Gave the Word
to Itsai/s

Edward Thayer, Phi '20

ONE cannot think of the
Olympic games without vis-

ioning in his mind's eye some of
the glamor and color and thrill
of one or more of the Olympian
meets in which the chosen ath
letes of the world vied for su

premacy. The Olympic games,
famed in ode and story, origin
ated in Olympia, Greece, in 776
B. C, and were part of a five-
day Pan-Hellenic festival held in the shadows
of Mt. Olympus, sacred to the Greeks as the
home of the gods. A celebration took place
every four years and an Olympiad was used
by the Greeks up until A. D. 394 as a measure

of time. Winners of each event were awarded
an olive branch from a tree on the sacred
mountain, and the Romans followed the
Greeks in the athletic example they set, and
became so proficient that they later challenged
them. The games, which continued harmon
iously through the centuries, were brought to

an abrupt and violent end by the Greeks, and
their reason for doing so was very significant.

They charged the Roman ath
letes with professionalizing their
fame and victory by going on

tours and collecting money for
exhibiting their prowess. The
Romans, furious because they
were called professionals, went
berserk and practically wrecked
the town of Olympia�tore up
the goal posts, so to speak.
It was not until 1894 that

Baron Pierre de Coubertin of France, with the
spell of his oratory, moving atheltic enthusi
asts of different countries, initiated a revival
of the Olympiads�with poetry, music, horse
races, and oratory left out�in 1896. With but
one deviation�in 1906�an Olympiad has been
held every four years, since the revival.
The Tenth Olympiad is to be celebrated at

Los .Angeles.
California, and particularly Los .Angeles

brothers, following their invitation given to the
fraternity at the 1929 Convention, now ask all
brothers and invite all brothers to hold the
next convention of the fraternity at Los Ange-
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les in 1932 at the time of this Olympiad, the
first Olympic to be celebrated on this side of
the Atlantic, and perhaps the last for many
years to come.

In Los Angeles, from Saturday, July 30, and
continuing for sixteen days and nights to

Sunday, August 14, the greatest athletes of
the world, wearing the colors of their respect
ive countries, will take part in the 135 differ
ent events which will be staged during those
sixteen crammed days of 1932. Civic and ath
letic authorities of Los Angeles have been
awaiting the Olympic Games for over ten

years ; no effort has been spared to provide for
the army of foreign athletes who will invade
Southern California the summer after next.
A swim stadium, a special rowing stadium, an
elaborate fencing pavilion, and a complete
Olympic Village are now under construction.
The Los Angeles Coliseum, which will be
known as the Olympic Stadium, has been en

larged to seat 105,000 persons. The thorough
ness of the preparation has already evoked
great interest and enthusiasm both at home
and abroad. The whole-hearted response from
other countries has been extremely gratifying
to those persons who have given so much of
their time and effort towards the realization
of an event of such international importance.
The Alpha Sigs in Southern California hope

to make 1932 a banner year for the fraternity
in welcoming brothers in the Mystic Circle to
this world-important festival. The fraternity
convention will always remain an unforget
table occasion in the annals of Alpha Sigma
Phi and in the memories of those brothers
who go to Los Angeles. For those brothers in
the East and South who may not have heard
one of the well-known Far-'Western radio an

nouncers expatiate, on New Year's Day, on

the charms of Southern California, Los Ange
les brothers wish to add that they do have
flora, fauna, and panorama, with the ever

present oranges and snow-capped mountains,
to an unbeatable degree.
Although it is not possible at the present

time to set forth in detail the possible fratern

ity and extra-fraternity events which will be
held in case the fraternity casts its official
favor toward Los Angeles in 1932, the Los

Angeles brothers give their assurance that the
convention, if held in their city at the time
mentioned, will be a real party. The various
chapters of Alpha Sigma Phi on the Pacific
Coast are unanimous in their wish to have the
next gathering of the organization in the Far
West, and they will bend every effort, if their
choice is agreed upon, toward making the next

convention one of the biggest and best in his

tory. It will be recalled that there has been
no such gathering on the Pacific Coast in the
last sixteen years, but those who attended the
convention which was held during the Panama
Pacific International Exposition in San Fran
cisco in 1915, undoubtedly would recall, on

attending such a convention as the proposed
�

coming one, many pleasant events, conven

tional and unconventional. From the fratern

ity man's point of view, there will be much to
see in Los Angeles in 1932 which will not be
easily forgotten. It is not necessary to point
out that holding" a convention at such an aus

picious time, both from the point of view of
fraternity men on the Coast, as well as the

thought of the Olympics, would guarantee the
largest possible turnout that an Alpha Sig
convention will have ever seen.

Actives of all chapters are therefore asked
to consider Los Angeles as the best possible
site for the next Convention, and they are

likewise asked to vote to hold no convention
m 1931, but to delay its celebration until the
perfect time�sometime between Saturday,
July 30, and Sunday, August 14, 1932.

Suggestions for the discussion of prob
lems which should be brought up on the con

vention floor at that time can be included in
the next five issues of The Tomahazvk which
will be published in the interim between the
appearance of this present number and the
holding of the convention. Actives and alumni
alike are solicited for problems which can be
brought up on the convention floor, and by
writing the editor of the fraternity magazine,
ail the readers in our own fraternity world
v/ill be made to know the possible subject,^
which may come up for delegates' approval.
So why not choose the time and site here

with suggested? You have plenty of time in
which lo plan to attend this almost jubilee cel
ebration. You can make sure that the first
two weeks in August, seventeen months from
now, will be kept apart, dedicated to your
pleasure in attendance. Say to yourself, think
ing of the tremendous fun which you will have
if you journey to the Coast to take part in
this epochal pageant ; "Los Angeles�and
Bust!"

Into the stadium, through the great gates will
go the throngs to the Olympic Games of 1932.
Here will meet the chosen athletes of all na
tions, marching under their flags. And rich in

experience will be the brother zvho attends this
giant spectacle.
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The Four Doctors, from
John Singer Sargent's
painting hanging in the
.fohns Hopkins School of
.Medicine. Left to right
-Dr. Welch; Sir Wil
liam Osier, surgeon; Dr.
William S. Halsted, also
.[�iiown for his surgery;
and Dr. Howard A.

Kelley, gynecologist and
obstetrician.

William HenryWelch, Alpha 70
Minister e.rtraordinary to the common health.

By STEPHEN BONSAL
(Courtesy World's Work)

WHEN the man whom all the world
proclaims its great apostle of prevent
ive medicine was a plump little boy,

growing up to be a Yale man in the foothills
of the Berkshires around Norfolk in Connecti
cut, he gave few indications, it is said, of the
fact that in a few decades presidents and kings
and learned societies and the unlearned lay
men in thousands, would take delight in hon
oring him. However, he did very well in
school and college ; and in medical school he
won a prize, a powerful microscopic lens
(there were not so many in those days as

now), which helped to shape his life and inci
dentally the development of preventive medi
cine.
Later William Henry Welch took postgrad

uate courses in France and Germany, but it
was probably only when he became an interne
at Bellevue Hospital in New York that he

received that impact with the suffering of the

poor of a great city which determined his
course in life. It was a dismal outlook that
confronted young Welch at Twenty-sixth
Street and the East River. There was the

morgue�and what a morgue it was ! And
there was the lopsided steamer with the coffins
on one deck and on the other the lame, the
halt, and the blind, the derelicts and the de
feated of the great but callous city that was

sloughing off, as best it could, those of its
inhabitants who had lost out in mind, body,
or estate.
Today the miracle to which Welch contrib

uted can be summed up in the words of Dr.

Wynne, New York City's commissioner of
health: "On Manhattan Island and the adja
cent shores stands the healthiest big city in.
the world."
But in those days the panorama of human
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misery unfolded at Bellevue impressed very
deeply the son of the country doctor in Conn
ecticut. The young man had wonderful charm
of manner. He was exceedingly competent,
and many fashionable physicians in the city�
the Flints and the Delafields�were opening
their offices to him. His lines, to all appear
ances, were to be cast in pleasant places ; but
there was ever before him this panorama of
human woe. Gradually Welch found his mis
sion. He would become a pathologist. He
would not only enlist in the war against dis
ease, he would start a campaign for the pre
vention of disease.
There was not a single properly equipped

pathological laboratory in the United States.
Today Dr. Welch has behind him benefactors
who back his crusades with blanket checks
for millions ; but in those days he had to

equip his plant in the Bellevue "dead house"
from the slender profits of his private prac
tice. Tony Pastor, the incomparable comedian
of Fourteenth Street, was a

grateful patient and a valuable
one. He drummed up a large
if not particularly lucrative
practice for the young doctor.
When Welch made his deci

sion to sink or swim as a

pathologist many of his friends
and well-wishers thought the
young man a little mad. Simon
Flexner, today his good friend
and colleague, tells an amusing
story of how at this time the
admirers of the young scientist
gathered together and agreed
that "poor Welch has made the
mistake of his life."
The little pathological labor

atory was without any assist
ance from city or state or in
stitution. It was a going con

cern, but it limped every now

and then from want of funds.
Welch kept it going�somehow
�but he knew the limitations
of the human animal too well
to assume that he could con

tinue, for long, working twenty
hours out of the twenty-four.
At this juncture some of the
doctors in New York who had
kept their eyes open talked to
Andrew Carnegie about this
dauntless pioneer in pathology.
The result was that Mr. Car-

Dr. Welch has done more for
public health than any other
American. He developed the
sciences of pathology and of
preventive medicine. Right�
Dr. Welch, with President
Hoover and his family, on the
occasion of the recent celebra
tion in honor of this great
physician.

negie made a donation of fifty thousand dol
lars to help along the work. The doctors
hastened to Welch with the good news�and
found him to their horror decided upon an

other one of those "mistakes."
"It is splendid of Mr. Carnegie�but I am

going to Baltimore. I have just signed an

agreement with President Gilman to start the
Johns Hopkins Medical School." Thus did
Baltimore become the world shrine of those
who study preventive medicine. In a few days
Welch found himself sitting with a galaxy .of
men the like of which has never been seen

before or since. There were Sylvester the
mathematician and Rowland the physicist.
Brooks the zoologist and Gildersleeve, the
Hellenist. Through the bequest of Johns
Hopkins, the Quaker merchant of Baltimore,
this assemblage of talent was possible. Gilman
told Welch to go to Europe to visit all the
schools and all the climes where he had stud
ied, arid not to return until he was prepared
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to found a medical school which would not

merely turn out doctors but would offer facili
ties for original research and investigation
greater than any other in the world. That is
exactly what Welch accomplished.
When Dr. Welch consented recently to play

his part in the Jubilee Celebration planned in
his honor, and to accept the tributes heaped
upon him by admirers and well-wishers at
home and abroad, he did so only because he
felt that there was little of the personal in the
whole show. He is about the only survivor of
the men of the first health crusade which is
now transforming the world, and he feels that
he is merely a symbol, a convenient peg upon
which a grateful people can hang its tokens of
gratitude and appreciation. And he realizes
that if the crusade is to go on, from time to
time the world must be permitted to take an

account of progress.
"Yes, in the past fifty years we have wit

nessed revolutions in medicine," admits the
doctor. "Our new knowledge, painfully ac

quired, enables us to control the spread of
many diseases. Cholera, yellow fever, diph
theria, bubonic plague, typhus, and malaria
cannot ride roughshod over us as they used to
do. But some of our old enemies are still in
the ring, very much so indeed. Take for in
stance the diseases of the respiratory type,
pneumonia and influenza. Well, we know they
are directly conveyed and perhaps that they
have something to do with the accumulation
of people in cities�but we do not know much
else. The splendid young fellows who are

taking up the torch and the scalpel, and above
all else the lenses, will have to contend with
foemen worthy of their steel. And then the
other fields�almost virgin soil. The diseases
of nutrition and the diseases of the heart,
which weigh so heavily on mankind today.
And the gland secretions in the body�new

worlds, new vistas, limitless possibilities.
"Then, of course, much is to be done in

adding years to the span of human life. This
is all very well, but what sort of life is to be
added?" He thinks the next campaign in the
health crusade should be to add not only to
the years of life but to the years of health.
Dr. Welch maintains that the brutal exac

tions of pestilence from time to time arouse

man from Iijs natural torpor and spur him on

to sanitation campaigns which would other
wise flag. He recalls that epidemic of typhoid
which ravaged the dwellers in the valley of a

New England river in 1890. In this fatal year
the river broke all bounds, and hundreds died.
What was the result? Dr. Welch will tell you:
"That epidemic led to the introduction of cen

tral filtration of public water supplies and
other measures which have resulted in the
control of water-borne typhoid in this coun

try. Yes ; there can be no mistake about it�
that epidemic, in the long run, was a life
saver."

1~\R, Welch is very ho])eful of fhe continued
improvement./ in sanitarj- matters of our

cities and townships. He argues that while

we are far from reaching the absolute height
in our sanitary ideals, there is cornfort in look

ing back and seeing what a long way we have
come from utter darkness. He recalls the
gubernatorial election in that great state on

our Pacific Coast which was fought out and
won on a platform maintaining that the pub
lic health officers were idiots and that the
plague had not dared to cross the borders of
this great sovereign state !
As he sets store upon eye witnesses of pesti

lence and famine, I told Dr. Welch of scenes

in Havana before our intervention, when yel
low fever and smallpo-x of the very blackest
description raged throughout Cuba. We talked
of Dr. Finley, the charming old English doc
tor who spent forty years there and undoubt
edly saw more yellow-fever cases than any
other living man.

Dr. Finley often recalled those unhappy days
when Havana was famed for the fever, but it
was a short tale he had to tell. "All I know,"
he would say confidentially, "is that when you
see the yellow-legged mosquito about you are

going to have yellow fever too : and also that
with every yellow-fever epidemic there are a

lot of yellow-legged mosquitoes about."
Dr. 'Welch is always glad to talk about other

people's exploits. "Finley was a splendid ob
server," he remarked, "and Reed and the
others who finally gave us our triumph over

this pestilence were proud to recognize their
obligation to him. His observation was help
ful and remarkable, but he got no farther
with it simply because he was not a patholo
gist; and if he had been he lacked the labor
atory equipment without which a pathologist
cannot work. The rough and ready experi
ments which he made to prove that the yellow-
legged mosquito was the carrier of the deadly
germ failed absolutely. His experiments neg
atived his own views. But he never gave them
up. Today, thanks to our equipment and the
funds generously placed at our disposal, we

manage these things better, I think, and cer

tainly more promptly. Today we would get a

cable and pack off an e.xpedition with an equip
ment such as Finley could never even have
dreamed of ; and very shortly we would have
a report which might have an important
bearing on the health of the world."

nPHE great assemblage which met last spring
in Memorial Hall in Washington to cele

brate the glory of a victory�a victory, for a

change, that had no victims�marked a mile
stone without a parallel in history. Synchron
izing with the public tribute in our capital
there were gatherings of grateful people on

every continent and in every great city. There
were notable meetings in Berlin and Paris, in
London and in Rio and in Tokyo. Indeed, the
acclaim was universal and the promise of a

continuance of the life-saving warfare was

without a dissenting voice.
As to what has been accomplished in the

course of the crusade for safeguarding public

{Continued on page 53)
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A. group of men's doriiiilories at I'eiin State.

The Building Program at the
Pennsylvania State College

by
Paul Edgar Waltz, Upsilon '30

PENNSYLVANIA, as you know, is known
for its scenic spots, especially in the East.
Many of these are centered in a small

area in about the center of the state. Scores
of tourists passing through this section every
year have the pleasure of viewing such sights
as : the picturesque Seven Mountains, a fam
ily as it were, side by side ; famed Penn's Cave,
one of the natural wonders of the world, with
its mineral colored stalagmites and stalactites ;
the Big Spring at Bellefonte, where a large
creek of unknown source flows from a huge
hole in the ground ; and historic Mount Nit
tany, standing out alone as a pioneer keeping
watch over the surrounding country. In the
midst of all these, right in the shadow of
Mount Nittany is situated the beautiful cam

pus of the Pennsylvania State College, con

sisting of 2000 acres. It is from the now ex

tinct ferocious inhabitant of these mountains
that we got our college symbol, the famous
Nittany Lion.
.About 80 years ago a small group of farmer

boys got together and started what was then
known as The Farmer's High School. That
certainly must have been a very determined
and courageous group, enduring many hard
ships, and it is greatly to them that we owe

our existence. It was during Lincoln's admin
istration 75 years ago, that the old High
School became a land grant college. For many
years the progress was slow, in fact, it has
been just in the past few years that much ex

tensive building has been done. Fraternity
building likewise has kept pace with the col
lege building on the cainpus.
During the past three years 19 new chapter

houses have appeared, while on the campus
twelve major structures and several smaller
units have been erected in a $4,500,000 build
ing replacement program. Of the 58 fratern
ities at Penn State, 38 of whom own their
houses, Upsilon's chapter house is among the
recent additions. It was completed in 1928
and opened the same year.
Actually, the start of the fraternity build-
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Recreation Hall.

ing preceded the college development, the

transformation of the Locust Lane section
from woods and farm land into one of the

choicest residential and fraternity districts of
the town having been begun ten years ago.
Locust Lane, the town fraternity section,
where there are now 27 of the 58 fraternities
at Penn State, occupies the broad rolling
highland southeast of the campus, the business
section and older districts of the town lying
between the college and this newer fratern

ity section. The Upsilon chapter house is sit
uated in this section.
From the entire Locust Lane district the

principal college building, rebuilt Old Main,
looms above the college sky line. In the day
time the white limestone tower which tops the

new structure is seen rising above the inter

vening buildings, while at night flood lights
make the tower a distinctive beacon, visible
for many miles. Rebuilt Old Main was com

pleted last fall and dedicated by alumni dur

ing the three-day celebration of the 75th anni

versary of the signing of the charter for the
institution which is now the Pennsylvania
State College. The new structure is built of
the same age-mellowed native limestone which

composed the walls of the original building
when it was erected three-quarters of a cen

tury ago, a gaunt, raw, barracks-like structure

standing in the middle of a muddy field. It is
said that one old grey horse hauled practically
all of these stones from the nearby mount

ains; the skeleton of this horse is now to be
found in the college museum. Time mellow
ed the limestone pile, ivy masked its harsh

angles, and within its walls generations of
students brought into being the customs which
are the traditions of Penn State.
This building, for thirty years the lone

structure of the college and now one of fifty,
has been rebuilt into a student union and col

lege administration building as part of the

building replacement program of the college.
The other major structures erected by the
college during the past three years are Main

Engineering, Mineral Industries, two dormi
tories, Liberal Arts North, Pond Memorial
Laboratory, Botany Building, Infirmary, Rec
reation Hall, sheep barn and power plant.
More than four and a half million were ex

pended in this program which equips the col
lege to care for the present student body ade

quately, but does not permit any enlargement.
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During this time the fraternity building was

pursued with equal vigor. The development
of the Locust Lane section, which was fore

cast when several chapters erected houses in

that part of the borough fifteen years ago,

began to boom ten years ago, and advanced
with a rush in the past few years. This great
fraternity house development is held to be

just as distinctive at Penn State as the cam

pus building program which is making the Nit-

Pond Memorial, chemistry laboratory.

tany campus so thoroughly distinctive ainong
American colleges. Just as rebuilt Old Main
draws attention and favorable comment from
visitors from other colleges, so do the fra
ternity houses that are giving Penn State a

distinctive reputation fit into the advancement
of the institution. Hand in hand with these
developments in the past decade there has
come a new high level of entrance and gradu
ation requirements fitted into advanced scho
lastic standards, which, under the efficient ad
ministration of President Ralph D. Hetzel are
combining to place the Pennsylvania State Col
lege in the fore-front of American land grant
colleges. It is one of only two American col
leges of this type that is forced to refuse qual
ified applicants, yet privileged to systematically
select its students.

Spence Young OJJiciates
At a recent dinner at the Garden City

Hotel, Garden City, Long Island, held to form
an association of Long Island Cornell Clubs,
none other than Spence Young, member of the
Grand Prudential Committee, (Spencer K.
Young, Iota '11) was toastmaster. Report
has it that Spence is a toastmaster par excel
lence, and that he can be relied upon to cut
the speeches short.
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of nothing so much as my conception of a
medieval tournament where the rivals foughtfor acclaim amid the splendor and romance^of
the assembled court.

Perhaps a more deeply satisfying side of the
Outing Club's activities, however, are the var
ious winter trips. On a normal week-end
there are 40 to 140 men out at cabins. From
time to time, depending on weather conditions,

George McClellan, Merrill Bush, and
Ed McCutcheon sculping a snow clown.

larger official trips are run to Mt. Washing
ton or the Franconias or other choice bits of
skiing terrain in the White Mountains. The
joy of glissading down the Headwall of Tuck-
erman's Ravine on Washington upside down
as I did is a most effective way of forgettingthe routine of classes. .A four-day ski-trip upthe Cham for seventy-five miles, a trip such
as 1 took the week after Finals this February,marks as complete a break from ordinary col
lege hfe as a summer vacation. You are out
on your own, making your own trail, getting
your own meals, and drinking in stimulating
scenery, with the result that when you do re
turn with a beard long enough to need hair-
ribbons, you meet your associates with renew
ed zest. This in brief is my conception of the
ultimate value of the outdoor tradition at
Dartmouth and particularly our wintry amuse
ments. In tackling new problems and solvingthem by ourselves miles from the nearest
people we discover unrealized resources and
interests within ourselves and consequentlybecome better friends with our own person
alities.

Words
by

L. Clarke Davis, Xi '28
For a moment I stepped in your
Dreamerie of words.
Pretty little things fashioned from
Old jasmine and an echo of a sun's
Last rays as it slipped from that
Sky we hold dearest bluest,'
Down�down into a dark oblivion
That comes when the day is done.
More than wealth or happiness.
More than joys or sorrows.
One cherishes little things
We borrow from old jasmine,
Tall old cottonwoods, and wild bluebells.

Myriads of stars that tell
Secrets
In a secluded little wood we know.
They are only for the eyes of the dreamer.To be held in hand
With an old briar pipe, caked with age,
Valj cans all each page
Laughed at by the band
Of tyrants we call man.
Better a slow, blue, bitter flame,
Scorching the life blood from
The symbols you have woven around
A name

Words a tiny curl, a kiss,
A sandalwood fan, a blue
Formal. All this is mirth to them;
But if they knew
That each word was a drop of a cup.
Overflown from a heart long
Bleeding to sing to the world
That one song
We sing with our heart to a thorn.
Fashioning a blood red rose

That with the first dawn will be born
To the world perfect and dear.
If they but knew�but they don't�
For they can only hear
The factory whistle at noon ;
The urgent cry of the baby, too soon
In the morning.
The material things of the world.
They are meant for them, snoring
In the twilight, awakening
To laugh at the same
Words
.A slow, blue, bitter flame.
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Perhaps not the old Moulmein pagoda, hut a pagoda, at
any rate, sitting somewhere east of Sues, in Saigon,
Cochin-China, where one of the brothers now sells the

products of the man zvho gives azvay dimes.

hip
Me Somewhere East of Suez

Says
Mac L. Ulrich, Alpha Zeta '26

"Ship me somezvhere east of Sues, where the best is like the worst.
Where there ain't no Ten Coininandments, and a man can raise a thirst.'

I want to assure Tomahawk readers that my
promise to drop a postal card from East
of Suez was not lightly given, but this

business of carrying the light to the heathen
Chinee and persuading him to use good ol'
Socony products in his tin lamp and his cig
arette lighter, has kept me very busj-. Our
office hours are from 7 :30 A. M. to 4 :30 P. M.
with time out, of course, for lunch. In fact,
everyone in this country is accustomed to tak
ing a three hour siesta in the middle of the
day and between the hours of eleven and two
the town closes down tighter than a Scotch
man's pocketbook�with the exception of the
bars, which keep one eye open, so to speak,
for any chance sufferers from insomnia.
But Saigon isn't actually as bad a place as

it is reputed to be, though we try to preserve
the illusion for the benefit of tourists. We
really have quite a substantial home-loving ele
ment. In fact, some of the citizens are so

home-loving that they keep two or three of
them�in different parts of the town.

At one time some local booster bestowed
upon Saigon the appellation of the "Paris of
the Orient," but one is forced to admit that
sometimes the points of comparison seem a

bit obscure, except in the case of the sidewalk
cafes and the working girls who pass one on

the street. But as I said before, it's not so

bad.
I've been out hunting a couple of times

since I've been here�I mean for big game�-

but so far, no tiger skins grace my hearth. But
then, I don't grace any tiger's hearth either,
so we're even. Talk about informal initia
tions! Until you've ridden through the jungle
at night, mounted on an (empty) wine case

in the back end of a bullock cart, you haven't
tasted the dregs of life�nor felt the rawness

thereof. (Exact location of rawness sent

upon request).
I see by the papers that tree sitting and

other forms of endurance activity, or inactiv
ity, were quite the thing at home last season.

Perhaps you didn't know that Saigon is the
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place where the real championship stock ori
ginated. Take any Indo-China Frenchman,
seat him under the awning in front of the
Continental Hotel, place an apertif on the
table before him and there you have a genuine
long distance sitter in action. It's really an

inspiring spectacle. I've been getting a bit of
training myself and am thinking of bringing
an All-Star team to the States. Do you think
you could arrange financial backing?
For those who desire more active sports we

have the Saigon Golf Club, the stronghold of
the Englishmen and golfers�the two cate
gories being the same�and the Cercle Sportif,
the rendezvous of the Frenchmen and the
tennis players. Personally, I incline towards
the Cercle. The veranda chairs are much
more comfortable, though the bar chits do
come a trifle higher.
It is the general concensus of opinion that

one should take a certain amount of exercise
in order to keep fit while in the tropics. Con
sequently, most of our "best people" gather at
the club about sundown for a few elbow
bending exercises. There is considerable dis
cussion taking place at present concerning the
relative advantage, if any, of a "south paw" as

against the customary right hand delivery. It
is a moot question, but I find that many of the
members are ambidextrous and can hoist them
equally well with either hand.
From some of my remarks I'm afraid

you may have gained the impression that
life out here is merely one inebriation after
another. Such is not the case. I have
often seen the adjournment of a gathering
at the club when practically every man was

able to arise and make his way to his rick
shaw without assistance.
But it remains to my mess-mate to have

solved the exercise problem to perfection.
He merely gives our house coolie an extra

piastre or two and then gets an added ten

minutes sleep every morning while the
redoubtable Ah Sing does his setting up
exercises for him. Personally, I object to

giving an extra stipend to the house boy

on the grounds that he doubtlessly makes
a very satisfactory "squeeze" on the market
bill, after the ancient custom of his tribe.
When we pointed this out to him recently
he was quite grieved and replied with con

siderable heat, "Oh no, Master, only four
or five cents a day" ; thus adding prevari
cation to his long list of accomplishments.
However, my mess-mate claims that he can

tell when the boy is holding out on his
exercise because he feels rotten all the next

day.
Another one of the Brothers came out

for the Standard Oil Company at the same

time that I did ; Larry Brown of Yale� '29
I believe. He was sent down to Java, I
haven't heard from him recently, but you
can readily see that the future of the
American oil business in the Far East is
now assured.
The only other Sig that I know of in

these parts is Ralph Reynolds, Alpha Zeta
'26, who has been with the Hamilton
Brown Company in Manila for the last couple
of years. He was married last summer to

Miss Jennie Ross of Manila.
For your edification I'm enclosing a couple

of snapshots of yours truly and other scenic
spots of Indo-China. No, I'm not going to

a masquerade. I wear that kind of a hat
every day.
I don't know when I can proinise you an

other billet doux but as I've been here almost
a year now I should be about due to publish
the customary "travel book" at any moment.
I wish I could tell the brothers just how

much of a pull there is for the Westerner in
this country. The call of the East is cer

tainly ever-present, and the fascination of life
here is not to be described in few words.
China's mystery, her age-old lure, strangely at

variance perhaps with gasoline and oil and
tin cans, is always around us, and I hope that
some of the brothers in the States, coining
this way, will be sure to visit me and par
take of the joys which are to be had here in
this countrv east of Suez.

Three views from the author of the article. On the left, a picture of a river flowing through
jungle, quiet as a rippleless pool in a forgotten forest; in the center, the author, wearing the
white clothes and pith topee seen in the East; on the right, myriads of river craft which ply
the Chinese streams and on zvhich thousands are born, live, and die zvithout staying more than a

fezv hours ashore.
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rlere Are Two Faculty

Llerbert Funk Goodrich

Dean Herbert Funk Goodrich, Alpha
Beta '24

by
John E. Knetzer, Omicron '28

TT^ ICTION and history have contributed
-'- much toward the popular conception of
the most important types of people. We can

visualize the average general, the typical busi
ness executive, and the university dean. Since
these types are formed by the compounding of
individual traits, we look for the exceptions
that disprove the rule.
Guarded with that secondary defense of

caution, employed most efficiently against
deans of law schools, I followed the trail
through shelves of books in the University of
Pennsylvania Law Library, which finally led
to the study of Dean Herbert Funk Goodrich.
When the door was opened by my guide, the
librarian, I hitched my belt another notch and
entered the study.
Seated at the far end of the room, with a

green eye-shade covering the greater portion
of his face, was Dean Goodrich. As he rose

to greet me. Brother Goodrich pushed the
eye-shade back on his forehead and welcomed
me with a smile that ruined my defense of
caution. Here was no dean of the standard
type, but a tall, broad-shouldered, westerner.
As he lit his pipe he offered to tell me any
thing I wanted to know. It turned out that
that was plenty.

Brother Goodrich has been a member of
Alpha Sigma Phi since May 21, 1924, at which
time the local fraternity he had formerly join
ed at Iowa received its charter. He was ini
tiated by Theta chapter for Alpha Beta, since
he was a professor in the University of Mich
igan Law School at that time. As an alum.nus

{Continued on page 39)
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Oigs You Should Know

Vsevolod N. Krivobok

Dr. Vsevolod Krivobok, Alpha
Gamma '29

Karl L. Fetters, Alpha Gamma

VSE\'OLOD N. Krivobok, Alpha Gamma
'29, attended the Polytechnical Institute
of St. Petersburg, Russia, from 1908 to

1914. .At the start �f the war he was mobi
lized by the Russian Government and sent to
a steel mill as a metallurgist and later to the
United States as a member of The Commis
sion of Ways of Communication.
In 1919 he returned to Russia where he

joined the .Anti-Bolshevist forces which oper
ated in the southern part of Russia. After an
unsuccessful campaign, he went to France and
then back to the United States.
Shortly after his return, Brother Krivobok

entered Harvard Engineering School, where
he successfully held the famous Henning
Jenkins scholarship for three years, studying
under Dr. Albert Sauveur. He was awarded

the degree of doctor of science. Magna cum

laude, in 1924.
After working for a short time with The

American Chain Company, Dr. Krivobok
joined the staff of the Bureau of Metallurgical
Research of The Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology as Metallurgist and Associate Profes
sor of Metallurgy, where, in addition to his
research work, he supervises the graduate
school of metallurgy. Dr. Krivobok is also a

consulting engineer for several companies, and
the consulting metallurgist of The Pittsburgh
Testing Laboratories. He is a member of
The Harvard Clubs of Boston and Pittsburgh,
The University Club of Pittsburgh, The
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgi
cal Engineers, The American Society of Steel

{Continued on page 39)
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A New Slant

on

West Point
by

Cadet

W. A. Downing, "H" Co.

NUMEROUS articles on the United
States Mihtary Academy have been pub
lished recently. West Point has been

considered from the standpoint of Athletics,
of Academics, of Social Training, and, in fact
from practically every standpoint save one.

Little has been said about the actual purpose
of West Point. What is the fundamental rea
son for the slogan, "Every Cadet an Athlete"?
Why does an Army officer need the specialized
training of an engineer�and a general engin
eer, at that? Why must he also have a thor
ough foundation in languages and, to a cer

tain extent, in the liberal arts? Why not
teach him the fundamentals of military train
ing that an officer must know, and dispense
with the other, apparently superflous, train
ing? These questions can best be answered
by a consideration of the real purpose of the
United States Military .Academy.
Washington's realization of the need of an

institution for the training of officers resulted
in the founding of West Point. At that time
the post consisted of nothing more than a few
scattered tents�a military camp�with a few
officers detailed from the regular army for
the purpose of instruction. Essentially the
purpose was to train men in the fundamentals
of warfare� fundamentals that an officer
must know in order to function properly and
to be able to instruct and command his men.

In other words, the purpose was to train offi
cers. That same basic reason lies as the cor

nerstone of all other military schools. Of
course, as times have changed and the opera
tion of war has become more complex, mili
tary schools in general have added to their
courses in military tactics. However, the ori
ginal basic idea remains the same. They are

training men to be officers.
Washington's original idea has a very dif

ferent application at West Point at the pres
ent time. The necessary shortness of this
article prohibits a detailed account, but, if one

investigates the great wars of the world, many
instances can be found of catastrophes result-

30

W. A. Downing, Alpha Alpha '27

ing from a lack of leadership. By this I do
not mean the leadership of junior officers, but
of general leadership�the general supervision
by a really capable head of an entire army.
For instance, during Napoleon's conquests,
one of the great powers against him was im
potent simply from the lack of efficient lead
ership. The army was adequate, the men

were well trained, the junior officers were

capable, but there was no efficient head for
this homogeneous mass. Of course, at that
time, military schools were few in number, and
those which existed were small and compara
tively unimportant. I quote this example sim
ply to show that even an efficient army is
practically helpless without a capable leader.
This necessity for leaders, and, specifically
speaking. Generals, has come to be the prime
consideration of the government in its train
ing of men at West Point. In other words.
West Point does not train officers�it trains-
Generals. This is the one thing that differen
tiates the United States Military .Academy
from all other military schools.
The various sub-divisions of the army in

clude the Engineers, the Cavalry, the Infantry,
the Medical Corps, the Ordnance, the .Artillery,
the -Air Cori)s, the Quarter-master Corps, the
Signal Corps, the Chemical Warfare Service,
and certain staff services and departments
(such as the .Adjutant General, the Inspector
General, and the Judge -Advocate General).
Each of these branches has a specific function.
The head of each one is a specialist in his
particular function, and all of the fine points
connected with it. He knows all that is
known about that branch. Now suppose that
the head of any particular branch were placed
in command of some other branch in which he
had had no training. He would be completely
lost. He would be dependent on his juniors. He
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would be simply a figure head. It becomes ob
vious, then, that as a General, an officer must
not only know thoroughly the branch in which
he has risen, but he must be thoroughly versed
in the fundamentals and the functions of every
other branch. Otherwise, he would not know
how to dove-tail the various parts of his com

plex organization. He would not be capable

of assigning the various tasks in a contem

plated campaign. In order to know these fun
damentals he must have a general training in
all branches. Naturally, after an officer has
been assigned to one branch, it is practically
impossible to obtain such a training. There
fore, we have�West Point and a system of
post-graduate schools.
West Point teaches the fundamentals of all

branches of the Army. After leaving the
Academy, an officer is assigned to a certain
branch in which he specializes, but the im

portant thing is that he understands the essen

tial points of the entire organization of the
Army. To obtain this knowledge he must

pursue courses of study which seem unneces

sary for a line officer in, say, the infantry,
He must study Physics, Electricity, Chemis
try, Mechanics, higher Mathematics, Mechani
cal Drawing, and Engineering in order to have
a basic knowledge of Engineering, for the
array Engineer must have a complete know
ledge of all the general branches of Engin
eering. He does not learn simply the science
of Civil Engineering, for example. Similarly,
each particular branch has specified subjects
which are necessary to a thorough knowledge
of the principles of that branch. Consequently,
a cadet at West Point studies a voluminous
curriculum, some courses of which are regard
ed as superflous by many people.
The consideration of this general knowl

edge of all branches is the thing which dis
tinguishes West Point from other military
schools. In the military schools of practically
all other countries the precepts are entirely
different. A man is assigned to a certain
branch when he enters the academy. He, of
course, investigates, to a certain extent, the
general fundamentals of warfare, but he spe
cializes in one particular branch. The result
is that upon graduatiton he has a slight advan
tage in that he knows more about his particu
lar branch than does the graduate of West
Point, but he does not have the general knowl
edge that a West Pointer has. The West
Pointer soon acquires this special knowledge
in a service school for his particular branch.
The other graduate goes into his profession
without the general knowledge. This, then, is
the essential difference between a West Pointer
and the graduate of any other military school
�the graduate of the other school is trained
to be a junior officer�the West Pointer is
trained to be a General. If, in a great emer
gency. West Point can be credited with pro
ducing one great mind, one capable leader,
then West Point has accomplished its mission.

Alpha Sig Concludes Greek Conclave

REVEREND Harold Ruopp, Epsilon '19, concluded the Greek Conclave held on the Ohio
Wesleyan campus last December with his sermon especially prepared for fraternity men

and women. His sermon brought to a close the events of this gathering of fraternity men

and women which is second only in its interest and importance to the Interfraternity Confer
ence. "There is a cry from every phase of life," Brother Ruopp told the assembled fraternity
men and women, "for men of honor who will not lie. Men in w'hom we can place our confi
dence. Men who will not betray us. Men who will not sell out for any price, however high it
may be� for any mess of pottage, however sweet it may be. People can be lifted by love, not
by cold logic. In China and in India there are two men who are figuratively betting their lives
that love is the most potent force in the world. India is reaching up for something she has not

yet reached ; China is awakening from a Rip Van Winkle sleep of centuries. The only diet
that will fit this appetite for Christian leadership, this reaching for love, is the Christ-like char
acter. The potentialities of this character are to be found in the young men and women in the
colleges and universities today."
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By
J. A. Swan, Alpha Theta'28

'^\m^^^^\
Joyce A. Swan

Keeping An Eye On the Paper Boy
'i"^T OPE. I won't guarantee to getcha to
-'-^ Haddock. A car hasn't been over that

road in a week. The mud's deeper'n all Hell
and the hills are slicker'n greased poles. But
I'll start with ya for ten bucks."
We started. .. .in the rain, bouncing and

jouncing in a '24 Model T like jacks-in-a-box.
Fired with the enthusiasm of my first job I
just had to reach Haddock to get a boy to
handle the Des Moines (la.) Sunday Register
circulation which had dwindled from 300 to
30 since the mines had shut down.
We got there by wading mud to our

knees for six miles. (The Ford took the
D. T.'s at the halfway mark). Found a town

quiet as a Parsee Tower of Silence. .. .with
the last families preparing to move.... and
left....with the circulation thirty copies less.
Two months before I had joined The Reg

ister and Tribune to start a carrier promotion
department. .. .the first in the country, and
now I was being toughened on the road. Not
that I had planned such a life job. Isak le
Grange, sunny South African of Alpha Theta,
and I were going to buy a paper in South
Africa..were ready to sail..when a death in
my family altered all plans.
This job looked good and there I was and

here I am.

Aggressive, located in the richest farming
area in the world, in a state with more sur

faced roads than California, the Des Moines
Register and Tribune covers Iowa as com

pletely as the Lord's Prayer covers a pinhead
�210,000 Sunday and 240,000 daily circulation
requires 3,235 carrier salesmen for their dis
tribution in 852 cities and towns, which are not

empty like Haddock.
These boys, forming the largest carrier or

ganization in the United States, are little mer

chants, buying their papers at wholesale, sell
ing them at fixed retail price, earning their
profits each week when they collect. They are

the salesmen for their routes and increase
their earnings by getting new customers.

Their earnings in 1931 will exceed
$600,000.
It is in the promotion of this organization,

in creating prestige for the job of handling
papers, developing sales promotion, writing ad
campaigns, editing house organs and syndicat
ing promotion to other papers that my eight,
ten, twelve hours a day are spent.
The production of sales promotion that wil!

instill ideas and enthusiasm in boys is, in my
opinion, far more difficult than creating simi
lar promotion for men. There are few meth
ods, few precedents to follow. It must be
new, original, fresh.
The Register and Tribune according to the

{Continued on page 56)
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By
Wayne Jordan, Delta Upsilon

Wilbur M. White

A Fighting Sig Goes to Congress
A group of young men in Toledo, Ohio, in

terested in gaining recognition within the

Republican party, seeking for a man who might
best represent them, decided upon Wilbur M.
"Irish" White, Delta '10, Managing Editor of
the Toledo Morning Times, and urged Brother
White to enter the race for Congressional
election. He declined, knowing that most of
the voters were not acquainted with his name.

But the group of young men insisted that he
enter the contest, assuring him that the cham
pioning of a real issue would elect him. So
Brother White made repeal of the present
liquor laws the big plank in his platform.
Most of the veteran Republicans looked upon

Chalmers, who had been elected four times, to
swamp White in the primary, but they did not
take White's candidacy seriously and this coup
led with the work that "Irish's" supporters car

ried on so quietly and furiously, won the day
for the editor, and gave cause for great sur

prise to the old wheel-horses. White lay low un

til his Boosters' Club spiked together the frame
work for his platform and then only did he
come forth from his editorial desk to show
himself as an aggressive speaker and an intelli
gent commentator on why recent prohibition
laws should be changed. He won supporters
immediately, and when Chalmers tried to "ride
the fence,'" attempting to convince the wets

that he was wet and the drys that he was dry,
Irish White won votes from both wets and
drys. He had the active support of his own

paper from the beginning of the campaign and
he won the backing of the Toledo Blade and
that of the Toledo News-Bee a week before
the primary election. The result of the pri
mary was 25,000 votes for White, and 12,000
for Chalmers. November saw Irish White
elected to Congress.
The men who chose White as their champ

ion made a good choice. He has always been
a fighter. Born at Hillsboro, Ohio, forty years
ago, he went to grade school and through
high school there. Then he went to Marietta
and did a lot of plain and fancy scrapping on

the College football teams. He specialized in
economics and civil government and was grad
uated with the Class of '14. Not satisfied with
his A. B., he battled some more until he re

ceived his nfaster's degree, and then he delib
erately entered the newspaper field, knowing
that he would have a lot of fighting to do in
that line. Then came the war, and Irish
White fought so well that the Italian govern
ment pinned a medal on him�the first Ameri
can soldier decorated by the Italian govern
ment in the conflict. Post-Armistice days saw

him returning to his old reporting and editing
until he emerged in 1926 as Managing Editor
of the Toledo Morning Times.
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Bob Riedel zvrites to Headquarters

The Man Behind the Pen
A Testimonial by the Editor

EVERYONE knows the saying that the
pen is mightier than the sword, but the
truthfulness of that statement is no

higher than in a realization of the chapter
correspondent's importance as a part of his
chapter's machinery. Here is an officer who
bears the heavy burden of having to try to

please everybody�the editor, the actives, the
alumni, and the rest of his readers. He is a

hero unsung for the most part, for chapter
news letters are seldom left signed when they
appear in the magazine. His is difficult work.
For the chapter correspondent must not only
scan the record of chapter achievement for a

period of two months past�he must write his
findings in such a way, paying attention to
time element, that his notes will read correctly
when published. He must use past tense,
almost without exception.
The other evils facing him are numerous.

He may find, all too often, that magazine ma

terial must be written at a time when he has
examinations to face. Yet he must get his
chapter material, seek alumni notes, pound
out a feature story or two, and still find time
to take photographs for illustration. And
those photographs ! Most of them must be
specially packed for mailing; they must not

have their corners dog-eared ; they must be
labeled in ink on the back, identified without
causing markings to appear on the face, and

thev must never be clipped to anything with

paper clips! They have to be glossy prints
which will take on a 128 screen. They usually
are anathema.

.As if this were not enough, the poor scribe
must take care of all of the other corre

spondence with his national headquarters.
So it is that the editor takes great pleasure

in presenting for credit those to whom credit
is due� for their untiring and cheerful work
as co-editors of the Tomahawk, working under
conditions which at times could hardly have
been called the best. The gentleman at the

top of the page is none other than the H. C. S.
of Iota Chapter�Bob Riedel. He carries a

he-man fountain pen, albeit not knowing at

times just what to do in the way of an article
for the magazine he calls "The Indian Club",
he takes himself out to the little gulch beside
the house, and seats himself on the best stump
in lota's beer garden. Fearing that a slip
might precipitate him to the depths below,
Bob must think of something to keep his mind
off the danger of falling.�Hence another
article for Tommy. At the time this was

taken Bob was just about nuts from trying to

pass one or two stiff courses, and sitting beside
the brink of the precipice and looking down,
thinking of professors and their examinations
and editors and their reminders, he rechristen-
ed the spot, naming it "Rising Gorge."
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John Murray of Oklahoma (not related to
Oklahoma's "Alfalfa Bill") is, as anyone with
half an eye can see, a handsome duck. John,
Alpha -Alpha '26, is a senior in Arts and
Sciences, and a loyal contributor. He was

regular first baseman on the Varsity nine for
three years, making only two errors on the
diamond in all that time, and running up a

grand fielding record of 996. This still is the
all-time university record. Murray has held
the offices of H. C, H. C. S., H. S., and has
acted as H. J P. He is nerts about Alpha
Phis.

Lowell Davis of Nebraska is one of our most

competent and voluminous writers. He is
editor of Awgwan, Nebraska's comic, and you
know what that means! Finishing the job of
H. C. S. he steps to the helm of Xi as H. S. P.
And if he can rule with the nice precision
with which he writes, Nebraska is slated for
a successful run. Lowell is a senior in Arts,
and a freshman in the College of Law. Upon
graduation he intends to practice law and play
around with writing.

Stafford Happ turns out all the dope on Delta
and her many athletes. Happ is a Senior,
majoring in geology, expecting to graduate in
June. In his freshman year he ranked first in
his class and made his numerals in basketball.
During his second year he spent one semester
at Wesleyan. Returning to Marietta he was a

member of the football squad during his third
and fourth years, a member of the track squad
his third, intramural winner in the 880, the
mile, two mile ; cross-country, the fourth year.
He is a student assistant in physics now, and
was his junior year also.

Happ of Delta is taking no chances in having a

raw man succeed him as chapter corresponding
secretary. He is training a pledge for the job.
Pledge Art Blickle is now the right hand man

of Brother Happ, and he is learning at an

early day just what the duties of a good sec

retary are. We think this is a whale of a

good idea, and we can look forward to the
day�when at some school where there is open
rushing, a fraternity brother will aproach a

sophomore in high school, asking him to

groom for the job.
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Paul E. Waltz contributes for Upsilon Chap
ter. Brother Waltz is a Junior at Penn State,
enrolled in the School of Education. Since
his ambition is to teach mathematics, he is
majoring in Math, and minoring in Chem. He
is second assistant baseball manager, and a

member of the staff of the Collegian and of
the Students Handbook.

Joseph H. McFarland luis been gathering and
sending in all the news about Tau Chapter.
Brother McFarland reports that he is twenty
years old, looking for a job, hopes it will be
literary or advertising work when he gets it,
that he was born and raised in Santa Barbara,
that he likes California so well that he has
never been east of Chicago, that he is major
ing in Economics, and that he has no prefer
ences between blondes and natural women.

Shown here leaning on one-a them teeny-
weeny little cars that people make jokes about
�both the Austin and Bro. McFarland wear

ing cords.
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Up Dartmouth way, the correspondent for

.Alpha Eta is a winter sportsman. He is Ellis
Jump, and we picture him here, skiis and all,
mushing (or is it sheeing) through some of
that New Hampshire scenery. Ellis turned
out the article on Dartmouth which is includ
ed in this issue. He is an ardent outdoor man,
as can be seen.

Richard H. Jung of Theta is a Senior in the
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
at the University of Michigan. This is his
third semester as H. C. S. and he has turned
out some excellent copy in reporting Theta's
doings. He was on the editorial staff of the
Michigan Daily for three semesters, and al
most everyone knows the qualifying require
ments for that sheet. At present he is a mem

ber of Kappa Tau Alpha, scholastic journal
ism fraternity. Jung is an aspiring journalist.
Majoring in journalism. Watch this Sheboy
gan boy make good in the big city.
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Stanley Scholz, Zeta's H. C. S., is a Senior
in the Commerce College at Ohio State Uni
versity. He expects to enter State's Law
School in the fall of 1931. After graduation,
Corporation Law will be his specialty. Brother
Scholz transferred from the University of
Michigan at the end of his sophomore year;
while at Michigan he was a member of Kappa
Phi Sigma Forensic Society. At Ohio State
Stan has been very active in intramural games,
golf and bowling taking first choice with him.

One chapter has given the office of cor

respondent to The Tomahawk to a brother
already holding office, and such is the case

of Alpha Epsilon at Syracuse. William B.
Grube, H. J. P. of the chapter, has written all
Tomahazvk news for the past year. Grube, a

Senior enrolled in the Pulp and Paper Course
in the College of Forestry, hopes to attain
eminence in the paper industry after gradua
tion. At present, Alaska is the foot of the
rainbow for him. Bill's present hobbies are

defending the R. 0. T. C. and lacrosse.
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-Another coming journalist is Kenneth B. Reed
of Alpha Theta. Amateur publications are

his consuming passion at the University of
Missouri. He holds forth as H. C. of his
chapter, too, besides holding down the office
of H. C. S. Missouri, if you don't know it,
is one of our ranking schools in journalism,
and a number of the brothers of our second
youngest chapter are already making good in
the journalistic world. Brother Reed expects
to follow the same path after his graduation.

The H. C. S. of Phi Chapter is Kenn Sea
man. He claims that he is just another stu
dent. Kenn is majoring in Economic Science,
termed the "Gentleman's Course" at Iowa
State. He claims that it will not get him any
honorary keys. Favorite activity : going to
Des Moines with the rest of the brothers in
order to keep college off his mind, and to keep
in touch with the old home town. Kenn is

trying to m.a'ice the Varsity one-mile relay team
but he agrees that pipe smoking forms his one

claim to being a man.
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Dick Wherity is correspondent for Gamma
Chapter. Brother Wherity has made his let
ter in both baseball and soccer, and is a mem

ber of the Dramatic Club at Mass. Aggy. His
contributions for the magazine come to the
editor's desk as regularly as clockwork, and
his other correspondence is just as promptly
on time.

The boy with the typewriter finger at Eta is
Everett Carthey. Ev has been struggling all
year to get the chapter records and corre

spondence whipped into shape. He is a Senior
in the College of Commerce and intends to

help the world by seeing to it that everyone
secures sufficient life insurance protection,
after he graduates in June. He has been very
active on the Daily Illini staff, but he had to

drop that activity in order to rustle some part
of his college expenses. As a consequence, he
has held a secretarial position in the State
Historical Library and has sold insurance.
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The write-ups for Sigma Chapter come from
the pen of John Watts, Jr., a sophomore at
the University of Kentucky. He is a mem

ber of Keys, sophomore honorary, was on the
freshman track team, and now is a member
of the staff of Kernel, Kentucky's semi-
vveekh^ paper.

Frank "Casey" Stengel is the man responsible
for the articles about Alpha Gamma Chapter.
Frank is a Junior at Carnegie and is enrolled
in Heating and Ventilating. He is a graduate
of Newark Prep. Casey is a quiet fellow,
liked by members of both sexes, interested in
his chapter, is a hard worker and is doing his
share toward keeping Alpha Gamma's scholas
tic rating high on the Carnegie Tech. campus.
Stengel lives in Irvington, a suburb of New
ark, New Jersey, and promises to show any
wandering Sig the big Jersey town, if he wi'Il
just call upon him.
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Dean Goodrich
{Continued from page 28)

of the local fraternity he was instrumental in
its final acceptance as a chapter of Alpha
Sigma Phi.
Some of the earlier facts of his life show

that Herbert F. Goodrich was born at Anoka,
Minnesota, in 1889. He received his A. B.
degree at Carleton College and later studied
law at Harvard, receiving his LL. B. at that
institution.
With this preparation, the road to his present

position as one of the youngest deans of any
American law school, seems to have been one
of steady climbing. Starting in 1914 as an

instructor in law at the State University of
Iowa, he became an assistant professor and
afterward professor and acting dean in the
College of Law in the same University. In
1922 he transferred his activities to the larger
University of Michigan where he acted as

professor of law until 1929. Since that time
he has been in his present position of Dean
and Professor of Law at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School. In fifteen years
Dean Goodrich has achieved the highest posi
tion in his field.
As an author Goodrich is known as an

authority on "The Conflict of Laws"; for a

chapter on torts in Ballentine's "Problems in
Law," and for his articles in legal periodicals.
His membership and activity in many organi
zations show the diversity of his interests.
Brother Goodrich is a member of the Ameri
can Bar Association, member and ex-secre-

� tary of the Michigan State Bar Association,
advisor on public and professional relations in
the American Law Institute, and among
others, Phi Beta Kappa, Delta Sigma Rho, Phi
Alpha Delta, and The Order of the Coif.
Some of the latest honors bestowed on Her

bert F. Goodrich as Dean of the University
of Pennsylvania Law School, are the Vice-
Presidency of the University, in charge of the
Law School, an office growing out of the re-

�cent organization of the institution; and the
Presidency of the Association of Law Schools.
The latter honor, which was conferred upon
him at the last meeting of that body at Chi
cago, seems to indicate that Dean Goodrich
has now started on the road to fame.
Before leaving his study. Brother Goodrich

assured me that he did not mind interviews
if the interviewer, as in one instance, did not
return to sell him one hundred copies of the
book in which his interview appeared. Claim
ing that the many law books on the shelves
around his study were sufficient to occupy
his time, he stated that he was not open for
such a sale.

Dr. Krivobok
{Continued from page 29)

Treaters, The Russian Metallurgical Society,
The British Iron and Steel Institute, The Brit

ish Institute of Metals, and many other organ
izations.
The results of Dr. Krivobok's work, much

of which is in the field of alloy steels, have
appeared from time to time in various tech
nical publications. Alpha Gamma is very glad
to have Brother Krivobok as its faculty ad
visor, and feels that it is very fortunate to be
able to have Dr. and Mrs. Krivobok to chap
eron its social affairs.

(5===?)

White Birches
by

Kirke Beard, Pi '28

These are words
As wooden as

You and I and a million split-seconds
Of time in a golden afternoon
Are intricate.
These are facts
You and I are a picture of
Young white birches reaching
Into a sky-blue sky.
In a million split-seconds
Of time in a golden afternoon
We are depths in the picture
Beyond flatness.

Long, young dreams in a golden afternoon;
Fragrance and jasmine rubbing elbows
In cuddly warmth before
An open fireplace with
Shadows of jazz and classicism in the
Musical air
Night, cold, black,
Alarmingly close, and stars

Snapping like myriads of
Glistening needlepoints across the sky.
Long, young dreams in a golden-silver
Afternoon, mounting
Goodbye !

In a million split-seconds of time
You and I
Young white birches reaching
Into a sky-blue sky
Sway to the breeze in the
Depths of the picture.
And trust only the flatness.
Goodbye ?
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Kenny Beagle pauses to shoot one.

Basketball
A review of the season by the sporls editor

"TV URING the past basketball season a num-
^-^ ber of Alpha Sigs were very prominent
in that sport. Among the major teams Eta
Chapter had a very outstanding representation.
Leading all the rest, of course, at the Univer
sity of Illinois was "Bur" Harper, flashy cap
tain of the Varsity team. "Bur" is high-point
man for Illinois. His teammate. Bill Theo
bald, ranked almost as high as Brother Harper.
The Orange and Blue basket men came out of
their mid-season slump, and stepped out and
won their last three games from Purdue,
Iowa, and from Northwestern, Conference
leaders.
At the University of Michigan, three mem

bers of Theta Chapter loaned their abilities to
the Varsity "A" and "B" basketball team. Ed
Garner of Niles, Michigan, more than six feet
tall, played on both the "A" and "B" teams
and scored in games against Michigan State
and the Detroit Y. M. C. A. In another game
with the latter team Norm McDonald of Mus
kegon, played center during the second half
and was high-point man with a score of
seven.

This is what the Toledo Blade says about
McDonald : "The addition to the team of Nor
man McDonald of Muskegon, Michigan�the
same town that produced Bennie Oosterbaan
in 1924, should prove a major help to Coach
Veenker. McDonald will add height to the
squad, and he is reputed to be the best ball-
handler seen locally since the days of his illus
trious fellow-townsman. He plays either for
ward or guard and has been kept off the squad
since before the Christmas holiday due to a

back injury." He has recovered and is again
playing in the game.
Ivan Williamson has played full time in al

most every "A" team game this season. He
plays a guard position and is especially effect
ive in breaking up the opponents' plays under
the basket. He is a product of Bowling
Green, Ohio, although his home is now in
Toledo.
Probably the greatest outstanding single

player of the game among members of the fra
ternity was Kenny Beagle of Syracuse. During
the basketball season Ken played more than
his brilliant game, living up to his reputation
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Bill Theobald Bur Harper

of being considered by many to be a greater
team player than the greatest Syracuse athlete
of all times�"Vic" Hanson. As captain this
year he piled up an imposing array of points
on the floor and built up his college career as

an astounding athlete to even greater heights
than it had touched before.
At the University of Oklahoma two brothers.

Alpha Alpha, Oren Hattman and Norman
Kroutil, played excellent basketball on the
Varsity team. Hattman, sophomore from
Tulsa, came to the Sooner squad after playing

on the state charnpion Tulsa High team for
three years. As a member of that team he
was an important cog in the Tulsa team which
won the championship of Oklahoma for two

years and placed third in the National tourney
held by the University of Chicago. He was

the regular center on "Jap" Haskell's crack
frosh team of last year and he proved misery
to the Varsity under the basket as he was the
tallest man on the court. He was also the
tallest man on the Varsity this year, going up
in the air to a height of six feet and four

Norman Kroutil Ed Garner Ed Lewis
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inches. His knack of getting the tip at center
and taking the ball off the back board made
him valuable to his team this year. Norman
Kroutil, first substitute forward this year, re

ceived excellent writeups. He, like Hattman,
has two more years to play and the pair will
prove invaluable to Coach McDermott's team.
At Oregon State a brother from Psi played

a stellar game on the basketball court. He
was Ed Lewis, lanky sophomore of Psi Chap
ter, center on the Varsity team. Lewis still
has two more years to play and his generous
height and deft performance with the ball will
guarantee him further laurels in this field of
sport.
Delta Chapter beat out Alpha Delta this

year in having five players on Marietta's Var
sity basketball squad to Alpha Delta's three
men on the Middlebury team. At Marietta,
Ken Burley and Russ Polonus were the first
string guards, Dutch Ward, the high scorer of
the team, with Ned Hall paired with him at

the other forward post, and Ed Heldman held
down a guard position with the shock troops.
At Middlebury, Harry "Smooch" Bullukian,
diminutive player with the bulldog spirit, did
great work this year. From the middle of the
floor he could swish them through the basket
without touching the iron, and although big
opponents could swing him right off his feet,

as long as Smooch had a hold on the ball he
stayed put. Another Alpha Delta man, Ray
Ashdown, has won the reputation of being the
smoothest, sweetest forward Middlebury has
ever known. Ray is still a junior and his
chapter hopes to see him captain of the team
next year. Joe Hardy of Alpha Delta sub
stituted at guard this year and saw time in
nearly every game.
There were other Alpha Sigs who made

names for themselves on the basketball courts
this year, but lack of data and illustrations
keeps them from appearing in this write-up.

.AtSfMSM

Oren Hattman

Cotton Batting Firms Merge Their Interests

AFTER several months of negotiation, ac

cording to the Lockport Union-Sun and

Journal, announcement was made recently of
a merger of the Lockport Cotton Batting
Company and the Niagara Cotton Company,
Incorporated. The combined business will be
carried on under the name of the Lockport
Cotton Batting Company, E. Albert Rogers
continuing as president and treasurer, with

Lloyd S. Cochran, Omicron '20, Grand Treas
urer of Alpha Sigma Phi, secretary and treas

urer of the former Niagara Cotton Company,
becoming vice-president of the new firm. A
number of the Niagara Cotton Company
workers, notably Richard M. Archibald, Omi
cron '24, former Executive Secretary of Alpha
Sigma Phi, and known to most of the mem

bers of the fraternity, are continuing their
duties in the organization.

The merger marks the combination of two
of Lockport's oldest and best-known compa
nies. The Lockport Company was established
in 1870 and the Niagara Cotton Company in
1889. The control of the Lockport Cotton
Batting Company has always remained in the
hands of the Rogers family while that of the
Niagara Cotton Company has remained in the
Cochran family. Starting from comparatively
small beginnings, both companies have grown
tremendously through the years, until they
have come to a position of dominating influ
ence in the industry. Their products are dis
tributed extensively throughout the entire
country. The consolidation now assures Lock-
port of the leading organizations of this kind
in the country with greater capacity and
greater strength than any other company in
the same line enjoys.
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Jack Myers

DURING the past months, before reenter

ing school. Jack Myers, brother of Mu

Chapter, looked for education by seeking first
hand information through travel, rather than

through the medium of books and classrooms.
What he learned, he reports, was not what

might be found in the curricula of the College
of Engineering at the University of Washing-

Hong Kong, showing the harbor and the city
perched like a cliff-dzveller's dream, the

gaunt mountain rising behind it.

ton, but the sight of river traffic on Hong
Kong was far more interesting than the fig
ures on a slide rule. Impossible of description
for the most part, his views of people and
lands and seaports and life on the other side
of the globe leave him with the last impres
sion that Japan, to the visitor today, is in many

respects disappointing. Morals and home life
in the Flowery Kingdom seem strange enough
to the Occidental, but the cities, modernized
for some time, appear not greatly different
from those of our own side of the hemi-
shere. Modern business has invaded Japan,
and with the Japanese seeking to bend West
ern methods and principles to their own needs,
their cities have lost much of the startling in
architecture. In comparison with our own

metropoli those of Japan lack only the sky
scrapers. Since the severe earthquake of sev

eral years ago Japanese building laws restrict
the constructor to a comparatively few stories.

Mu Brother
Finds the
Orient

Interesting

Japan still has its shrines and its geishas, its
toriis and sacred deer, its craftsmen and jin
rickshas, but American-made automobiles,
street cars and airplanes threaten to eliminate
even more of the old traditional aspect of
Nippon than they have already. Factory smoke
now smudges the air of the islands and part
of the view toward ancient and sacred Fuji is
a railroad track. For Japan has turned to

manufacturing. The Empire now makes more

than half of the manufacturing goods it uses,
and some there are who have said that the
Japanese imitativeness and seizing of ideas
does not halt at patent rights.
China, on the other hand, presented a much

more romantic appearance to Brother Myers.
The Chinese, caring little for advancement and
progress, having watched the birth and death
of so many radical and progressive ideas
through her thousands of years of written his
tory, cling to their own customs. The only
signs of modern civilization as judged by
Western eyes, seem to be those made by lead
ing nations of the Occidental world, seeking
trade. So it is in China that one may still see

more than a mere trace of the past, and may
watch the old river junks and other ancient
conveyances ply upon the rivers as of yore.

Chinese street scene.

And he may be a spectator at many interesting
ceremonies and processions�the weird dum
mies, the religious effigies, long dragons, pop
ping firecrackers, and the myriads of bright
colors, which let him catch just a little of the
spirit and the movement and the life�and the
odor of the East.
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The Random Finger Writes
Following the Catholic Pontiff's encyclical condemning birth control, one of the Alpha
brothers, at a meeting of the Birth Control League at the Hotel McAlpin in New
York, stated that to control its population the world has its choice of famine, war,
pestilence or birth control. He is the Reverend Allen Knight Chalmers, pastor of
Broadway Tabernacle. "Sensible persons may take their choice," he added. "If birth
control is a compromise with the bestial in man, which I doubt, how much more is
the survival of the unfittest in war a fact of physical grossness and spiritual
insensitivity."
Bill Higgins, Nu '23, is winning recognition on the Pacific coast for his work as coach
of the freshman basketball team at the University of California. Higgins began his
coaching activities last year. His team lost but two games. This season, up to this
time, his freshmen have been undefeated, winning the initial game of the series with
Stanford, California's traditional rival, with a score of 41-29. Higgins while in college
did stellar work as a center for California's Varsity. He held the All-Pacific Con
ference rating in his position for three years ; was high-point man and the keystone in
three Pacific coast's championship teams.

Persons who pretend to be eager to solve the nation's economic problems but who, in
fact, are interested chiefly in spreading poison of distrust in American institutions, were
sharply scored recently by William C. Mullendore, Theta '12, vice-president of the
Southern California Edison Company, in an address before the League of Women
Voters. Mullendore put in the subversive category many of those who are agitating
against what they call the "power trust," saying that they go about creating in the
minds of people a picture of substantial public utilities as monsters about to devour
the people.

W. A. Brecht, Upsilon '21, engineer of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, with two other Westinghouse engineers, recently tested a device on an

airplane which proved that the worst shock encountered by a ship is the air bump.
sometimes registering a strain as high as 18,000 pounds on a plane weighing only 8,500
pounds. The recording device developed by the engineers consists of nerve centers,
placed on wing, fuselage, and landing gear, connected by wires with a box containing
six grid-glow tubes which register pressure. For readers interested, high speed land
ings, the device showed, are less of a shock than slow landings.

The progress from the hanging out of a lawyer's shingle to the position of honor of
the Common Pleas Judge has been made by Carl C. Hoyt, Delta '09, in the space of
sixteen years. Last fall Brother Hoyt was elected as Common Pleas Judge of Summit
County, Ohio. The county seat there is Akron. Judge Hoyt began the practice of
law in Akron in 1914, following his graduation from Columbia University Law School.
For the past seven years he has been Municipal Judge of Akron. Thirty-five thousand
voters put their trust in him at the polls.

Speaking before the Society for Ethical Culture recently. Professor Nathaniel Schmidt,
Iota '29, professor of languages at Cornell University and an ethnologist of world
wide note, as well as a Biblical commentator and student of brilliant achievement,
stated that theology is at the crossroads today and must decide whether to continue in
the path it has followed or to change its course more completely than ever, in con

formity with modern progress. The expression of new forms of devotion to the
highest ideals must be the aim of theology today, if it is to fulfill its purpose, he
declared. "Theology is reflection upon the contents of religion, the scientific treat
ment of the facts presented by religion," Professor Schmidt said. "It has until now
been predominantly an effort to examine, classify, harmonize, systematize and ration
alize what was conceived as a special revelation. Its area has been limited to the
recognized scriptures and standards of faith and its methods have been those of apolo
getics. But now there presents itself the necessity of a choice between preserving or

abandoning this theological discipline. It is becoming widely recognized that theology
can only survive and maintain its influence as a science dealing with all the religious
phenomena of man's life, scrutinizing all claims, investigating all ideas, customs and
institutions, and seeking to understand the operations of this mighty force in man's
nature and to find new ways of its practical application. Theology is the science of
religion stands in very much the same relation to the traditional theology as astronomy
to astrology or chemistry to alchemy."
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Wing-heeled Mercury

The Alumni

OF course, our most prominent alumnus,
most in the public eye at the present time,

is none other than Ray Conger, nimble-limbed
fraternity brother from Iowa State. Ray has
beaten Nurmi, Wide, Peltzer, Purji, and Dr.
Paul Martin. As Feg Murray says, "Ray
Conger can say that he has beaten them all,
but he is not the type to go around boasting
of his victories on the cinder path or on the
boards." Aside from his victories over the
five noted runners mentioned above, Ray's
bursts of speed have carried him to the tape
before Lloyd Hahn, Orvall Martin, Leo Ler
mond, Paul Rekers, Rufus Kizer, and others.
Conger has been doing brilliant work on the
boards this season, with his victories over Dr.
Paul Martin, and if he improves as much in
the next eighteen months as he has in the
past he may be expected to "be there" when
the fifteen hundred-meter run is staged at the
Los Angeles Olympics next year. One can

expect good Alpha Sigs to trek across the
country to see Brother Conger run at that
time.
This writer, a number of evenings ago, was

speaking of Ray to Newt Embree, whom he
had met at a New York Alumni Council
meeting.

"
�And I can say that I have beaten

Conger," grinned Newt. "Oh yeah?" asked
we. "Yeah," explained Embree, "when we

were at Iowa State together�in our freshman
year !"
Newt, by the way, is a member of the

Flushing Alumni Council, in good standing.
Other Alpha Sigs from that neck of the
woods who attend New York Alumni meet

ings are: Al Kime, president of the council,
this writer, Wentworth Gantt, Don Titus and
Ernie Adams. There are a number of other
fraternity brothers located in that suburb, al
though the greater number are still under
graduates.
Just one brother rose to our bait about Los

Angeles and its universal pushing of its fron
tiers, which we published in the last issue. He
was Maitland B. McKenzie, Nu '22. Brother
McKenzie, for the past four years, has been
employed in the college department of Henry
Holt and Company, 1 Park Avenue, New York
City. He visits the professors in various col
leges in Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indi
ana, and Ohio, trying to convince the dons that
Henry Holt is the best company from which
to buy and with which to publish. From June
until October McKenzie lives in Forest Hills,
Long Island, and the rest of the year he
spends in Chicago. A short while over two

years ago he married a Forest Hills girl��

Norma Bingham, and a year ago a daughter,
June, whose praises are sung from New York
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to Martinez, California, came as a blessed
event, Malcolm D. McKenzie, brother of our
correspondent, is now located at Seattle,
Washington, care of the Paraffine Companies.
Hugh Carpenter, Pi '27, has shaken the dust

of Boulder from his heels and has gone to

Tulsa, Oklahoma. He may be reached by ad
dressing him at 2628 East Sixth Street.
R. T. Baker, Tau '25, is now located at 415

Russ Building, San Francisco, California.
Merrick W. Chapin, Alpha Delta '25, form

erly of Marlboro, Massachusetts, is now work
ing for the National Gummed and Coated
Paper Company, and his address is 4 Beard
Street, Nashua, New Hampshire.

"p OBERT H. Mack, Alpha Zeta '26, has

AVghanged his address to 5116 St. Andrews
Street, Los Angeles, California.
Earl L. Hassler, Alpha Alpha '27, formerly

at Norman, Oklahoma, is now located at 202
Telephone Building, Oklahoma City, Okla
homa. He works for the American Tel. and
Tel.
Charles C. Robertson, N'u '27, is now located

at 407 N. Sycamore Avenue, Los Angeles,

CHARLES Johnson, book reviewer for
the New York Times, speaks of The
Dynamic Universe, by James Mackaye,

Alpha Eta '28, as more than a book. He calls
it a dashing adventure, a crusade, undertaken
with a full realization of its perils, against the
heretical notions of Albert Einstein and his
many highly gifted followers. "And James
Mackaye sets forth against the relativist wind
mills, not with the lance of a Don Quixote,
but with the methodical common sense of
Sancho Panza. In his views the General
Theory of Relativity is not a coherent system
like the Ptolemaic scheme, or the superseding
view of Copernicus. It is rather an assembly
of speculations, assumptions, and sheer unin-
telligibilities, bound together with a rope of
sound equations under new disguises. There
fore, in his campaign against the General
Theory, James Mackaye advances piecemeal,
analyzing one leading detail after another."

Mackaye disproves the teaching of the
school of Albert Einstein which says that the
velocity of light, 186,000 miles a second, is a

natural limit, which under no conceivable cir
cumstances can be exceeded. Against this
sweeping statement Mackaye simply describes
a series of velocities which do exceed the
velocity of light. "Imagine an observer of the
stars at midnight. One bright star is due east

of him on the horizon. Its light is passing him
at the familiar rate of speed. But there is
another bright star close to the horizon due
west. The light of this star is also passing
the observer at the same rate of speed. But,

California. Brother Robertson and Brother
Bob Moore, same chapter, same year, are in
the animated cartoon business, and are con

nected with Universal Pictures.
Three marriages that have come to the

notice of this writer are those of Paul J.
Moore, Alpha Alpha '27, Earl C. Prouty,
Gamma '29, and L. M. Cornman, Alpha Gam
ma '24. Brother Cornman has been married
for a number of years, but news of it has just
come to this office. He is still employed with
the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company, Newport News, Virginia. He
has one child, a baby girl, two and one-half
years old. The Cornmans live at 44 Cherry
Avenue, R. F. D. No. 4, Hampton, Virginia.
Paul Moore was married June 21, 1930, to

Jescile Wolfe, Alpha Chi Omega, at the Uni
versity of Oklahoma. The Moores live at
5625 Winthrop Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and
Paul is working for the National Broadcast
ing Company as Control Engineer in the Chi
cago studios. Alpha Sigs are welcome. Earl
Prouty married Thelma M. Wilcox of East
Hampton, Massachusetts, January 10, 1931
and the Proutys reside at 37-52 89th Street,

the two light waves in vacuo moving in oppo
site directions pass one another with a veloc
ity of 372,000 miles a second."
And so dogma falls. Similar proofs are put

I forward regarding material bodies, one having
; to do with cathode ray streams, and the other
; with the transmission of light in material
; media having indices of refraction less than

unity. But anyway, the author scores his
point.

: Mackaye next knocks for a heavy loss the
I relativist creed that "gravitation and inertia
1 are identical." Mackaye illustrates his point
f here by showing that a given body, such as a

' lump of lead, which at the equator weighs
exactly 100 pounds, placed on a smooth table,

E needs a certain measurable force to move it
sideways, thus overcoming and thereby meas-

1 uring its inertia. Taking the lump of lead
, up near the north pole, away from the earth's

equatorial bulge and so near the center of the
: earth, tested by the spring balance the lump of
5 lead will be found to have gained weight. But
1 tested by the same spring balance its inertia

will be found exactly the same as before.
s Therefore gravitation and inertia are not
s equal.
e Professor Mackaye, in explaining why rela-
e tivity has achieved the certain well-known pre-
t dictions, even though it is a mixture of con-
1 fusions and truisms, points out that Einstein
s probably began with selections from various
e alternative solutions. And Mackaye offers in
g his book a constructive side, in which he sets

(, forth his alternative theory of radiation.

372,000 Aides a Second
or

Tzvice the Speed of IJght
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Jackson Heights, Long Island. Earl is an

engineer with the New York Telephone Com
pany, 140 West Street, New York City.
George H. Walker, Psi '27, is now located

at 525 E. Chestnut Street, Santa Ana, Califor
nia. He states that he is in the insurance busi
ness, "scouting suspects and trying to make
prospects." He is married and keeps busy be
tween home, the office, and the golf links. He
would like to hear more of the men from Psi.
Newell B. Parsons, Alpha '25, is located in

Chicago. He is very much interested in the
Interfraternity Club of that city, located at
10 North La Salle Street, and is a member of
the board of the club.
James Upsher Smith of Minneapolis for

wards a bit of news concerning two Rho men.

James L. Krusemark is with the U. S. Gov
ernment Attorney's office, investigating bank
ruptcies, trust violations, and other frauds
against the government of Texas. He can be
reached by sending mail to Box 1616, Dallas,
Texas. And Charles Frier McCollister can

be reached at Rock Island, Illinois, although
he travels around quite a bit in carrying out
his insurance work.

WE received a veritable flock of alumni
notes from Brother Edward Thayer of

Los Angeles, to whom we appealed for newsy
items. The news received came from the
members of the Los Angeles Alumni Council
and are concerned with men from a great var
iety of chapters. Dr. Lawrence D. Bailiff,
Alpha Zeta '26, whose address is 405 Hilgard
Avenue, West Los Angeles, is head of the

Spanish department of U. C. L. .A. He has
been head of his department for some time
and stands in line for further promotion. He
is married and has one child. Pace W. Bart
lett, Alpha Zeta '26, is located with the Aetna
Casualty and Surety Company in Los Angeles.
His telephone number is Trinity 7831. He is
reported to be doing very well in a very hard
line. Still a bachelor. Arnold Bayley, Tau
'21, is located at 173 South Oxford Avenue,
Los -Angeles, engaged in aviation, unmarried
(telephone Washington 8288) and is flying
his own machine in a commercial way. Wilmer
Binford, Alpha Zeta '26, located at 1701 N.
Main Street, Los Angeles, with the Southern
Asbestos and Magnesia Corporation, (call
Capital 4246) is married and has one child.
Brother Thayer reports that Bill is the domi
nating figure around the plant. D. E. Boden
schatz, Eta '28, is with the Standard Oil Com
pany, 439 North Bedford Drive, Beverly Hills,
and is unmarried. Brother Thayer says that
Boddy recently arrived from Eta and has suc

ceeded in landing a paying position, something
quite rare for a tourist. F. (Hap) Caneer,
Tau '19, who has been with Janss Investment
Corporation for six years and has been an act
ive member of the Westwood Hills Sales
group, is married and has two boys. His firm
is located at 10588 Ashton Avenue, West Los
Angeles. Stanley Chapman, Alpha '11, is mar

ried and is owner and manager of the South
ern Meat Company at Fullerton, California.
Chapman has been a great supporter of Alpha
Zeta Chapter. W. Tris Coffin, Nu '23, is a

lawyer with his office at 605 W. 10th Street,
Los Angeles. A single man with Trinity 5111

Les Hartzell Back in University oj Washington Gives
An Account OJ Himself

yV NOTHER good man from the West. Meet Brother "Les" Hartzell, Mu '24, globetrotter,
�^ *� engineer, and chemist who has lately achieved distinction for himself in distant fields.

His diligent pursuit of the books was rewarded when early in the spring of 1929 he was

assigned to an important position by the Anaconda Copper Company, with whom he had been
associated for the past eight months. After a hurried trip across the continent to New York
he sailed for Chile on the steamer Santa Elisa, with a one year contract tucked away safely in
his pocket.

He recalls those coastal points with the ease of a bored conductor�Havana, the Canal
Zone, Guayquil, Talara, Salaverray, Lima, Mollendo, Pisco, Tapocilla, and then to Antofagasta,
Chile, where he disembarked on the eleventh of May. From Antofagasta his course led one

hundred miles inland across the nitrate fields of Chile to ihe largest copper mine in the world
at Chuquicamata, in Chile. This vast mining camp is situated in the .Atacama Desert, high up
in the Andes.

Brother Hartzell acquired quite an exalted position, being one of three hundred lone whites
in a town whose population was over twenty thousand people. His work was of a very tech
nical nature, his earlier training at the University of Washington standing him in good stead.
Eight months passed quickly, with little to break the routine of hard work and long- hours but
an occasional brief journey out to Santiago, which he holds to be the most beautiful city on the
western coast of South America. One of the bright spots of his stay in Antofagasta was the
receipt of his copy of The Tomahazvk which arrived promptly from National Headquarters.

Just sixteen months from the time of his arrival in Antofagasta, Brother Hartzell bid his
associates farewell and turned back toward home, touching many of the same ports he had
visited on the way down. Reaching New York he completed his circuit of the country, return
ing to his home by the southern route, visiting St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver, and
finally reaching his home in Butte, Montana. He is now taking additional work at Washington
in Chemical Engineering, providing for the day when he will return to his work in Chile.
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for a telephone number. Harold Craig, Tau
'18, is assistant to the vice-president of Los
Angeles' largest bank, the Security First
National Bank, located at 707 S. Spring
Street. Hal is married and has one child.
Bert Devere, Alpha Zeta '26, is manager of
the El Camino Oil Company, of which com

pany he shares ownership with his father, and
he reports that they are now selling gasoline
at cost less 10 per cent. He is located at 1623
Miller Avenue, Los Angeles, and is married
and has one child. Jack Frost, Tau '20, is one-

half of the firm of Frost and French Ford
Agency, and recently opened up a new sales
room and shop at 750 S. La Brea Avenue, Los
Angeles. A married man. William C. Fun-
denburg, Tau '17, is with the Fidelity &
Deposit Company of Maryland, 1212 Bank of
America Building, Los Angeles. Yes, Bill is
married. Paul Fussell, Nu '14, married, and
the father of four children, is an authority on

Corporation Law with one of the city's most

prominent firms, O'Melveny, Tuller and
Myers, located at 900 Title Insurance Building,
Los Angeles. Frank Hargear, Nu '16, resi
dent partner of the firm of Sutro & Company,
is located at 300 Van Nuys Building, Los
Angeles. P'rank is still single, and states that
he is looking forward to the 1932 Convention.
Myron C. Higby, Tau '18, National Surety
Company, 450 Union Bank Building, Los
-Angeles, is married. Myron just needed one

more policy to lead his firm in insurance for
the entire U. S. in 1930. He knows how to

sign them up. William C. Mullendore, Theta
'12, is married and has two children. He is
vice-president of the Southern California

THE OM/lHA BEE-HEWS�A rAPtK fOK FtOPlX WHO 7W/WK ^

t Carlos Make Rockne All-Western

For those brothers who have not heard the
news we present this clipping from the Omaha
Bee-News which tells its own story� the story

of Hugh Rhea's rise to football fame.

Edison Company, 306 W. Third Street, Los
Angeles, and handles the public relations de
partment of his firm along with his regular
duties. James A. Roberts, Iota '21, has re

turned to the coast after three years in the
East, still single, and he is in the insurance
game at 910 Union Bank Building, Los Ange
les. Peter Schaffnit, Nu '22, single, real
estate, at 10876 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles. R. W. Shirey, Xi '13, has been
broadcasting twice a week over KFWB for
nearly a year and is a sports authority. He
may be reached by addressing him at 3585
Cerritos, Long Beach. Al Weingand, Pi and
Nu '23, is in Santa Barbara, at the Hotel
Samarkand. He seems to be working there
and claims that he is not married.

JOHN F. Smith, Theta '22, is now in Cleve
land doing sales work for the Cities Service

Oil Company, at 2605 Detroit Avenue. Johnny
lives in Lakewood, Ohio, at 11825 Lake Ave.
William C. Kratz, Jr., Theta '21, is produc

tion manager for the Anaconda Wire and
Cable Company in Muskegon, Michigan. He
lives in Muskegon at 1210 Lake Shore Drive.
Hugh Thornton, aged three and one-half
years, is Bill's son.

Dr. Campbell Harvey, Theta '11, 832 Riker
Building, Pontiac, Michigan, is prominent
among the ranks of Theta's many physicians
and surgeons. Brother Harvey attended
Princeton three years before coming to Ann
Arbor. In Pontiac he has held many civic
and medical positions of importance in the
past few years. Mrs. Harvey was a member
of Gamma Phi Beta at Michigan. They have
a daughter, Dorothy, aged seven years, and
live at Orchard Lake, Mail Route B., Pontiac.
J. Robert F. Swanson, Theta '22, member of

the American Institute of Architects, does de
signing and planning under his own firm name

at Bloomfield Hills, Michigan. The Swansons
live at Lone Pine Road, Bloomfield Hills.
Ralph K. Carman, Theta '14, uses the in

triguing title of "Carman the Shoeman" for
his retail shoe business at 112 East Third
Street, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. The Carmans
live at 118 East Fifth Street in Bartlesville.
They have a daughter, Mary Louise.
Lowell B. Genebach, Theta '17, will be re

membered for an unusually active campus car

eer, which included three "M"s in varsity
baseball, one in football, membership in the
Student Council and Sphinx and Druids,
junior and senior honoraries. His athletics
earned him a position on the Western Confer
ence Football Official List, which he holds to

day. His regular occupation, however, is that
of secretary of the United Steel and Wire
Company, Battle Creek, Michigan, He has
two sons and lives in Battle Creek at 80 North
Broad Street.
Warren J. Parker, Theta '23, is in the cleri

cal department of the Michigan Bell Tele
phone Company in Detroit at 1365 Cass Ave
nue. He lives in Ann Arbor at 417 E. Wash
tenaw Avenue.
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Arthur Clarke, Theta '09, m Corvallis, Ore
gon, has his own legal firm at 143 South
Second Street. He has been active in civic
and legal circles, and held the position of dis
trict attorney for seven years. Mrs. Clarke
was a member of Kappa Alpha Theta at the
University of Oregon. They have two daugh
ters and a son, and live at 222 North Seventh
Street.
Frederick K. Sparrow, Jr., Theta '23, is a

member of the faculty of Dartmouth College,
Hanover, New Hampshire. After graduating
from Michigan, Fritz attended Harvard, from
which he received his M. A. in 1926 and his
Ph.D. in 1929. While on the campus he was

active in journalism and music. Mrs. Spar
row, nee Ann Gabler, was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi at Michigan. Their son, Freder
ick T., was born December 4, 1930.
Lander W. Butterfield, Theta '17, Tau '22,

in Los Angeles, is a lawyer for the Chanslor-
Canfield Midway Oil Company, with offices
at 448 Kerehoff Building. Butterfield attended
Dartmouth College, and also studied law at
Northwestern and Stanford Universities.
While on the campus at Michigan he was act
ive as a member of the 'Ensian editorial staff.
He lives in Pasadena, California, at 1273 San
Pasquel Street.
Chester C. Chopp, Theta '16, is secretary for

the World's Products Trading Company, with
offices in Cleveland, Ohio, at 614 Rockefeller
Building. He lives in Lakewood at 1340 Bon-
nieview Avenue, and has two children, Lois
and Carlton.
Harold R. Dean, Theta '10, is a consulting

engineer at 234 Main Street, Poughkeepsie,
New York. In this capacity he has served the
City Planning Commission for four years.
The Deans live at 8 Randolph Avenue, and
have a son, David.
Ralph A. Sullivan, Theta '19, Phi '21, is a

dairy products manufacturer with the Milk
Producers Company, of Battle Creek, Michi
gan. The Sulhvans reside at 217 Emmett
Street. A daughter, Patricia, was born last
May.
H. Stoughton Benjamin, Theta '20, is in the

life insurance business and he may be located
in Detroit at his offices, 2508 Eaton Tower.
He is married and lives at 5942 Dickerson
Street.
Russell H. Neilson, Theta '12, is vice-presi

dent and general counsel for the Federal
Water Service Corporation at 27 Wilham
Street, New York City. He has two sons and
a daughter and lives in Madison, New Jersey,
at 9 Pine Avenue.
Clare M. Jickling, Theta '16, does advertis

ing with the Campbell-Ewald Company, Gen
eral Motors Building, Detroit, Michigan.
"Jick" may be reached at R. D. No. 2, Birm
ingham, Michigan.
Captain Theron D. Weaver, Theta '13, is

with the U. S. Army Engineer Corps, and
may be reached at 20714 West Eleventh
Street, Fort Worth, Texas. While on the
campus "Ted" was active in athletics and dra-

CARLTON SMITH HAS REAL COACHING RECORD

Carlton Smith, Epsilon '17, Rho '20, has been
making a name for himself as a coach. Brother
Smith is a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan where

he was an all-Ohio forzvard one year.

matics. As a member of Mimes he acted as

stage manager and general chairman for two

consecutive Union operas. He was a member
of Triangles, Mimes and Michigamua. Mrs.
Weaver was a member of Delta Gamma at

Michigan. They live in Detroit, Michigan, at
295 Hague Avenue. (Michigan Correspond
ent: Now where are they really? Is Weaver
commuting?)
Chester S. Lawton, Theta '15, is an engineer

with the Western Union Telegraph Company,
with offices at 60 Hudson Street, New York
City. Chet's original class was '18, but a

year in the Naval Service necessitated his

graduation in 1919 as a marine engineer. He
has three sons and a daughter, and Hves in

Ridgewood, New Jersey, at 484 Gordon Road.

THE following notes take in the wherea
bouts of our Pi brothers. Art Allen is

now attending the Harvard Law School ;
Freck Porter, '24, is employed by Price Water-
house & Company of Kansas City, Missouri ;
Ned Campbell is in the Life Saving Corps of
the American Red Cross with his office at

1709 Washington Street, St. Louis, Missouri�
Ned roams about the country giving demon
strations on life saving; Jerry Speirs and Dick
Ullemeyer, formerly of Alpha Beta Chapter,
are located in Denver. Jerry is a commercial
air pilot at the Denver Municipal Airport
while Dick is Dean of Boys at Lake Junior
High School. Ray Appel, '29, is principal of
the high school and coaches the football
team at Boise City, Oklahoma. Glenn and
LeRoy Coleman, former champions in wrest

ling, visited Pi Chapter in November. The
brothers now live in Waukeegan, Illinois. Al
Arraj, '24, is a member of the law firm of

Reynolds and Arraj, at Springfield, Colorado.
Doug Buck, '26, married Mildred Meyer,
Kappa Alpha Theta, on October 12, 1*930. Doug
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is a inember of Calvin Bullock & Company in
Denver, Colorado. Bob Frost, '26, was mar

ried to Aileen Johnson of Boulder last sum

mer. He is with the Texas Oil Company at
Denver. Roy Schlappi, Mike Schultz, and
Russ Wright, are attending the University of
Colorado Medical School at Denver. They
left Pi Chapter in 1930. Don Fisher, '27, is
employed by the Knight-Campbell Music Com
pany of Cheyenne, Wyoming. Lukie Lyle is
now teaching at Central High School at

Pueblo, Colorado. Ray Hume, '24, is county
superintendent of schools at Meeker, Colo
rado. Jesse R. Brock, '16, is with the Gen
eral Electric Company at Los -Angeles, Cali
fornia. Wendell Poague is with the General
Motors Acceptance Corporation in Ohio. Ken
Dooley, '24, is affiliated with the Reynolds
Tobacco Company at Denver, Colorado.
Sonny Howerton and Bob Hamilton are em

ployed by the Mountain States Machinery
Company at Denver, Colorado. Tom O'Hara
is the District Attorney at Rawlins, Wyoming.
He is associated with George Parsons in a

law firm in that city. Rankin Norvell, '20, is
practicing law at Edinburg, Texas. Swede
Erickson '30, is associated with a commission
house at Minneapolis, Minnesota.

CARL Eshelman, .4lpha Epsilon, who is as

sociated with Tucker, Anthony & Com
pany at 351 S. Warren Street, Syracuse, New
York, forwards the following Alpha Epsilon
news notes : James W. Johnson, '30, who is
a graduate student at Harvard, may be reach
ed by addressing him at Harvard Forest,
Petersham, Massachusetts ; Henry DiAnni, '29,
Alpha Epsilon's promising young attorney,
has been free-lancing it for himself for the
past few months in Syracuse ; Ward Hamme,
'28, who is president of the Alpha Epsilon
Alumni Association, is District Commercial
Representative of the New York Telephone
Company in Albany; D. K. Smith, vice-presi
dent of the Association, is Sales Engineer for
the Rochester Gas & Electric Company in
Rochester, New York; E. Collinson Merrill,
'29, is attending Syracuse Medical School and
he is living at the Nu Sigma Nu house ;
Stuart Pomeroy, '29, is putting in his last year
at the Syracuse Law College, following in
Di.Anni's footsteps ; George Ryan, '26, is a

salesman for the Syracuse Electrotyping Com
pany in the Syracuse territory; Paul Eddinger,
'29, is teaching and coaching at Warner's
High School, just outside of Syracuse and
Paul stops in at the house quite often ; Rupert
Johnson, '27, who joined the "ball and chain"
crowd last October, is doing very well at the
New York Telephone Company in Syracuse
as Acting Division Sales Manager ; Babe
Hadley, '24, is in the Postal Service at Sandy
Creek, New York ; Bob McLean, '22, is prin
cipal of the Canastota High School ; Carl
Barrows, '26, is principal of the high school
in Cincinnatus, New York ; Bob Cockrell, '29,
is in Syracuse, as a graduate student in the de
partment of Wood Technology at the New

The name al>ove the shop is the name oj Ihe
brother standing at the right of this group
�Stanley R. Hall, Xi '18. His haberdashery
is located at 3518 Univer.nty Avenue, Los
Angeles, and .Stan invites all brothers to make
a gathering place for Sigs in his store if the

convention is held at Los Angeles.

York College of Forestry ; Breck Brecken
ridge, '29, was selling silk underwear in
Walton, New York, when last heard from and
one wonders if he got that job he was going
to New York City for; Dick Owen, '24. is with
the Aetna Life Insurance Company in -Albany,
New York, and is living at 775 Myrtle -Ave
nue, just a block from Ward Hamme; Punk
Neal, '30, is with the Philadelphia Coke Com
pany and lives at the Arrott -Arms, Philadel
phia : Bunnie Small, '31, is engineering assist
ant for the Board of Transportation, New
York City, and lives with his folks in Brook
lyn, spending most of his week-ends in Syra
cuse, apparently liking the place ; Ken John
son, '27, is an accountant with the New York
Telephone Company in Albany, New York ;
Bert Shattuck, '26, is teaching music in the
Lowville, New York, High School ; Stub
Porter, '24, is in the display advertising de
partment of the Syracuse Journal; J. Oscar
Blew, '27, is an instructor in the New York
State College of Forestry, Syracuse, New
York, and lives at 700 University -Avenue ;
Dick Helm, '27, the last we heard, was a

salesman in the Systems Division of Rem
ington Rand in Buffalo, New York, and was

expecting to make a trip to California, shortly;
Joe Novak, '31, is studying at the Syracuse
Medical School and is doing some "pro"
wrestling ; George VanderHoek, '24, is with
the Carborundum Company at Niagara Falls,
New York, and resides at 2002 LaSalle Ave
nue, in that city; Herb Diaso, '30, is studying
at the Syracuse Medical School and is often
seen at the house ; Bill Potter, '28, is with the
Corse Printing Company in Sandy Creek, New
York.
The above list of Alpha Epsilon aluinni are

those who were in Syracuse over the Colgate
week-end, the majority of them attending the
game, banquet, and alumni meeting as well as

"after festivities."
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nr'HE following Kappa men are residing at
-�- 1227 S. Central Avenue, Glendale, Califor
nia : Colby A. Porter, '19; Luther G. Medley,
'22; Charles A. Marshall, '24, and John B.
Powers, '27.
Palmer O. Narveson, Kappa '26, affiliate

from Rho, is advertising manager of the
Industrial Publishing Company of Los Ange
les, California.
Tom E. Palmer, Kappa '23, is in the whole

sale drug business in Seattle, Washington.
Dr. L. Sidney Eagleberger, Kappa '20, is

practicing medicine at Waupun, Wisconsin.
M. Verdel Bekkedahl, Kappa '28, is a tobac

co buyer for M. H. Bekkedahl & Sons, Incor
porated, Viroqua, Wisconsin.
Claire J. Morgan, Kappa '26, is running a

dairy farm near Diamond Bluff, Wisconsin.
Curtis A. ElHckson, Kappa '26, is with

Swift & Company, Chicago, Illinois.
N. Keith Demmon, Kappa '25, is with the

Carbon-Carbide Company, and is located at

Clarksburg, West Virginia.
Albert F. Paustian, Jr., Kappa '26, is work

ing for Proctor & Gamble at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Albert E. Tederstrom, Kappa '23, is located

at Columbus, Ohio, and is scouting news for
United Press.
Wilham C. Tubbs, Kappa '26, is living at

1806 N. Highland, Hollywood, California.
Harry W. Pierce, Jr., Kappa '25, is working

for the Kimberley-Clark Paper Company at

Menasha, Wisconsin.
Francis W. Meyer, Kappa '23, is an agent

for an insurance company at Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Dr. Robert C. Thompson, Kappa '23, recent

ly returned from the Canal Zone where he
interned in the Gorgas Hospital.
Lt. Howard G. Bunker, Kappa '24, graduat

ed from West Point in 1929, and is with the

Army Air Corps at Selfridge Field, Michigan.
Ira N. Fender, Kappa '26, is with Swift &

Company at Chicago, Illinois.
Dr. Foy Matter, Kappa '26, is practicing

dentistry at Freeport, Illinois.
Hans R. Troye, Kappa '26, is studying

chemistry in Dresden, Germany.
Eugenfe R. Hering, Jr., Kappa '26, is intern

ing in Henrotin Hospital, Chicago.
William J. Kahlenberg, Jr., Kappa '26, is

working with Kahlenberg Marine Motors,
Incorporated, at Two Rivers, Wisconsin.
Henry F. Hagemeister, Kappa '25, is oper

ating an auto body repair shop at Green Bay,
Wisconsin.
William H. Knauf, Kappa '25, is with the

Knauf Tesch Company at Chilton, Wisconsin.
Lucius P. Chase, Kappa '20, is an attorney

for the Kohler Company at Kohler, Wis
consin.

EPSILON'S alumni have scattered all over

the country and are doing a variety of

things. Carter Thornburg is attending law
school at Western Reserve; Don Sherbondy
is at American University where he is assist

ing in the Pohtical Science Department and
taking further work in this field; John Ohl is
studying law at Columbia University ; Frank
Linton is coaching at Amanda High School,
Ohio ; Charles Beeghly is associated with his
father in Youngstown ; Sheridan Bell is mem

bership secretary of the boys' department of
the Y. M. C. A. in Boston ; James Rayen is
physical director in the boys' division of the
Youngstown Y. M. C. A. ; Paul Bird has a

fellowship in Geology at Columbia U. ; Rich
ard Swift is attending the Ohio State Law
School ; Edwin Lovell is a state bank exam

iner ; Hillis Kaiser is studying Philosophy at

Harvard ; Jack Rees is with the Youngstown
Loan Company; Don Campbell is attending
the medical school at the U. of Alabama; Brig
Young is director of athletics at American U. ;
Art Fleming has recently joined the staff of
the U. S. Daily; Walter Severinghaus is tak
ing a post graduate course at Ohio State ;
Raymond Beech is studying medicine at Deni
son ; Warren Riddle is teaching at Princeton
Junior High, Youngstown ; Arthur Postal is
teaching at Cincinnati U. ; Wats Bailey is
teaching and coaching at Kingstown, New
York ; Robert Quinn is studying law at Michi
gan ; Charles Morrison is in the general ac

counting department of Goodyear in Akron;
Hal Hoover is working in Texas ; Earnest
Wiseberg is working in Spokane, Washington ;
Richard H. Seiple is in the insurance business
in Youngstown; Al Davies is recreation di
rector at Mill Creek Park, Youngstown ; Ken
neth Wible is attending Ohio State ; Carlton
Hicks is teaching and coaching at Andover,
Ohio ; Lester Witherspoon is with the Grock-
ler Wholesale Supply Company in Pittsburgh ;
Day Steecher is practicing law in Toledo,
Ohio ; Sidney McCammon is studying at Bos
ton Theological School : Stanley Pratt is
teaching and coaching at Barberton High
School ; Clare Thomas is High School Secre
tary at the Youngstown Y. M. C. A. ; Curley
Johnson is Boys' Secretary at the same insti
tution ; Judge Mercer is secretary of the Ohio
College Y. M. C. A. ; George Mullin is with
the Corporation and Trust Company of Pitts
burgh ; "Czar" Allen is still studying law at
Ohio State ; William Boehnker is studying
Theology at Boston ; Professor Guy C. Mc
Lean is director of the School of Music at

Iowa Wesleyan ; Reverend Harold Ruopp is
pastor of 'William Street M. E. Church at
Delaware, Ohio.

PHI Chapter has received several interest
ing and lengthy letters from Stanley

Nicol, '25, who is managing a farm for the
Russian government. Headquarters are in
Kozloo (Cobxoz) Russia. Most of Stan's
comment concerns vodka and other native
gargles that irrigate American farmers into
Volgamen. Stan reports that he was one of
the common sod busters that a Soviet delega
tion interviewed and hired last summer. He
was given the title of American Zoological
Technical Specialist and was shipped to Russia
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to teach the Communists there a few of the
-American swine-raising principles. (Why not
a college professor?). He is located three hun
dred miles south of Moscow in a little village
of 500 persons near the city of Kozloo. The
place has forty-five hundred acres in it, and
with the five other persons under the same

management, there is a total of 27,000 acres

uncfer supervision. Everything that is grown
in Iowa, with the exception of corn, is grown
there. There are about 1000 hogs on two of
the places now, and as more are being bred
and more are to be shipped in, there will be
plenty of them around by summer. It is very
cold there, a drier cold than in the U. S. Three
persons froze to death shortly before Stan
wrote, but it is getting warmer now. Living
conditions are crowded, and although the food
is filling one has trouble in getting vitamins
and proteins of the proper animal source.

Stan says that he has an interpreter�a

woman.

George Westcott, Phi '21, returned to col
lege to edit an Ag publication and Nick Carter,
'25, and Bill Dachtler, '27, are teaching in the
Agricultural Engineering and Economics de
partments, respectively. The boys at the
house who manage to land in their classes re

port that they are good profs but that they
show no favoritism.
Promises of an increase in membership in

the future are quite apparent, for Theron
Clark, Bill Dachtler, and Clarence Bohan, all
of Phi Chapter, have gone the marriage route.
Clark lived up to his chapter name of "Daddy"
in that he is now the father of a son. Inci
dentally, "Daddy" being an H. S., Phi is look
ing for indications of executive ability in his
progeny.
Wally Stanton. Phi '26, and Louis Scherr,

Phi '27, are still in "Big Business." Wally
with Ingersoll Rand in New York City and
Louis with Buckeye Cotton Oil at Selma,
Alabama.
Leslie Warburton, Phi Chapter's delegate to

the fraternity's national convention at Ithaca,
was graduated from the Dairy Industry divi-

JOHN JARVIS, Eta Chapter, otherwise
known as John Parker Daniel Jarvis, re

cently returned to Champaign, Illinois, from a

seven month tour of England and continental
Europe and delighted the men at Eta Chapter
house with many stories about his journeys.
John graduated from the University's School
of -Architecture with his degree in architectural
engineering in 1929. Last spring he won the
Plym scholarship which allowed him to travel
with complete freedom, and without necessity
to study, throughout Europe.
He traveled in England, France, Belgium,

the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and
Italy, He spent a month in the "Eternal
City," stayed another month in Paris and a

sion of the College last quarter and left to

make his home in Los Angeles, California.
Zeta alumni have much to report. Ed

Steeves, '28, had charge of showing the Ohio
State Scarlet Mask play "Hands Up" in Can

ton, Akron, and Youngstown, during his holi
day trip. George Bollerer, '27, is in Colum
bus. He is directing his own band and plays
for a large number of fraternity and sorority
functions. In fact, he has one of the out

standing bands of the campus. Just previous
to the Christmas holidays he had the oppor
tunity of having his peppy dance music broad
casted to the radio audience. Brothers Roos
and Green are also members of this band.
Johnny Warren, '28, is working with the Good
year Rubber Company in -Akron. Horace
King, '27, instructor in the Fine Arts Depart
ment of Ohio State University, announced his
marriage during the Christmas holidays, to
Corrine Johnson. Myron Bollerer, '28, is
working for the State Highway Department
in Columbus. Andy Nemecek, '17, the chap
ter's much-remembered football star, is prac
ticing medicine in Cleveland. Frank Seigli,
'26, is with the Beneficial Loan Society in

Youngstown, Ohio. Stanley Schellenger, '27,
is working for the Buckeye Union Casualty
Company in Jackson, Ohio. John Slemmons,
'19, is district manager of the Columbus Heat
ing and Ventilating Company. "Hub" Atkin
son, one of Zeta's charter members, is on the
Board of Trustees at Ohio State University.
Robert Ford, Omicron '27, is at Ohio State

taking a master's in Personnel Management.
Brother Eshelman, continuing his number

of Alpha Epsilon Chapter notes, reports that
the chapter received Christmas cards from
Brother and Mrs. D. R. Seaman, Jr., 6223
Southwood, St. Louis, Missouri, and from
Van "Van" Wagoner, 1001 W. Main Street,
Durham, North Carolina. The chapter re

ceived an announcement from Ralph Legge,
Alpha Epsilon '28, but because of the unfor
tunate loss of the announcement Carl can tell
nothing more. "Will" Belden, '26, and wife
were in Syracuse for the Pitt game.

third in England. Especially interesting to
him was his 900-mile bicycle trip through the
shires of England. Not wishing to repeat
himself, after sailing to Europe on the
Cunard liner S. S. Berengaria, he made the
return trip home on a merchant freighter.
The remaining four months of his time

John spent in observing and studying and
sketching types of European architecture
found in the smaller cities. A number of his
sketches are to be exhibited in the gallery of
the University of Illinois .Architecture Build
ing. Brother Jarvis has returned to his old
position with George E. Ramey, local archi
tect in the Robison Building. His home is at
25 E. John Street, Champaign.

John Jarvis, Eta 28, Back From Jour Through Europe
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middle of October; at one time "Will" was a

cheerleader and coxswain for Syracuse. Ed
Berry, '28, is with the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, in the Right of 'Way and
Trimming division, located in New York City.
He is living in Yonkers. A frequent visitor
at the Alpha Epsilon house is "Mort" Wood
cock, '28. He is working for the Condon Tree
Surgery Company, located at White Plains,
New York. Eshelman asks for more news

from alumni. His address is 145 Avondale
Place, Syracuse, New York.
A. C. Greenman, H. C. S. of Alpha Chap

ter, reports the following news : Clark Metz
ger is with the Chase Securities Corporation
in Cleveland, Ohio. Art VanDyck, who was

formerly with the Radio Victor Corporation
at Camden, New Jersey, has been called again
to the headquarters of the Radio Corporation
of America in New York City. During the
past year Charlie Kullman has been leading
tenor of the Chicago Civic Opera Company.
He is now in Berlin, Germany, preparing for
German opera singing, having been sent by
the Julliard Musical Foundation of New York
on an exchange fellowship. He is also in
structor at the Hockschule. His wife and
daughter, Elsie, accompanied him. Harold
Moore is with the Byllesby Engineering and
Management Corporation in Pittsburgh. On
May 1 the Section of Larynology of the New
York Academy of Medicine gave a dinner to
Dr. D. Bryson Dejavan in recognition of his
conspicuous work in the field of laryngology.
At a meeting of the Section on Historical and
Cultural Medicine of the New York Academy
held November 12, Dr. Delavan delivered an

address on "The Birth of Laryngology,'" which
originated in New York and among fellows
of medicine throughout the civilized world.
Winslow Leighton has been promoted to com

mercial manager of WGY, the General
Electric Broadcasting station in Schenectady.
Robert H. -Alcorn has been appointed a mem

ber of the Judge Advocate's staff of the Naval
Reserves, with the rank of Lieutenant, junior
grade, and has also been elected Judge-Advo
cate of the State Department of the American
Legion. Bill Lipphard returned from Europe
in September after visiting many countries
there during an itinerary of nearly three

months. He spent several days at Geneva
studying the workings of the League of Na
tions and also spent several weeks in Russia.
Reinhold Niebuhr received the honorary de
gree of D. D. at Wesleyan University last
June. He was appointed visiting professor of
Christian ethics at Yale, where he occasion
ally occupies the pulpit of the college church.
Anson B. Cutts, Jr., has been doing graduate
work in English literature, art, and architec
ture at Cambridge University, England, but is
back in the United States again. Frank Wrinn,
who graduated last June, is now in the Life
Department of the Travelers Insurance Com
pany at Hartford, Connecticut. Joe Taggart
is now assistant professor of Business Finance
at the University of Kansas, Laurence,
Kansas.
These Alpha men have faith in the

"Two as Cheap as One" theory : Frederick
Hamilton Holmes on May 7, 1930, at Hous
ton, Texas, to Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Noyes Clement Hoyt. Wayne Wills
Long on June 12, 1930, at Port Chester, New
York, to Louise Darrah, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer E. Parker. Maury K. Wells on

May 24, 1930, at New York City, to Sarah
Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Braman. Frank Durrell Chutter on Septem
ber 26, 1930, at Alilton, Massachusetts, to Alice
Gertrude, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
W. Roulston. Frank O. Spinney on Septem
ber 23, 1930, at Montclair, New Jersey, to

Judith Downer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
-Alfred S. Hamilton. Christopher J. McCor
mack on June 14, 1930, at Holyoke, Massa
chusetts, to Mary, daughter of Mrs. Mary
Harrington. Harold S. Edwards on October
10, 1930, to Ann Suzanne, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest J. Weidhass, at New York
City. Frederick A. Almquist on September 2,
1930, at North Adams, Massachusetts, to Lois
-A., daughter of Air. and Mrs. Ezra Douglas
Whitaker ('98). Oswald Van Vliet Keogh on

July 12, 1930, at New Haven, Connecticut, to
Catherine Wilhelmina, daughter of Mr. and
Airs. Charles F. Bastian. Thomas Edwin
Bracken on September 29, 1930, at Doylestown,
Pennsylvania, to Leath, Daughter of Dr. Ed
ward Oliver Parker and Dr. Valeria Hopkins
Parker.

Dr. Welch

{Continued from page 20)

health, no words are more authoritative than
those of Dr. Welch himself. His narrative,
however, leaves out entirely all reference to

his own leadership. Dr. 'Welch is a modest
gentleman.
The School of International Hygiene, in

which Dr. Welch is interested and which the
funds of the Rockefeller Foundation made

possible, patents no secrets and provides no

preferential treatments. The doors of the

school are open to the students of every land.
Today from Afghanistan to Argentina, from
the Alississippi to the Alekong, the pupils of
Dr. Welch keep watch and ward over the
health of the world. In his international cam
paign the doctor has brought into close kin
ship fifty nations. He has established a union
to combat disease and improve the common lot
which neither party politics nor tariff squab
bles can disturb.
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-Among other alumni of Alpha Alpha four
prominent men are J. Woody Dixon, member
of the State Senate, W. H. Atkinson, million
aire oil man, Irving J. Vogel, County Judge of
Wichita Falls, Texas, and George A. Voth,
State Manager for the Traveler's Insurance
Company for the State of Iowa.
George Consoer, Eta '17, is a member of the

civil engineering firm of Consoer, Older and
Quinlan, with offices at 205 W. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois. His home is at 9 Forest
Dale Park, Calumet City, Illinois, where he
lives with his wife and daughter, Emma Lou
ise, aged nine. For the past eight years, Con
soer has been city engineer for a group of
Chicago suburbs.
Alaurice J. Pierce, Eta '16, the newly-elected

leader of Eta's alumni association, has also
had the honor to be selected as president of
the Chicago Alumni Council of the fraternity.

TIILL Broz and John Geehan, Mu '30, are at-

-�-'tending Northwestern this year. Both of
these brothers played three years of Varsity
football while attending the University of
Washington. The boys are both continuing
their studies in Medicine at Northwestern.
During the summer Brother Geehan married
Alarian Crosswaite, a very charming girl from
Tacoma, Washington. We might also add
that Brother Broz' girl friend is being well
taken care of by the other brothers.
Kobert R. Smith, Sigma '22, is doing some

remarkable work with the Brunswick Radio
Corporation in Chicago. Brother Smith is
manager of the sales-engineering division of
that corporation. Several excellent articles
written by him have appeared recently in the
Brunszvick Sales magazine. Kobert lives at
4443 Greenview -Avenue, Chicago.
Kenneth Reed, Alpha Theta, '30, sent in the

following news notes : Paul Sanford is to be
married in March to Frances Crump of Jeffer
son City, Alissouri. Brother Sanford is em

ployed with the State Highway department.
Sam Groff, a member of the local from which
Alpha Theta emerged, will return from China
this June, where he has been teaching adver
tising in Yenching University for the past two
years as an exchange student and teacher from
the School of Journalism at Missouri. Since
Alpha Theta was installed Groff has not had
an opportunity to be initiated into the Mystic
Circle and the chapter is awaiting his return

BERN-ARD "Bunny" Oakes, who has been
for the past few years Nebraska's head

line coach and first assistant to Coach Dana

X. Bible, has just announced his resignation
in order to accept the position as head grid
coach at Missoula, University of Montana.

r to this country. Sam sent two printed news-

r papers of his own composition, as Christmas
gifts, to his old friends. Louis leGrange

f wrote the chapter from Germany where he is
I, visiting his sweetheart. Louis is returning to
e his home in South .Africa where he is to oper

ate as agent for many American concerns.

e Herman Walker has taken a job in Aurora,
d Illinois, with the Kresge Company. Herman
:, was unfortunate in having his eyes go bad;
t this forced him out of accounting, for
e which he had prepared. Jimmy Watling is in

St. Louis selling insurance for his father.
Leon Weber is selling insurance and taking a

f few courses in the LTniversity. Lloyd Voight,
cross-country captain while in school at Mis-

i souri, is at the University of Southern Cali-
5 fornia, and, besides being attracted by the
f beauties of the country is doing a little run

ning. Howard AIoss, who is engineering at

Illinois, writes that the girls up in that neck
of the woods ask you to marry them on the

f first date. Bob Cloyes has returned to Kansas
Y City after working and traveling through the
f Southwest for nearly a year.
r Jerry Bredall, who is studying medicine at

St. Louis University, finds that ten exams in
1 three days can be passed but that a great deal
1 of time is lost in the process. Joyce Swan,
1 recently elected president of the Alumni As-
1 sociation, is doing a lot of fine work and keep

ing in touch with the active chapter. Loren
: Palmer, first H. S. P. of Alpha Theta, is tak-
) ing Electrical Engineering at Kansas State
; this year. Art Haring, last year's Varsity
[ catcher, is working for the State Highway de-
i partment at Winona, Alissouri. Art says that
; there isn't a theatre within forty miles. Jack
t McMahon is working for Western Electric in

St. Louis.
'. Harold C. Scoville, Xi '24, is now in Alara-
; caibo, Venezuela, care of the Lago Petroleum

Corporation, La Salina.
Announcement has been made of the en

gagement of Hugh Duffield, Theta '21, of Oak
I Park, Illinois, to Kathryn Mary Stone, also

of Oak Park. While in school Brother Duf
field was H. S. P. of the chapter, president of

I the senior literary class, and a member of
Alichigamua.
Ray M. Hofelich, Theta '27, is in the gen

eral offices of the General Electric Company
at Schenectady, and his address is 1023 Park
-Avenue, same city.

Bunny, coming to Nebraska from Illinois,
there a member of the Eta Chapter, built from
the line a veritable stone wall. And too, his
popularity with the students at the university
has been surpassed only by his aggressiveness
in improving himself and his methods of
coaching.

Oakes Leaves Nebraska Line
Post to be Chief Coach at
University of Montana
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Hudson Smith, Phi '23, dropped in at the
chapter house on January 16th, on his way to

Moline, Illinois, to continue his work for the
Continental Pipe Line Company which is lay
ing a pipe line from Texas to Chicago for the
conduction of natural gas.

T EON M. Willits, Alpha Alpha '23, is still

-'-'pursuing a livelihood in the realms of in
surance in Oklahoma City. He is with the
Northwestern Alutual Life Insurance Com
pany.
Charles Barrett, Alpha Alpha '24, is em

ployed by the Youngs -Auditing Company, in
Dallas, Texas.
Howard Whitfield, Alpha Alpha '25, is still

in his old home town, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Raymond Reeves, Alpha Alpha '28, is the

"Kodak" Man for Veazy Drug Company, lead
ing druggists of Oklahoma City.
Norvell K. Scott, Alpha Alpha '25, is the

advertising man with General Outdoor Adver
tising Company, Oklahoma City. One under
stands that he advertised for a wife not long
ago, and was successful.
Irvin Vogel, Alpha Alpha '23, is County

Judge at Wichita Falls, Texas.
Jimmie Stillwell, Alpha Alpha '25, is still in

Chickasha, Oklahoma, with the General
Alotors Acceptance Corporation.
Winburn Thomas, Alpha Alpha '27, is in

Chicago attending a Theological institute.
Elgin Shaw, Alpha Alpha '27, the mighty

little man in conquest of more degrees, gradu
ated with an Aeronautical Engineering degree
in New York, last spring.
Karl Kroeger, Alpha Alpha '24, is now em

ployed with the G. AI. A. C. in Oklahoma
City.
Earl Back, Alpha Alpha '28, is another

good man gone wrong. Earl married last
spring. He is still with his father in the
nursery business in Oakwood, Oklahoma.
Another shingle will soon be seen, reading

from left to right : "Dr. Randolph Ebersole
{Alpha Alpha '28) The Painless Dentist."
Ranny graduates this spring from the Kansas
City Dental College.
Nick Scoville, Alpha Alpha '25, writes that

the mosquitoes aren't so bad in Maracaibo,
Venezuela, this winter, but how they do bite
in the svimmer! Nick hopes to be back in the
States within another year.
Forrest Thomas, Alpha Alpha '29, is helping

his father edit the Healdton News, at Heald
ton, Oklahoma.
Russell Carson, Alpha Alpha '28, former

track star and what not for Oklahoma Uni
versity, is in the employ of the Bell Telephone
Company in Oklahoma City.
Sid Horn, Alpha Alpha '28, will graduate

from an Art Institute in Chicago this spring,
according to a letter received by his chapter.
Following the Chicago vs. Alichigan game

the official engagement of Douglas Hammial,
Theta '29, to Miss Lorene Hamilton of Royal
Oak, Michigan, broke the long period of
silence concerning such affairs. This particu

lar one has reigned at Theta Chapter for some

great length of time.
Air. and Mrs. Otto E. Skold, Xi '22, sent in

the following report : "Baby girl labeled
Carolyn was received on December 26, 1930.
The baby is a brunette, has blue eyes, looks
like her father, besides being quiet. Her
mother was very happy while her father was

delirious but it is hoped that he will recover."
Alalcolm Dresser, Gamma '25, sent in the

following announcement : "You might register
young Donald Dresser, born November 28,
1930, Gamma 1949, AI. -A. C. '52. Outside of
that both parents are doing well, while the
youngster thinks he's cheering at the -Am
herst game most of the time."
William E. Byers, Delta '08, Lambda '11,

has recently been designated "of counsel" by
the office of the Attorney General of the State
of Missouri. This is a distinct recognition of
his ability, experience and standing as a

lawyer. His oifices are located at 1121 Com
merce Building, Kansas City, Missouri.
From Tau Chapter we learn that Philip

Lester Coats, '27, married Alildred Hackett on
Christmas day in Oakland, California, and
that Harold K. Hotchkiss, '24, married Ger
trude Huggins on December 23, 1930, in San
Francisco.

A recent visitor to the Colorado Chapter
house was Tom Burgess, Pi '25. Brother
Burgess gave the zvelcoming address at the
initiation banquet held by the chapter, January

25, this year.
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Charles L. While, Alpha '24, is now with
Peat, Alarmick, Alitchell & Company, public
accountants and auditors, 40 Exchange Place,
New York, N. Y.
G. H. 'V\'oodward, Alpha Delta '25, is re

ported engaged.
R. W. Young, Zeta '22, has removed from

3133 Olive Street, Huntington Park, Califor
nia, to 2512 Fourth .Avenue, North, Seattle,
Washington. He was transferred from the
classified advertising department of the Los
.4ngeles Examiner to the position of assistant
classified advertising manager of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer. Airs. Young, Joanne, and
young Bill are with him.

A. E. Aloredock, Alpha Gamma '25, wrote in
to tell us that he liked the new Tommy and
that he would like to receive it at 301 East
High Street, Waynesburg, Pennsylvania.
-Amos P. Cooper, Alpha Zeta "27, is now at

2181/2 N. New Hampshire, instead of residing
at 1010 N. Madison, Los .Angeles, California.

Douglas Owens, Alpha Alpha '27, of 918 N.
Elwood Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma, is another
father. Brother Owens brings the news

that both Lloyd Byer, and Boyd Lowe are

the fathers of girls and that the list of
the Tulsa Alumni Council is as follows : Louis
Alylius, Lambda; Lloyd Byer and L. B. Riddle,
Delta; Carl B. .Anderson, Mu; John Shene
field and Dan Neufer, Theta; Joe Greene, Eta;
Hugh Carpenter and Tack Lenihan, Pi; Oscar
Payne, Tau; Herbie Chase, Epsilon; and Read
Forster, George Phelps, Dave Fields, Robert
Stephens, Robert Zust, Henry Severson, Mar
vin Goodner, Harold Looney, Don Johnson,
Casey Childs, Jack Alatt, Boyd Lowe, Jerry
Jerome, and Douglas Owens, all of Alpha
Alpha.

THE correct address of Bozetch Bren, Rho
'18, Alpha '19, is Du Pont Visealoid Com

pany, -Arlington, New Jersey.
Claude Roberts, .4lpha Alpha '26, has left

General Alotors and is now working for Uni
versal Credit, Ford finance company, 295 Alad-
ison -Avenue, New York City.
William Ellis Wood, Alpha Gamma '27, is

now in Brooklyn, New York, at 55 Hanson
Place.
Scott W. Rudy, Alpha Gamma '25, removed

from 666 Air Brake .Avenue, Wilmerding,
Pennsylvania, to 507 Shady .Avenue, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania.
George W. Curran, Kappa '26, is located at

6828 Eleventh .Avenue, Los Angeles, Califor
nia, having moved there from Coloma, Wis
consin.
James F. Gromiller, Upsilon '26, has moved

from 401 S. Juniata Street, Holidaysburg,
Pennsylvania, to 319 .Allegheny Street, same

city.
O. B. Gooding, Alpha .4lpha '26, has gone

up from 1113 Alagnolia Building, to 1501 Alag-
nolia Building, Dallas, Texas.
Air. J. P. Bromley, Theta '23, has left 1004

W. Michigan Avenue to go to 205 S. Webster
Street, Jackson, Alichigan.
George H. 'V^'^alker, Psi '27, is now located

at 525 E. Chestnut Street, Santa Ana, Califor
nia, having removed from 416 Eastwood
.Avenue.
Frank K. Alosher, Alpha Epsilon '26, may

be reached by addressing him at 116 Brook-
field Road, Syracuse, New York. "Pop" is
teaching and coaching at the Red Creek High
School, Red Creek, New York.
W. B. Van Wagoner, Alpha Epsilon '25, is

now located at 202 S. Dillard Street, Durham,
North Carolina.
Leslie G. Aloyles, Alpha Delta '25, is in

Great Neck, New York, address mail to him
at Box 284.
At least one brother is saying that the fra

ternity needs a new directory. He is Francis
Plecker, Omicron '17, an old faithful standby
at all meetings of the New York Alumni
Council, But how about some more addresses?

The Paperboy
{Continued from page 32)

business manager of a large southern paper,
is five to ten years ahead of other newspapers
in this type of promotion.
A brief resume of a few activities will

throw a ray or two of light on this new field
of promotion.

-A testimonial campaign run in daily and
Sunday papers for six months featured Cyrus
H. K. Curtis, William Wrigley, Ambassador
to France Walter E. Edge, .Arthur Capper and
a flock of governors and senators. They all
handled paper routes when boys and asserted
that much of their success was due to habits
formed then.
By the time I had finished preparing the

campaign I was so persuaded of the inevitabil
ity of failure had one not carried papers, that
I had no hopes of making the Hall of Fame.
Last year a convention of Carrier Salesmen

was held in Des Aloines, attended by 3,000
boys and their parents, who paraded, saw a

show, rode the concessions at an amusement

park.
Three house organs, four to eight pages,

tabloid size, are printed monthly, and were

credited recently by the circulation manager
of the Kansas City Journal Post as being the
most outstanding in the country.
Expensive, illustrated sales booklets pre

senting suggestions, sales talk, and selling
ideas are distributed regularly.
Carrier promotion comprising adventure

strips, short stories, and sales ideas for house
organs, newspaper campaigns and similar ma

terial are sold to other newspapers, and are

now being used by twenty-four leading papers
in the United States and Canada.
Amazing progress in this field seems assured

for the next decade. Think I'll stick around.
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Says
John Murray
Alpha Alpha '26

John Alurray and Dean McDaniels

The Dean of Women! A Problem?
npHE problem of the dean of women
-I- may be worrying some of the chapters
of our national and local fraternities, but
the chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi at Oklahoma
has no problem at all. The boys of Alpha
Alpha claim that the best dean of women in
the whole United States is right at the Uni
versity of Oklahoma, and all that bothers the
brothers of the chapter is that they cannot

pledge and initiate Dean Edna E. McDaniels
as a member of the fraternity. But then, even
the president of the chapter would admit, if
it were possible to initiate Dean Edna, that no
pledging would be necessary, since she has
served her pledgeship already.
Dean McDaniels has been on our campus

for four years, and there have been few Alpha
Sig dances, or parties, or special dinners, or

Mothers' Club meetings which she has not at
tended in that time, The members of Alpha
Alpha are proud of her friendship for the
chapter and for the separate brother members
of the chapter, and they are glad that Okla
homa can boast of a dean of women so friend
ly, so congenial, so full of the joy and humor
of life. The problems of our chapter's mem

bers have been the problems of Dean AIcDan-
iels. She has made them her problems. She
has been mother and sister to many, many
men of the chapter, and we wish the rest of
our fraternity brothers to know that it is
possible to have as friend and counselor a

member of the opposite sex, a member of a

university's faculty, a preceptress�if you wish.
And Alpha Alpha chapter will uphold that it is

Nopossible for a dean or house
mother to guide chapter mem

bers without leading them, or without try
ing to mollycoddle them. We hold that the
dean of women should make the fraternity
chapter on campus not only a better place and
a more liveable place, but a more loveable
place�a more likeable group of men. And if
any of the magazine's readers are apt to take
exception to our belief, why let them come to
Oklahoma. We'll take those who wish to

argue to meet Dean Edna, and conscientious
objectors will discover whv we like her so

well.

jfi^^���

Dean Edna McDaniels and some of "her boys"
standing on the steps of the Alpha Alpha

Chapterhouse, at the University
of Oklahoma.
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Still crashing Oklahoma University records is Glen Dawson, Alpha Alpha's superb track man.

He is shozvn here zAnning the two-mile run at the meet in zvhich Oklahoma Universily
defeated Kansas Aggie.

The Actives

Oklahoma's Athletes Are Some oJ Strongest in
Fraternity Representation

A LPH.A .Alpha, within the last year, has
�*� ^ lost several good athletes, due to gradua
tion or withdrawal from school, but still is
possessed of several great stars on Oklahoma's
athletic teams. The shoes of such luminaries
as Jerome, Carson, and Willis are being well
filled this year by Kirk, Berry, Hattman,
Kroutil, Johnson, and Dawson.
Kirk and Berry, mentioned in previous

write-ups, are .Alpha .Alpha's football men. It
was their last season.

The contributions to Coach AIcDermott's
basketball team are big Oren Hattman, center,
and Norman Kroutil, forward. Both of these
boys have two more years to play. Hattman
is regular center and Kroutil is first substitute
at forward. Both will letter easily. Follow
ing a very fast game recently, a game which
Oklahoma won, both of the boys received ex

cellent writeups in an Oklahoma City paper.
Here is what was said of two brothers : "The
win was largely due to the great performance
of Puss Hattman and Norman Kroutil. While
this pair was shining for the winners, Carl
Larson, the Swede All-.American center, was

scoring 15 of his team's points."

"Hattman went out of the game on person
als in keeping the 6 foot, 6 inch, Larson from
scoring. Oklahoma's sub-center could not keep
up the stellar defensive work of Hattman and
Larson scored most all his points thereafter."
Charlie Johnson, swimmer, at present is in

intensive training for the coming aquatic
meets this spring and seems to be a few sec

onds faster this year than last.

Certainly not to be forgotten is the one and
only Glen Dawson, Alpha .Alpha's great track
man. Dawson has a national reputation un

equaled by any other track athlete in Okla
homa. Glen started out for track while a

sophomore in a small country school. To have
seen him that year one would never have
thought that he would become the star he is

today. He was so small and weak, but he
evidently had a very strong heart, for he train
ed terrifically and in his next two years set
several state records in the half and mile
events. In his Senior year in high school at
the national meet at Chicago, he won first in
the mile with a time of 4 :30.8. In the fall of
1927 he attended a teachers college in Ed
mond, Oklahoma, and was undefeated in the
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five mile cross-country, beating Keith and
Niblack, O. U.'s best distance men. At Dallas,
in the district try-outs for the Olympics, Glen
set a new record by winning first in the
10,000 meters (six and one-quarter miles)
with the_ fast time of 34:02. The old record
was 37 :56. At Boston, in the finals, he was

beaten by Joie Ray and five other distance
men. Even though beaten he ran his fastest
time ever in this event. While at Oklahoma
he has been setting records right and left.
The university records of the mile, two mile
and five mile are his and probably will be for
some time. Dawson has lost only two races

while at Oklahoma, one to a Kansas man and
the other this fall to an Iowa State man.

While interviewed Broth'jr Dawson, asked
what races impressed him most, quickly re

plied : "My race at the National High School
meet was my first impressive race. Then
when I beat Oklahoma's two great runners

my first year out of high school, I thought,
of course, that I was about the best. But I
was soon to find out that several others were

better than J�for instance, Joie Ray, and
those five others that beat me in the Olympic
tryouts. This race, however, was most im
pressive perhaps, because of being pitted
against such noted runners." Glen is a very
modest young man, considering all the pub
licity he has received. This is his last year
and the brothers at .Alpha Alpha, as well as

his track coach, hate to see him go.

Rocky Mountain Brothers

Having Busy Year at Boulder;
Activity Participation Heavy

A group of Pi brothers beside the chapter
house, just before the initiation banquet.

ACTIVITIES at Pi Chapter at the Uni

versity of Colorado opened up with a bang
as school opened after Christmas holidays, and
the active group was augmented by two men

who returned to school. Sherm Sedgwick re

entered school, concluding a short career as

one of the better business men of Denver,
and John Peach, one of last year's pledges,
returned to school at the same time.
With Frank Russell and Pat Patterson on

the Bal Alasque Committee, a dance sponsored
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by the publications of the campus, and with
Douglas Holford house manager, on another
dance committee sponsoring the Engineers'
Ball, the house was well represented in social
activities. In sports, Greager, the chapter ten
nis star, was awarded his letter for playing
on the Varsity tennis team. "Snake" Johnson,
the swimmer, Conference record holder of the
breast stroke, is getting in shape again for
this year's aquatic sports ; other men out for
Varsity sports are F. Russell and Patterson,
who are practicing diligently with the track
team. Both men are throwing the hammer.
In intramural volley ball the chapter team won

the championship in their division, but they
suffered defeat in the semi-finals, and were

eliminated. The swimming team mentioned in
the last issue of The Tomahawk tied for first
place, so the house has piled up a number of
points in intramural sports.
The Colorado Stagers production, "A Lien

on Love," had in the orchestra, Morris, clari
net ; Hamilton, saxophone ; and Deason, the
horn.

Volley bail Uain. i'i L/'id///i/, I'l/i tu right,
Hamilton, Patterson, Zabriskie, Ritterspach^

Russell, and Dow.

.Among other brothers, Frank Russell is now

an instructor in the Engineering and Drawing
Department ; D. L. Sturdyvin, Senior in law,
has been managing a number of dances on the
campus, and was recently appointed to a com

mittee in charge of the dances sponsored by
the A. S. U. C. The annual winter formal of
the chapter was held Saturday night, Febru
ary 21. The brothers danced to the music of
Dave Ginsberg's orchestra, considered one of
the finest bands in the Rocky Mountain
Region. The dance committee, Donald A.
Buck, chairman, Ed Davis and Sherm Sedg
wick produced an excellent dance.
The chapter initiated four men the week of

January 18. They are : William Dickman,
Durango ; Harold Morris, Denver ; Ivan
Stauter, also of Denver ; and Guy Warren,
Boulder, Colorado. The initiation banquet
was held at the chapter house, Sunday, Jan
uary 25. Thomas AI. Burgess, Pi '25, alumnus
from Denver, gave the welcoming address.
Stauter, one of the new men, spoke for the ini-
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tiates. Professor Coover of the EngiiK-ering
School was a guest.
The Sixteenth .Annual Founders' Day Ban

quet was held at the house the night of Feb
ruary 18 and Frank Gilligan, president of the
First National Bank of .Aurora, and Professor
Eckel, head of the Civil Engineering Depart
ment, (Clarence L. Eckel, Pi '15, Grand
Alarshal of the fraternity) were the speakers.
Two of the Pi brothers are doing art work;

Don Buck has had numerous cartoons accepted
by various publications on the campus, and
Frank Russell is .Art Editor of The Engineer.
Buck's work is very distinctive, and Russell,
considered adept at design, is doing the cover

plates for the engineering magazine. Zohner
Roller, journalism major from Wray, still
continues his good work as editor of the Silver
and Gold. This paper, regarded as one of the
outstanding publications of the region, is pub
lished twice weekly by Roller. Franklin
Owsley, freshman from Alamosa, is making
quite a name for himself in \'arsity track. He
is a sprinter.

James Horacek, Xi Chapter, active on the
Nebraska campus

Xi Visions New House as

Actual Possibility
npHERE are organized plans for Xi Chap-
-*- ter's new house whicli, according to pres
ent plans, will be erected this summer in order
that the chapter will have a new home to move
into next fall. The actives and the alumni of
this chapter are working together to make
this, a long-dreamed of improvement, come
true. .And now from out of the smouldering
pipe-dreams of many years the actual object
looms ahead almost within touching distance.
It will be somewhat of a trial to leave the
old stone castle of .Alpha Sigma Phi; but the

joy of moving into a new home will silence
any anguish.
Realizing that fraternity ratings fluctuate

greatly, the actives of Xi Chapter have taken
the frosh in hand in an effort to get them

Willuun Norris, Xi, outstanding man in the
A cbraska College of Engineers.

started on the right foot, so that they may
carry on the good work that the actives are

doing.
.Alpha Sig freshmen at Nebraska have

broken into nearly every extra-curricular
activity on the campus ; into publications such
as the Daily Nebraskan, Cornhusker, Awgzvan
�into athletics, including football, basketball,
track, swimming, and wrestling�into musical
organizations.
In addition to the men taken during rush

week, (the ones for whom Xi struck up the
band) the chapter pledged six new men. They
are: Neil McFarland, Norfolk; Charles
Blivens, Dakota City; Kenneth Peterson, (the
second) Sidney; Donald Quinn, Lincoln,
Nebraska ; and Milton Handsel, Fort Morgan,
Colorado.
William Norris, who has seemingly gone

through three years of college merely to keep
Xi's scholastic record above an average level,
has recently broken into print as an outstand
ing man in the College of Engineers. He was

recently elected to the position of vice-chair
man of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. He directed and supervised the
organization of a local radio club of restricted
membership for original work on lines of tel
evision, and he also was responsible for the
founding of the University's glider club.
Benjamin Franklin recently won country

wide recognition when he placed first on the
winning Nebraska team at the National West
ern Live Stock Show in the student judging
contest at Denver. He is also junior football
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manager and a member of the R. O. T. C.
band.
Hugh Rhea, who won the Junior National

A. A. U. championship last year in the sixteen
pound shot put event and who was this year

Carl Beekman of Xi Chapter, another man

zvith a flair for campus activities.

named as tackle on Grantland Rice's mythical
All-American football team, is again working
out for track. He is now heaving the 16
pound shot 48 feet and 10 inches, which is
about six feet further than he was throwing
it at this time last year. Apparently, he is
due to break a new record when Nebraska
meets Missouri in the first meet of the
season.

Lowell Davis, president of Xi Chapter, was

named editor of the Awgwan, Nebraska
humor paper, and Marvin Schmid, John Con-
boy, and Franklin Shein are working with
Davis on his first edition.
Xi's social season up to the present has also

been unusually good. The season was started
off in good shape with a number of house par
ties, then the downtown fall party at the
Hotel Lincoln was held. February 14 was the
date for the biennial formal. Starting at six
o'clock there was a closed dinner dance, open
only to the alumni and current members of
Alpha Sigma Phi. Following, the ballroom
was opened to representatives from other
Greek organizations.

Phi Chapter lakes More Than
Her Usual Quota of Pledges
And Puts the Finger On

Twenty

PHI chapter started things off with more

than the usual bang this year, entertaining
more rushees than she has for many years.

Alen were picked slowly and consequently the
chapter has twenty pledges of whom the fel
lows are justly proud. They are: "Whoopee"
Rasmussen, St. Charles, Alinnesota ; Dan
Dannenburg, Storm Lake, Iowa ; Pete Hil
strom, Fort Dodge, Iowa ; Bob Horton, Osage,
Iowa ; Vic Jones, Hornick, Iowa ; Elwood
Everson, Plover, Iowa ; Dick and Paul Rice,
Ottumwa, Iowa ; "Repeat" Peterson, Esther
viUe, Iowa ; Reid Greethurst, Stockton, Alinn
esota; Earl Walker, Redfield, South Dakota;
"Pud" Preuss, Dancroft, Nebraska ; Jimmy
Clift, Hornick, Iowa ; Dick Gowdy, Belmont,
Iowa ; Clarence Schmidt, Rock Rapids, Iowa ;
"Swede" .Anderson, Omaha, Nebraska ; Duane
Cady, Arlington, Nebraska ; Cornell Arnold,
Hornick, Iowa ; Earl Andrews, Des Moines,
Iowa ; and Leonard Bloomquist, Gowie, Iowa.
Six of these Sig pledges are students of

Veterinary Aledicine, three are Civil Engin
eers, two are Alechanical Engineers, three are

William Stearns, Phi, senior Varsity wrestling
manager; Pi Epsilon Pi; honorary

Pebul fraternity.

Electrical Engineers, two are studying Cliem-
ical Engineering, two are taking Dairy Indus
try, one Ag. Economics, and one Horticulture.
Phi Chapter's pledge basketball team has

won all its games so far and it is expected to
win the rest of them. Everson, Preuss, Hil
strom, Rasmussen, Dannenburg, and Bloom
quist are all stellar players. Last year the
pledge team vanquished their league, adding
another trophy to the shelf.
Pledge Jones leads the college freshman

basketball squad in scoring. "Pud" Preuss is
in line for a freshman numeral for pole vault
ing and Everson will fight for prep honors in
the 100 yard dash. Rasmussen was on the
freshman football squad. Paul Rice is now

junior wrestling manager, assisting senior
manager Bill Stearns and alumnus Holly
Groth, who is assistant wrestling coach.
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John Zinsmaster of Z.eta, representative mem

ber of Alpha Sigma Phi on the Ohio
State University campus.

Zeta Freshmen Jake Strong
Place in Ohio State

Intramurals

^ ETA freshmen are coming through in fine
^-' shape in intramurals so far this year. Their
bright spot was their fine bowling team which
all but copped the University freshman cham
pionship. The team, composed of Gast,
Andrews, W. Scholz, Fox, Gray, and Daniels,
as alternate, won the league championship and
then went on to the finals. The boys lost out
in the finals by a narrow margin, but their
efforts were rewarded with a cup for league
championship , and another for runners-up.
While on the topic of the freshmen, one

might mention that their basketball team has
a ver)' excellent chance for coming through.
Gump and Fox are out on the old cinder
path trying hard for their freshman numerals
in track.
Dave Morrison, a two year track letterman,

is out again to get his third. He specialized
in field events. Dave, at the present time, is
assisting the coach with the freshman basket
ball team.
The active basketball squad looks very good

again this year. The team is composed of
AIcKee, Roos, Sprague, Alorrison, and Tapp.
They have yet to be defeated and two more

wins will assure them of their league cham
pionship.
Zeta is pointing toward the intramural win

ter festival held in Alarch. The chapter won

the championship last year and in the last
four years has been either champion or run-
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ner-up. Although the competition will be stiff
this year, Zeta hopes to make a very credit
able showing.

Alumni Assist Omicron at

Rushing; House Swimmers
Win Interfraternity Relay

OAIICRON tried a new stunt during the

pre-rushing campaign this year. At Penn-

slvania, second term rushing is enforced, but
during the last month of the first term each
fraternity holds three smokers. This year the
aluinni cooperated with the chapter and took
over the responsibility for one complete
smoker. The grads met downtown and had
an informal dinner at a hotel, then returned
to the chapter house and took charge of the
smoker. The plan worked excellently and the
house appreciated seeing thirty alumni work
ing with the actives. Another feature of the
preliminary smokers has been a "band."
Woodward, the boy with the banjo, is out in
front in this, while Witte, who can drum with
anything but drumsticks, supplies the noise.
The rest of the boys do what they can, and
according to the Tomahazvk correspondent, the
resulting music sounds swell. One of the boys
uses an ordinary tumbler, and singing into it,
makes his voice sound like music from a

muted trumpet.
Unfortunately this news was written before

rushing season closed, so no report can be
given on men pledged. But who could resist
falling for the gifted brother's tumbler
specialty?
The Omicron swimmers won the interfra

ternity relay at Penn, stroking 200 yards in
1 :53. Winning this event brought the Kistler
trophy to Omicron's mantelpiece for a long
year's rest.

Omicron's swimmers, left to right : Hall,
Campbell, Melling, Adams, and in front,

Brummer, manager.

Oinicron has an etcher in the house. Charley
Alarsh, from whose etching the cut of the
Omicron house reproduced in the magazine
this time was made, is in his fourth year in
the Architectural School. For the last two
years he has been piling up a string of men-
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tions in the Beaux .Arts competitions, and sev

eral times his plans have received second men

tion. He wears the hat of the Hexagon
Senior Society, and is also rostered in the
Architectural Society. In his spare time he
does the art work for the Pennsylvania
Triangle, one of the foremost engineering
college magazines in the country. .A string of
other titles, such as president of his class in
the Architectural School, keep him busy. But
even so, he manages to handle a ukelele in
Woodward's band.

Sigma Initiates a Psychiatrist
A Sports Writer, and a Poet

THE chapter in the top layer of the Deep
South made a grand haul and initiated

three excellent men this year. The first is
Dr. Henri Beaumont, associate professor in
the Department of Psychology and the first
Director of Personnel at the University of
Kentucky. Dr. Beaumont, who resides in
Lexington, is a graduate of Heidelberg and of
the University of Southern California. Dr.
Beaumont has made exhaustive studies in the
subject of psychology and particularly morality
and has contributed articles to some of the
leading magazines of the country. He has con

sented and is anxious to write an article for
the Summer issue of The Tomahawk, and we

earnestly advise all readers to be on the watch
for this feature.
The second new brother is Edgar Turley of

Owensboro, Kentucky. Edgar is a sports
writer on the Kernel sports staff. He won his
numerals last spring in track. As a pole
vaulter on the varsity squad this year his
prospects for a letter are very good.
The third man initiated was Robert Lee

Gray of Schenectady, New York. Gray is
enrolled in the Engineering College. He has

Sigma's numeral men. Pledges Price, Blumcr,
Wagoner, Goodman, Beard, and Miller.

already shown marked promise as a poet, and
at the present time contributes to Letters, the
literary publication of the University of
Kentucky.
Sigma also has a number of pledges. Two

of them are Donald McCammon, Lebanon,
Kentucky, and Birkley Davis, Lewisport,
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Eta's champion grappler, Wilber L. Dooley,
who was recently elected captain of the

team, is wrestling his last year.

Kentucky. Davis is showing unusual basket
ball ability on the fraternity intramural team ;
AlcCammon, who has been out of school for
some time, is doing outstanding work in the
Engineering College. Six of the others.
Price, Blumer, Wagner, Goodman, Beard, and
Miller, were all members of the football squad,
and a husky lot are they. The only trouble is
that of the six, only one, Wagner, made good
enough grades to be initiated in March. The
chapter's percentage of failures is regrettable,
and deserves serious thought.

''Skeezix" Dooley Wrestles
Last year at Illinois

*"
I ""HIS is the third and last year of wrestl-
-*- ing competition for Dooley. During that
time he has never been pinned. He won every
match during his Freshman year, and has only
lost one or two close decisions since then.
Skeezix is a big favorite with the wrestling
fans. He is active in other lines too, being
secretary of the Tribe of lUini, a captain in
the R. O. T. C, and a member of other hon
orary groups. As a final honor, he was elected
captain of the wrestling team.
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.4lpha Epsilon's sophomores: Jack Clazvson,
out for Onondagan; Harry Wagner, out for
�managership of zvrcstling team, and Vernon
Kneeskern, out for managership of basketball

team.

Athletes at Alpha Epsilon
2 urn to New Fields as the

Season Changes

NOW that Spring is descending upon the
hills of Syracuse, the athletic luminaries

of Alpha Epsilon Chapter are devoting their
attention to other than grid-iron activities.
Taken in the order of classes, among the
Seniors, the following brothers are most

worthy of mention: .Al Kanya, who just fin
ished a very successful football season as right
tackle on the varsity, is at present turning his
attention to track ; Al is a mighty thrower and
shot putter. "Kenny" Beagle, captain of the
Varsity basketball team is still holding down
a forward position with all of his old time
dash and spirit. Ken is also looking forward
to the opening of the baseball season, as he
has occupied the keystone sack for the past
three years. Beagle is also a social celebrity
this year, being president of the Senior Class.
In this capacity, he was chairman of the Stu
dent Committee that annually conducts the
Senior Ball, held this year in the Grand Ball
room of the Hotel Syracuse. It was unusually
well attended this year by the Sigs who came

there en-masse. G. Howard Hinck, manager
of the Varsity swimming team, is to be seen

daily checking over his charges in company
with the coach. Carl Welte is mainstay on

the rifle team and has participated in every

match so far this season. Brother Welte is

also major of the 2nd Battalion of the Hill
R. O. T. C.
In the Junior ranks is f<mnd Jean Lameray,

cross-country representative, who is now

training for the outdoor track season and is
hoping for as much success as he attained last
fall. Joe Barry, although only a junior, is
captain of the Varsity wrestling team. He is
the Hill's 135 pound representative and has
won his event in every meet but one held
this year. Joe, for all his small size, is one

of the strongest men in the house and most
of the brothers know why he is such a suc

cessful wrestler.
h'irst among the Sophomore notables is Tom

"Lumps" Lombardi. Tom, at present, is
working out under that "Grand Old Alan" of
rowing�Coach Jim Ten Eyck. Crew is Broth
er Lombardi's second love and he is determ
ined to give the present Varsity stroke a hard
fight for the coveted position. Tom will also

i

Joe Barry, captain of Syracuse zvrestling team.

be remembered for the sterling way in which
he held down the left guard position of the
Varsity football team. The three sophomores
in Alplia Epsilon Chapter this year who are

striving to attain campus recognition through
the medium of managerships are : Brothers
Clawson, Wagner, and Kneeskern. John Claw
son has turned his attention to the literary
field and at present is working hard for a

junior editorship of Onondagan, the official
year book of the University. Harry Wagner,
the second sophomore representative of the
house, is scrubbing daily for the position of
assistant manager of wrestling, while Vernon
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Kneeskern is hoping to attain the vacant post
of assistant manager of basketball at the close
of the current season.
These three positions signify a great deal of

hard work and effort, but judging by the
abundance of the requisites displayed by these
brothers in question, Alpha Epsilon may soon

have a few more managerships to add to its
activities.
-Among the Freshmen, Pledge John Grube

is out for rowing under the paternal eye of
Tom Lombardi. Pledge Edwin Weinlandt
won his numerals in fall track and is looking
forward to the opening of the spring outdoor
track season. Pledge Jack Callahan won the
125 pound novice boxing tournament held

annually at the University.

Edwards Awarded Scholar

ship for B Average

DOUGLAS L. Edwards, Theta '31, of AIus-
kegon, was recently one of the fifteen

Michigan students awarded a $100 scholar
ship by the Board in Control of Student Pub
lications for maintaining a "B" average or

better for four semesters while a member of
a publication staff. Edwards was a member
of the staff of The Michigan Daily for a year
and a half and of the Gargoyle for one year.
He is also the house steward and a member
of Phi Eta Sigma.

John Thomy, Alpha Iheta,
Elected to Athenaean;
Third in Succession

JOHN Thomy of Alpha Theta was recently
elected president of Athenaean, oldest liter

ary society west of old muddy Alississip'. This
is the third president Alpha Theta has fur
nished this society within the last three years,
Thomy is also a member of the Varsity debate
squad. Another brother, Jim Moore, was

elected historian of the .Athenaean.
Jim Shepherd has been added to the roster

of Pi Mu Epsilon, honorary mathematical
society ; Newt Young has been awarded his
numeral in freshman track and has shown up
well in competition against the Varsity;
Brothers Myers, Roberts, and Lowry were

members of the chorus in "Waiting Without",
the annual show presented by the Journalism
School. John Thomy also appeared in several
skits in the play.
Alpha Theta, Xi, and .Alpha Alpha have all

made wagers in regard to football victories of
their schools, but no bets have been collected
since all of the games have been tied. No
trophy yet awarded.

Harmon IVolfe

Harmon Wolfe Captains
Michigan Cross-Country

Team

HARMON A. Wolfe, Theta '32, will cap

tain the cross-country squad for the com

ing year at Alichigan. He has been active in

cross-country and track for three years on

the campus.
Wolfe came from Lakewood High School,

Lakewood, Ohio, where he was a member of
the track team. He was a miler of good
standing there when he ran as one of the men

on the first rate teams that Lakewood always
turns out. At present he is about 130 pounds
of harrier and is 21 years of age.
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Entering as a frebhman he did not go out
for cross-country the first year but he was a

member of the freshman track squad. He
clocked the mile in 4 :20 and ran the two mile
grind in about ten minutes.
Last year as a sophomore, he was on the

Michigan harrier squad and placed twenty-
second in the all conference meet. He im
proved in the mile on the cinder team until he
clocked at 4 :25 and he surprised many at the
Outdoor Conference meet by coining in fourth
man.

This year he has run on the cross-country
squad finishing fifth in the meet with Michi
gan State Teachers College at Ypsilanti,
fourth against Alichigan State, and lower
down in the line in other meets. He has been
consistent, and Coach Hoyt counted on him
for some place in each meet. Wolfe will be
on the Varsity track team again this year and
will run only in the mile event where he stands
as Michigan's best bet for the coming indoor
and outdoor meets. Barring accidents, he will
be active in both these sports next year for
the Wolverines.

Three Theta Men Win Varsity
Letters; Two JV in Numerals

IVAN Williamson, William Heston, and
Charles DeBaker are the Theta men who

won their Varsity "M's" in football this year.
Sylvester Shea and Russell Damm, both ends,
won Varsity numerals. Since the football
season has been over DeBaker has been active
in track practice and looks forward to vic
tories in the spring meets.

Jack Heston was recently high point man

in a freshman track meet. He chalked up two

first places and a third position, taking both

high and low hurdle events and also placing
third in the 60-yard dash. His time in the

high ones was : 9.2 seconds, and in the low :

8 seconds flat.

This is Delta Chapter house, all dolled up for
a party. At homecoming recently, the house
zvas named as the best decorated one on the

Marietta campus.

The ten letter men of Alpha Delta Chapter
representing players on football, basketball,
baseball, hockey, and track teams. With the

spring season already in full tilt. Alpha Delta
promises that more letters and sweaters will be
added to this group before finals come in June.

"Shorty Burdick" Returns
to University of Illinois

LLOYD "Shorty" Burdick has returned to

the University of Illinois campus for an

other and last semester te finish the course in
agronomy that last spring pinned his shoul
ders to the mat and kept him from receiving
his degree in agriculture.
Tomahazvk readers will recall that Shorty

Burdick was one of the best wrestlers and
trackmen ever seen at the University of Illi
nois. He, following the example set by some

of the other wrestlers of the present day who
went out of college to enter professional
circles, made his debut as a professional Her
cules last summer, made an excellent record,
and was defeated but once. Speaking of him,
a writer in the Chicago Daily News said :

"Burdick has won 27 matches since turning
pro and sheepskin or not, would probably win
,1 lot more. But the mat game has gone col
legiate and if a bachelor of arts degree is any
help to becoming a champion, Burdick is going
to get it. Perfecting his effective combination
of a flying mare and body scissors is going to

be secondary for the next four months to mas

tering the intricacies of crop rotation and kin
dred subjects."
The writer names Lloyd as one of the most

colorful of the new wrestlers�an athlete of
far more than ordinary merit and readers of
The Tomahawk may well wish Burdick to
come out on top in his present tussle with
"Kid .Agronomy."
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Three Psi freshmen standing in front of the
chapter house. Left to right: Bill Failing,
swimmer, hard man to beat in the 220 and 440;
formerly swam for Multomah Club, Portland;
Dan Hanks, who won his numerals on frosh
grid squad, and zvho is good football material;
Ed Lamb, who made all-city team at San Fran
cisco, and zvho should be good for next year's
Varsity at Oregon State.

Mu's Social Season One of

Brightest; Mother's Club
Praised

' I �'HE first social event at Mu Chapter after
-*- the opening of school in the fall was an

informal dance in honor of the new pledges.
Sixty couples attended this affair, which was

held October 2Sth, at the chapter house. Fol
lowing the Washington State College football
game and other events of Homecoming day,
November 15th, the alumni of the chapter had
a dinner at the fraternity house, which was

very well attended. Later in the evening Alu
Chapter held an open house for the campus,
with Owen Sweeten's sixteen piece orchestra
furnishing music for dancing. On November
21st, the annual costume ball was held. A
carnival motif was carried out in orange and
black, while masks and balloons completed
the Alardi Gras effect. Preceding the Varsity
Ball of December Sth, a formal dinner was

held, twenty couples attending. This dinner is
becoming another annual event of the chapter.
A formal dinner-dance was held Saturday

evening, January 31st, at the Broadmoor Golf
Club. The program given each lady was en

closed in a crested leather-covered bridge set,
containing two decks of crested cards�^the
cardinal and stone effect being carried
throughout. An exchange dinner with the
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority was held on Fri
day, February 6th.
Mu feels that too much cannot be said in

praise of her Alothers' Club, which lends the
feminine touch, making the house a home. The
mothers meet once a month, giving a tea as a

means of becoming better acquainted and of
formulating their plans. Airs. Theo Torhen
son is starting the year 1931 with the same

fine spirit that her predecessor. Airs. Albro
Gardner, Jr., had as president last year. On
the Uth of February the Alothers' Club held
a bridge party at the chapter house. This was

an open house for all members and their
families.

Half-Pint Jim McKowne, Iota,
Still Holds Center Point In

Cornell Hockey
nnO the brother known as "Pint" by the
-*- rest of the boys at the Cornell house, but
who is known in his home town newspapers
as "Half-Pint", Jim McKowne, the Canadian-
bred brother of Iota, is still holding down the
center position of Cornell's sextet, and is the
scoring threat of the team. Jim is by far the
best hockey player that has ever been seen up
in that neck of New York's hills and dales,
and next year, as a senior, "Pint" should be
captain. And under his master eye Ed LaDue
is coming along fast as a mainstay of the
frosh team.
Dick Roess, 165 pounder of the Cornell mat

team, seems to be headed for the intercollegi
ate championship. Dickwill be graduated this
June, and if he keeps in condition there will
be another Alpha Sig wearing the red, white
and blue at the Olympic games in 1932.
Winter sports at Cornell should take basket

ball into mention, but while Iota can claim
one of the best basketball players at Cornell�
John "Hank" Roy, the six-foot four sopho
more court man, he is in the unfortunate class
of ineligibles who are talked about as poten
tial. Readers can expect more from this man

when he pulls his marks up to an average
which will allow him to compete.

Chick Meisinger, left, of the Penn State har
riers, has been doing some excellent

crosscountry running this year.
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of Sigma Chapter found it necessary to face
the problem of late radio reception and noise

making. After a heated discussion, during
which it was nearly concluded that the radio
would have to be done away with entirely,
the chapter agreed that strict quiet-hour con

trol would be exercised in the future as a

solution to the controversy. The chapter's

Edzvard Tate, Alpha .Ilpha '28, composer of
Oklahoma Sweetheart Song.

Rho Brother Asks For More

Songs For Fraternity
OROTHER Jerry Moore, H. C. S. of Rho
�'-'Chapter, holds the opinion that the fra
ternity, although possessing a song book, could
use many more songs. In a recent communi
cation he asked why the fraternity cannot

stage a new song contest among the brothers,
much as the contest held at the time of the
1925 Washington Convention. Jerry also asks
for an orchestration of several of the songs
of the Old Gal, and he requests that any chap
ter possessing orchestrations send them to
National Headquarters for distribution to the
rest of the chapters.
One new song circulated during the past

year, after repeated requests from several of
the chapters, was the Oklahoma Sweetheart
Song, composed by Edward Tate, Alpha Alpha
'28. Perhaps some of the other members of
our chapters have songs which are new, but
which have not been circularized. All such
songs should be sent to the central office,
where they will be referred to the Standing
Song Book Committee, or else distributed to
the chapters.

Sigma Puts Ban on Late Radio
Hours as Scholastic Average

Drops
�fT^.ACED with a problem of grades, although
�*- all but two of her thirty-four members
made standings, and most of the averages
rtbove the minimum requirement, the members

The title of this picture might well be "on the
books." It is a snap of Dave Strickler of
Epsilon, caught as he fell asleep while study

ing for the mid-term examinations.

grades are rising, and the better standings
during the present semester will place Sigma
among the uppermost of the fraternities on

the Kentucky campus, and the chapter eagerly
awaits the statistical report which will be
issued from the office of the Dean of Men.

Alpha Iota Shows Increased

Strength During Current
Year

WELL upon the way through the second
semester of their first year in Alpha

Sigma Phi the members of Alpha Iota Chap
ter feel that events have shaped themselves
toward a very successful year. Six men were

initiated January 31, 1931. They are : David
Hilary Lewis, Tuscaloosa, Alabama ; Robert
Alorse Myers, Mansfield, Ohio ; Samuel Ed
win Bacon, Jr., Worcester, Massachusetts ;
Kenneth Allen Alurray, Charieroi, Pennsyl
vania ; William Andrew AIcKee, Jr., Utica,
New York: and James Arthur Elder, Phoenix,
.Arizona. With Lewis a member of the De
bating Society, Alyers and McKee members
of Alabama's Million Dollar Band, Bacon a

member of Theta Tau, honorary; Murray a

reporter on the Crimson White .staff, and
Elder a member of the boxing team, .Alpha
Iota feels that she has among these brothers
the material wherewith to carry on.
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Homecoming Celebration at
Phi; Chapter Goes In For

Dancing In Big Way
TT OMECOMING at Iowa State was cele-
�'�-'- brated with a football game with Okla
homa, and following the game a dance was

held at Phi Chapter house. A number of
alumni attended and the chapter played host
to several brothers from .Alpha Alpha and
Alpha Beta Chapters. Another dance was held
at the chapter house November 15, and still
another on December 6. Joining the local
chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha Tau
Omega in a tri-Alpha dance at the Ames Coun
try Club, Phi Chapter participated in a novel
innovation on the campus, and pronounced the
affair a howling success. The big winter for
mal' was held at the house on St. Valentine's
eve. Bunion salesmen please consider this
territory.

Eta Quarantined For Scarlet
Fever

NINETEEN of Eta's actives and pledges
were quarantined for scarlet fever the

last week in January. Pledge Stone, who has
been out of school the last semester, returned
for a short visit to get ready to re-enter. The
second day of his visit proved disastrous and
he was taken to the hospital with scarlet
fever.
The famous "Dick" test was applied to all of

the brothers and pledges. Twenty-one proved
immune to the disease and nineteen showed
that they might possibly contract it. The lat
ter group was quarantined for one week and
the rest were allowed to find temporary lodg
ing outside in order that they might take their
finals.
A few professors proved kind hearted and

excused the shut-ins from their finals, but the
majority of the group will have to make
them up sometime soon.

Not one of the stricken members of Eta Chap
ter but the H. M. of Phi Chapter�Orval H.
Ause, a junior, a member of Ag-Council, and
on the business staff of the Iowa Agriculturist.

He is studying for examinations.

Alpha Delta's basketball men, left to right : Joe
Hardy, captain Harry Bullukian, and

Ray Ashdown.

Alpha Delta Had Three On

Middlebury Hockey Team
'T'^HREE Alpha Deha Sigs were on the
-'- Middlebury hockey team this winter. They
were Red Yeomans, Zeke Makela, and Ted
Huntington. In addition, the chapter was rep
resented by Kirk Sloper, assistant manager.
When Middlebury took Amherst into camp

to the tune of 6-3, Makela scored three goals,
while Red and Ted got one apiece. And
while the college lost to Princeton with a score
of 5-3, the three Middlebury goals were all
Alpha Sig-made. Makela shot them all. At
present writing he has 16 tallies to his credit,
and he has a good chance for next year's
captaincy.

Alpha Gamma Takes Seven;
Treon Chosen Football Man

ager; Chapter Rates
Third

A FTER a hectic rushing season, directed
-^*-by Hilton, the whole chapter working
like Trojans, fighting against the current busi
ness depression, .A'pha Gamma Chapter pledg
ed seven men. They are : Eugene Nay and
Edward Robinson of Fairmont, West Vir
ginia ; Benton Davis of Shinnston, West Vir
ginia ; Charles Craig of Uniontown, Pennsyl
vania ; William Alaier of Newark, New Jer
sey ; James Lindsay of Lovettsville, Virginia;
and Dewolf Schatzel of Bowling Green, Ohio.
The chapter will appreciate notification of
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other good men to be had on the Carnegie
campus.
Byron Treon, after three years of hard

work, was chosen as varsity football mana

ger for next season ; Richard Turner was

chosen as freshman manager, helping to keep
the job in the family. Dick, in addition to
his duties as a football manager's scut this
fall, found time to edit Copy, the periodical
published by the printing department at Car
negie. Biff Jones, still tooting his horn in the
Kiltie Band, junior manager this year, was

called to Phi Mu Alpha this fall. Other new

members of honoraries at the chapter house
are Karl Fetters in Tau Beta Pi, and Wilmon
Ware in Eta Kappa Nu.
The chapter, as usual, is high in scholastic

rating�third place this year. It is significant
to know that since Alpha Gamma's installa
tion she has never been below fifth place in
scholastic rating on the Carnegie campus.

Tau Chapter basketball team�back rozv,
iVinther, Coats, Stump, Avery, and Temple

ton; front rozv, DeRoos and Baxter.

Varied Activities Hold Interest

qf Tau Men; Brothers Hunt
For Snow

nr'AL^ Chapter opened the new year with
-*- enrolling two candidates as pledges, Sam
Griswold and Ernest Stump, both of the class
of '32 and residents of San Juan Capistrano
and Santa Ana, respectively. A pledging ban
quet for these two men was held in the St.
Francis Hotel the evening following their ac

ceptance of the pins.
The house organized a basketball team for

intramural competition with the first few prac
tices showing promising material. Bob Bax
ter managed the destinies of the team and Ed
Coats, Ken Avery, William Scott, Bob deRoos,

Roy Danford, Jack Russell, and Bill Engquist
played on the team.
Two dances, one in the chapter house, the

other at a hotel in San Francisco, were held

recently. Several of the brothers went on a

week-end trip to Yosemite Valley in order to

Actives of Tau Chapter who have been having
a very good year on the Stanford campus,
ainong whom are four sophomores zvorking on

the Chapparel. Back row, Schwartz, Scatena,
Hanna, Russell, and Stump; second row, Mc
Farland, Gildersleeve, Winther, de Roos, Zoff-
maii, and Templeton; front row; Baxter,

Aver^, Coats, and Engquist.

take advantage of the winter sports offered
during the season. The Californians must
travel high into the mountains to get into any
^now. Eastern brothers might be interested
in knowing that it's sunny and warm in Cali
fornia, even in winter�but leave that to the
Chamber of Commerce.
In addition to these special social events, the

house is holding regularly, once a month, an

open house to which women on the campus
are invited. The affairs have been very suc

cessful thus far, and in addition to furnishing
a pleasant party, have the advantage of raising
and maintaining the reputation of the chapter
among the other Greek letter organizations on

the campus.
Gordon Ross gave the house a nice surprise

by returning from the Christmas holidays
with a custom built La Salle coupe, adding a

few thousands to the valuation of the cars in
the house. This made a total of sixteen cars

for the twenty-five men of Tau. H. S. P.
Arthur Hurt was not so pleased with the car,
as it challenged his Packard superiority
complex.
Four of the Sophomore Class are working

on the campus comic, the Chaparrel, and are

trying out for positions given at the end of
the spring quarter. They are brothers Bob
deRoos, Bill Engquist, Jack Russell, and
George Schwartz. .Among other activities,
Brother deRoos is trying out for assistant yell
leader and according to reports, stands an

even chance of getting the job.
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Rho Takes Ten, Including the

Scandinavian, and is Active

Socially and Athletically
RHO Chapter came through a grueling

rusliing season, and when the smoke had

cleared away, .Alpha Sigma Phi had acquired
ten fine new men : Harold Netz, William
Weeks, Christian Egekvist, Lemar Strom-
botne, all of Minneapolis; Alilton .Andrus,
Aberdeen, South Dakota; Charles Schumacher,
Lake Wilson ; George Champlin, Cresco,
Iowa; Adolph Knudson, Blue Earth; Bill
Tikander and Carl Schokmd, Eveleth, Alinn
esota. Besides these men Rho pledged and
initiated Dr. John Sarver, who is professor of
Chemistry at Alinnesota. Dr. Sarver recently
returned to the U. S. after extensive studies
in Berlin and Heidelberg, Germany.
Alpha Sigma Phi at Alinnesota is up in

social and political affairs. J. Young is one

of the leaders in the Junior Ball and president
of the Junior class in law. Three other

Alpha Sigs are on committees for the 'JB'.
Ben Penrose on Tickets, Rudolph on Pro
grams, and Jerry Aloore as Chairman of
Printing. George Laub is president of the
Senior Class in the Engineering School, and
will lead the Engineers' Ball. Bob Ryder is
writing for the Daily Sports, Kenneth Ander
son is on the staff of the School of Education's
annual publication.
As far as social affairs go, Rho is as active

as ever. Saturday, January 24, the annual

pledge party was given at the house with
some sixty-five couples in attendance. On
February 21, the winter formal was held at

the St. Paul University Club. .A benefit bridge
was given at the house by the Alothers and
Wives Club on February 6. Other social
events are in the making ; the annual Sig Bust
will be in charge of a committee of alums'
this year, and will be held the first Alonday in

April. The spring house party will be in

charge of Jerry Moore, and will be held at

some resort in the northern part of the state.

In athletics, Rho has two men in boxing.
Ben Penrose and pledge Charles Schumacher.
In wrestling, Howard Kroll. In spring ath
letics, Alicky .Ascher has a good chance of
being elected captain of the baseball team. In
track, is Bruce Pierard, H. Kroll, and S,
Koski. In tennis, Jim Young will uphold the
honor, as either number one or number two

man in the singles and will be paired with
another Alinnesotan in the number one

doubles team.

Who Said Depression?
Since the auditor was last at the Central

Office (August, 1930), records at National
Headquarters of the fraternity show that
three hundred one new brothers have been ini
tiated. Although some chapters have stated
that the current depression did affect their
rushing, no serious depletion in membership
can be noted from these figures�the usual
number of men initiated up until this time of
the year.

Jim Young, Rho Chapter, who has been, and
still is very active on the Minnesota campus.
He is a cellist of note. He still has another

year of school and campus activities.

Rho Recommends Jim Young
For Alpha Sig Hall of Fame

"D HO Chapter believes that for competent
A �-participation in extra-curricular activities.
a junior in the house deserves the palm. He
is Jim Young and he is president of the Junior
Law class, a member of the Phoenix Honor
ary Junior Society, number one man on the
Varsity tennis team, and the president of Rho
Chapter. He is one of the leaders in the
'J B' and is treasurer of the Minnesota
Cooperative Buyers .Association. Besides all
this he is one of the leading cellists in the
Northwest and plays regularly over WCCO,
at the Nicollet Hotel and the Metropolitan
Theatre. .And although he is supremely active
at the present time the chapter looks forward
to watching him win even more laurels during
his senior year.
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Vernon C. Myers. Alpha Theta, associate-
editor Savitar, vice-president Athenaean, mem
ber of Blue Key, Grozvlers, and Alpha Delta

.Sigma.

Actives at Alissouri Catch

Deadly Malady; Three
Brothers Succumb

"U ECENTLY a pin-hanging epidemic swept
-�-^across the University of Missouri and put
its fell touch upon three of the active brothers
of Alpha Theta Chapter in quick order. James
Shepherd, H. S. P., decided that Alaxine
Elliott, an Alpha Delta Phi, was just the one

for him, so he bit the dust. Glen Huff had a

few extra cigars on hand, so he took a short
trip, and when he came back to the house the
little bit of gold and black enamel for which
he paid six and a quarter rested on the dress
of Aliss Lyndall Shanks of Bakersfield, Alis
souri. Evert Kinsler, away last suinmer, hung
his pin on Jane Hogdon of Davenport, Iowa,
but kept it a secret until recently. So all the
rest of the brothers in .Alpha Theta are con

gratulating these men whom they hope will do
as much for Alpha Sigina Phi as active
brother Bickley: Born January 7, 1931, to
Brother and Mrs. John Ross Bickley, a son,
John Ross Bickley, Jr.
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Hairfi Wilson, Sawtell and Se

lig, Harper and 2 heobald.
Win New Victory Crowns

For Eta

1" T ARRY Wilson, who has been ineligible
A -*� since the first semester of his sophomore
year, should get off probation this semester.
He is one of the fastest sprint swimmers in
the Big Ten and is sure to make his letter.
Harry will have one more year of competition
after this one. He is also H. E. this year and
has been getting out some good meals for the
boys. This is undoubtedly due to the fact
that he has a particular fondness for good
food himself.
Jack Sawtell and pledge Jack Selig are well

up in the sophomore competition for the job
of football manager. Both of these men have
excellent scholastic standings which is all-im
portant in their line of endeavor. Not only
do they have to take care of fall and spring
football, but they must lend a hand in other
sports during the year. Theirs is a tough
task, but they are bearing up under it man

fully.
Harper and Theobald are doing great work

on the Illini basketball team this season. Bur
is captain of the team and forward. Bill is a

sophomore and plays guard. The ability of
Harper as a forward is already well-known
and well-advertised. Theobald is a newcomer

as this is his first year of competition, but it
seems certain that he is destined to make a

name for himself as a coiner. This is Bur's
last year and it has been rather a tough one

for him because his team has lost its last few
games by one and two point margins. How
ever, that has not detracted in the least from
his personal brilliancy and all-around ability.
In order that the reputation of Eta Chapter

may be kept at its present high place in the
world of interfraternity basketball, about
twenty of the boys have been training three
nights a week so that they may be in the
best shape possible when the season opens.
It is too early in the game to announce a defi
nite personnel for the squad, but it is a cer

tainty that the team will go a long way in the
competition. The freshman material is espe
cially good this year.

Kid Party

MEMBERS and pledges of Eta threw off
their cloak of collegiate dignity the last

Friday before Christmas vacation and pre
tended they were younger kids again. Alost
of the fellows donned short pants and Lord
Fauntleroy blouses and ties and had one really
big time with their dates, in a truly infantile
manner. The party was a huge success in
every way, principally because Santa Claus in
the person of Pledge Snavelj', remembered
everyone.
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Interesting Season Ahead
oi Mu Sigs

' I �'HE University of Washington baseball
-*- team have an interesting year ahead of
them. They are to make a trip to the Orient
and play various baseball teams of Japanese
Universities during their stay. The trip is
scheduled to last about three months, eliminat
ing almost all conference games at home and
most of the time will be spent traveling
around Japan.
The team is supposed to leave Seattle either

the 28th of April, or the 2nd of May. They
will go directly to Japan, playing games at

every stop, and will come back by way of Hon
olulu and California.
Baseball is played very conscientiously over

in Japan. The game is rapidly becoming the
national game, and is played by almost every
university in the Orient. Every year a Japan
ese team comes over to the United States to

play various universities, and in return some

university from this country goes over there.
Several thousand people watch the games in
Japan, and as they are only amateur players,
one can see that baseball is the game in that
country.
The Alpha Sigs are well represented on the

ball team. Bill Hutchinson, captain, is a two

year veteran third baseman ; John Dobson, a

veteran from last year, has the left field posi
tion practically cinched; and George Rourke,
a well-seasoned pitcher, is also making a

strong bid for the team. He is a left-handed
pitcher and rates among the highest three or

four. Bill Muhonen, also a very prosperous
candidate, from last year's squad, will make a

very strong bid for an outfield position. Bill
Saxon, a sophomore, is expected to make the
grade as a catcher. The rest of the team will
be comprised of veterans from last year's
squad, and a few outstanding members of the
frosh squad.

Stanisiewski and Kneeland

Key Men on Aggy Court
During Past Season

REVIEWING the past season, at the men

tion of the word "winter," the mind of the

sport lover immediately turns to thoughts of
basketball and hockey, for these two sports
hold sway at even the smallest of colleges, and
serve in no small measure to give them a place
in the athletic sun. This is especially true at

Mass. .Aggie where good basketball teams
have always been important. This year was

no exception, and with the season well under
way, the quintet boasted a record of si.x wins
in seven starts. .Alpha Sigs did their share of
the good work. This year's team was cap-

Russ Gagnon, Gamma, captain of the winning
team engaged in intramural athletics

at Mass. Aggie.

tained by Pledge Stanisiewski, one of the lead
ing scorers in the East last year, and who
made a stronger bid this season. His uncanny
accuracy and eye for the basket has made him
outstanding in the majority of games played.
Paired with Stanisiewski in the other fore
court was "Pee Wee" Kneeland, who earned
his sixth varsity letter, and who is the only
three sports athlete in the college at the pres
ent time. Brother Kneeland has been called
the spark-plug of the team�and rightly so for
his lack of stature is more than atoned for by
his constant aggressiveness and outstanding
floor work. Although not a high scorer, his
baskets have been made when needed, and in
two instances have tied the score when the
team came from behind to win.
Pledge Reynolds was high-scorer of the

freshman team until forced out by illness.
Pledge Henry played a wing position on the
frosh hockey team. He also plays the cello in
the string ensemble which gives monthly con

certs at the college.
Brother Nourse appeared in the annual

revue presented under the auspices of the
"Roister Doisters," the college dramatic so

ciety. Richard Wherity is also playing in the
current production of the society which has
seven more scheduled performances.
Brother Gagnon, as captain of the winning

team engaged in intramural athletic competi
tion, was awarded a bronze medal at the last
insignia chapel.
At the annual mid-winter initiation, the fol

lowing men were taken into the Alystic Circle :

Russell T. Gagnon, Frederick J. Welch,
Arthur L. Nourse, James C. Bulman, Roy T.
Cowing, and Alilton H. Kibbe.
Brother Lawrence is a member of the com

mittee in charge of the ball given yearly by
the student officers of the R. O. T. C.
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Brothers Hood and Dundon, Nu, rowing in

first freshman shell at California.

Nu Initiates Six; Many Pub
lication Men

Nu Chapter held initiation on Sunday, Feb
ruary 1, 1931. The class of six pledges

initiated included Jack AI. Dundon, John
Ficklin, Harold C. Zanzot, John T. Hood,
Frederick W. Kalbfleisch, and Frank J.
Henrotte.
The chapter feels that these new men are

very promising ; they are already active on the
campus as well as in the house. Brothers
Dundon and Hood are in the first boat in
freshman crew ; Brother Zanzot is a inember
of the managerial staff of the Pelican, Califor
nia's humorous publication; Brother Henrotte
is Assistant Sports Editor for The Daily
Californian; and Brother Ficklin is a member
of the same staff.
At the initiation, after the formal scenes,

the usual banquet in honor of the initiates was

held. The character of the banquet was de
cidedly revolutionary and was exceptionally
entertaining and enjoyable with Brother "Kid"
Gallison as Toastmaster and Brother Benteen,
Thomas, Brush, and Augustine as speakers.
Alany alumni were present and among the

guests were Brothers Harvey, Coates, and
Scott of Tau Chapter.

Alpha Delta Brother Affiliates
With Delta

Joe Gould, .Alpha Delta '30, has transferred
from Middlebury to Marietta and is stopping
at Delta Chapter. The Alarietta chapter hopes
and expects him to affiliate and be with them
for the remainder of his college career.

Reid Greethurst of Phi Chapter, nezvly initi
ated brother at Iowa State, zvho shows what
the zvell dressed Alpha Sigma Phi freshman is

zvearing on his campus.

Nick's Lunch at Phi Chapter
Meets Competition; Tfie

Swedes Organize

R.ASMUSSEN, one of Phi's pledges,
packed an electric percolator to school

with him last fall, and the fellows gathered
nightly to drink coffee and eat pie and sand
wiches from home�or the fraternity kitchen,
in Nick Carter's room. The caffein addicts

chipped in to buy the coffee. The electric
current was on the house, in spite of the stew

ard's objections. Rasmussen hung a sign on

the door of Nick's room reading, "Nick's
Lunch."
However, the Swedes, Lindberg and .Ander

son, got ambitious and, some way or other,
beat the boys to the pie leftovers. Thus the

appearance of the article on "Swede's Lunch"
on the bulletin board. The author? Nick

himself, probably resentful.

TO WHOAI IT AIAY CONCERN
Those of you who enjoyed sandwiches and
coffee in Nick's Lunch during the fall Quar
ter should be very glad indeed to know that
another lunch business is being conducted in
the house. This said business is located in

Swede Anderson's and Lindberg's room on the
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Nelson of Phi standing in doorway of
new chapter house.

third floor, southeast corner, and from now

on will be known as "Swede's Cafe."
There need be no fear that Swede will go on

the rocks. This is not a new venture for him
for he carried it on in a lesser degree, in
secret, during the fall quarter and was a very

serious competitor of Nick's Lunch. There
are rumors in the air that Nick's Lunch plans
to sue Swede for infringement on their fall

quarter franchise.
'The quality of food is most excellent and
Swede does the largest volume of business
when the Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity serves

pie for dessert. However, the menu is var

iable and depends entirely upon the dessert
left-overs.
Attention is also called to the new method
of sanitation used. The kitchen is entirely
remote from the serving room. There is no

frying pan aroma, and an observing person

wonders just how the food is transported
from the kitchen to the Cafe. No serving
has ever been seen in transit and it is, there
fore, evident that some method of 'Hide, cover

and run' is used. You will recall that the
fireman had trouble with the water heater
smoking early last fall. 'While it is very

unwise to draw hasty conclusions, it is en

tirely possible that Swede is using the water
heater flue as a dumb waiter.
Although we were very sorry to hear of Nick's
Lunch's misfortune, we sincerely hope that
Swede may serve equally well those who feel
the need for nourishment and rest at the low
ebb of study hours.

Oklahoma City Alumni Coun
cil Elects Officers for

the Year

AT a meeting held in Oklahoma City, Okla
homa, prior to the first of the year, news

of which was omitted from the last issue of

Spring, 1931

Four of Alpha Alpha's letter men.. Left to

right : Curtis Berry, '27, tackle on the football
team for three years; John Murray, '26, first
baseman on the baseball team for three years;
Jerry Jerome, '28, center on the basketball
team; and Glen Dawson, '28, captain of cross
country, captain of the track team, and long
distance runner zvho has set records for the
University of Oklahoma and who is doing

some fnarvelous running this year.

The Tomahazvk, the members of the Okla
homa City Alumni Council elected their offi
cers for the year. Scott P. Squyres, .Alpha
.Alpha '23, was elected president ; Lansing
Scranton, Alpha .Alpha '24, vice-president, and
John M. Brady, Alpha .Alpha '29, secretary-
treasurer.
In electing Squyres to the presidency of the

.Alumni Council, partial recognition of his
long, faithful and untiring efforts on behalf
of .Alpha Alpha Chapter and the Fraternity as

a whole, were the moving factors for the
unanimous vote. Brother Squyres is the sen

ior member of the law firm of Squyres, An
drews, Brady & Alorton in Oklahoma City and
his activity in fraternal matters is widely
known. He is Grand Editor and Executive
Secretary of Kappa Kappa Psi, national hon
orary fraternity for college bandsmen and is
an authority on college bands in the United
States. He is a member of Phi Alpha Delta,
Law Fraternity. In perusing over the pages
of the August, 1923, edition of The Tomahawk
we find the following excerpts concerning
Squyres when he was a student at the Uni
versity of Oklahoma:
"The new-born chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi

Fraternity, .Alpha .Alpha, at the University of
Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, traces its ori
gin back to the time when Delta Kappa Rho
was founded on January 5, 1921, by a group
of five men headed by Scott Preston Squyres,
of high standing in scholarship and college
activities and of such personality and enter
prise that seven more men were quickly added
to the original band of founders "

"The preparation of the petition (Delta
Kappa Rho to .Alpha Sigma Phi) was the next

step ; this was given over to a group with
Squyres, founder and first president of Delta
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Kappa Rho, as editor of the petition, which
was completed in October, 1922, and forwarded
to Alpha Sigma Phi headquarters in New
York "

"The installation banquet was presided over

by Scott P. Squyres, founder of Delta Kappa
Rho and the first H. S. P. of Alpha .Alpha. . ."
Brother Squyres stated in a few words the

objectives of the new officers of the Alumni
Council after taking his office. "Heretofore
our brothers have not cooperated like good
brothers should, due to business matters prin
cipally, but it is our specific intent and pur

pose to arrange our meetings, luncheons,
dances, banquets, and other social activities so

that the majority can help us make the Okla
homa City Alumni Council as successful as

those in other large cities. For the present
time we will meet bi-monthly on the first and
third Mondays of the month at the Huckins
Hotel here in the city, at noon, for a luncheon
and a get-together meeting. .Arrangements for
other meetings will be made within the near

future, and just as quickly as an accurate

mailing list of all alumni members in this dis
trict can be compiled, every member will be
notified in ample time so that he can make
arrangements to be in attendance. All that
we ask if you expect your officers to function
properly, is your sincere cooperation and sug
gestions and we must all pull together prop

erly, if our efforts are to result in a successful,
well regulated, functioning organization."
The vice-president of the council, Lansing

Scranton, is Purchasing .Agent for the Okla
homa Railway Company, and was a member of
the class of '22 of the University of Oklahoma.
The secretary-treasurer, John AI. Brady, is a

member of Alpha .Alpha and is an attorney
associated with Air. Squyres.
The members of the council are quite eager

to learn of Alpha Sigs residing in Oklahoma
City or elsewhere in the state. Will all Okla
homa members of the fraternily send their
present addresses to National Headquarters
so that the records can be checked and so that
a complete list of names and correct addresses
can be sent to the Oklahoma City Council.

Delta Pledges Eighteen in
Face of Strenuous Com

petition and Depression

MOND.\Y, February 2nd, was pledge day
at Marietta College, and marching from

the .Alpha Sig house to the Hippodrome
Theatre, where it is customary for the fra
ternities on the campus to entertain their
pledges, (and exhibit them to everyone else)
and where each group sings its fraternity song,
were eighteen new neophytes. The eighteen
men included all but five of the small frosh
football squad, and all but one of the frosh
basketball squad. The pledging brought to a

successful close a season which was marked

Above is one of the most active men on the
University of Oklahoma's campus. He is
Brother Jack Stone, Alpha Alpha '28, vice-
president of the Senior Class at Oklahoma,
director of intramural athletics, past sports
editor of the student paper, a member of pub
licity board of the University. He zvas the
editor of the University's first athletic hand

book, and sports editor of Sooner.

by a swift pace, discouragement in the face of
depression, and an eagerness to win. The
pledges were : Richard K. Barnes, Louis Hoist,
John Frye and Mathew K. Augensten, Mari
etta, Ohio ; William F. Smith, John E. Grier,
and Howard Cline, New Alatamoras ; Ronald
R. Wilson, Bridgeport ; Dean Dyer, Caldwell ;

Henry Dean, Bellaire, Ohio ; Nicholas C.
Schenk, Desmond Griffith, and Chester Clay
pool, Sharon, Pennsylvania ; Douglas Book-
waiter and Alarvin Weikal, Clark, Pennsyl
vania ; Arthur H. Blickle, Pittsburgh ; William
Tonnies, Jersey City, New Jersey ; and Robert
Powell, Parkersburg, West Virginia.
Among other Delta news notes, Stafford

Happ won the cross-country race at the
Homecoming game; Harold "Dutch" Ward,
last of the Ward brothers from Bucyrus, was
appointed football captain for 1931 ; Ward,
Burley, Polonus, Hall, and Heldman were

all regulars on the basketball team. The Delta
house has been completely redecorated, paint
ed, papered, draped, and all, and presents a

very pleasing appearance.
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Carl Johnson, left, and Clarence Parker, Psi
Chapter

Psi Chapter Brothers Engage
In Many Varied Activities

On Oregon State

Campus

MEMBERS of Psi Chapter have been very
active this year. Among others, Emmett

Knickerbocker, who has been H. S. P. for the
past two terms, is president of Alpha Zeta,
honorary agricultural fraternity. Two of the
outstanding seniors of Psi Chapter are Clar
ence Parker and Carl Johnson. Parker is
a Cadet Colonel of the Infantry in the R. O.
T .C. ; he is secretary of Scabbard and Blade,
a member of Alpha Kappa Psi, honorary com

merce fraternity, chairman of the Military
Ball which will be held in April, and recently
elected H. S. P. of the chapter. Carl John
son, Cadet Lieutenant-Colonel of the Engineer
Corps, a member of National Collegiate Play
ers, secretary of the Senior Class, and has
been chairman of innumerable committees. He
has also won two letters in swimming.
Among other members of the chapter are

two members of the R. O. T. C. band. They
are Lewis Wallin, who beats the bass drum,
and Lewis Johnson, a trumpet player. Both of
them took the trip to Chicago last winter when
the band accompanied the football team to the
intersectional game with West Virginia.

Alpha Eta's Wanderer

CL. "Pete" Knight, Alpha Eta's champion
� wanderer, adept at skiis at Dartmouth,

has distinguished himself in travel other than

Spring, 1931

Alpha Delta's hockey men : Sloper in front,
Yeomans, Makela and Huntington in back.

skiing. Last spring he gained wide notorietjf
by breaking all existing canoe records on his
trip down the Connecticut to Long Island
Sound in 58 hours, about half the previous
fastest time. Not content with being vice-
president of the Canoe Club and trying out
the tricky spring freshets, this versatile
brother is a leading trail pounder in the
Dartmouth College Club. During a terrible
cold spell recently Pete disappeared for several
days and brothers later discuvered that he had
chosen to camp out by himself in an open
shelter somewhere on Moose Mountain, miles
in back of Hanover. Now, because of his
universal adaptability when outdoors Alpha
Sigs at Hanover never know whether to

dredge rivers, scour mountains, or dig in deep
est snow banks in order to find Knight.

Lewis Wallin, left, and Lezvis Johnson,
Psi Chapter.
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Last Look
nPHIS morning, lying in bed and thinking
-*- of sunshine and butterflies and the other

whatnots which arrive with spring weather,
and thinking with no small pride of the mystic
and drowsy thoughts we had expressed in our

paragraph on joyous Flora at the front of the
magazine, we were unwilling to rise and greet
the dawn by leaping out of the covers, putting
up the windows, shutting off the alarm clock,
pulling down the blinds, et al. It's grand to be
la^y in spring, we were thinking. But when
we did pile out of bed to look out the window,
to our mournful surprise. Nature had given us

the lie again. Fully two inches of snow cov

ered the ground. And it is still snowing. Teh.
Teh. Wrong again.
.And all this happening just as we receive an

invitation to have a nice cup of tea, Sunday
afternoon, the eighth of March, four until six,
at Iota Chapter. We don't think we could
drink tea that long. We might be able to, of
course, if the chapter should put up a brass
rail for pur foot. Then we could stand before
the bar, and wrapping one arm tightly about
Randall Powley, bang our teacup on the ma

hogany, and sing, substituting the proper
words in the proper places in that old song
the Michigan Sigs bawl so lustily. It goes
something like: "Biehr ! Biehr ! Biehr !" Only
Powley and we should sing, in Randall's bass
and our changing falsetto : "TTeah ! Teah ! Teah !
.Anyway, we won't be able to go to the tea,
so we hope that by the time good Iota Sigs
read this paragraph they will have had a nice
tea, unmarred by any Rabelaisian jests like
ours.

The most fun we had recently was trailing
around with Cleave Rice and Charley Hall,
hunting dishes with which to furnish Alpha
Chapter's new home. What we don't know
about dishes would fill thirtj'-seven encyclo
pedias and four books of knowledge, but
Cleave and Charley had us go along to lend
moral support. Bolstered, in our case, with
an epicurean batch of fried eels, we sallied
forth to the salesroom of Roger Brett, Iota '23,
vvho is associated with his father in the manu

facture and sale of kitchen supplies. While
waiting for Pete Isbell, .Alpha '22, planner of
the New Yale house and resident architect of
the Sterling group of buildings to arrive, we

all chose our ideal specimen of crockery. Rice
volunteering the information that Isbell would
make an entirely different choice. Isbell did.
So that was that, and Alpha now has a set of
new dishes for her brand new house. Side
lights were the inspection of a huge potato
peeler offered for sale at Brett's place, a de
vice which should be swell for initiating
pledges�it scrapes the hides off potatoes with
a series of exposed cement surfaces, the very
choice puns which went the rounds, and Rice's'
classic simile on the appearance of a sugar
bowl, further information of which will be

sent upon receipt of a stamped, self-addressed
envelope and a bottle of invisible writing
fluid.
Big things happen at Yale. Recently furore,

really furore, broke forth in the New York
Times and other papers when a Yale Student
discovered that by fastening the antenna wire
of his radio to the radiator and talking toward
his receiving set, that his conversations could
be heard through neighboring sets connected
to the radiator system. Station WRIGHT,
"Graham Cracker" broadcasting, started opera
tions immediately, and programs of wit, hu
mor, music, plain talk and poignant educa
tional pronouncements went out to students in
Wright Hall. Publicity boomed and the Fed
eral Government frowned and started an in
vestigation. But after the investigation, ap
proval was given to the station's activities, and
"Graham Cracker" is once more on the air,
free to enlighten fellow students with his talks
purporting to come from faculty members of
Harvard and Yale. His identity has not been
disclosed as yet, but we hope to disclose it in
the near future.
Other newspaper clippings interest us at

times. We have one before us which says that
eight fraternities at Yale sign an agreement to
end "rushing," pledging themselves not to vio
late the interfraternity agreement which the
organizations were accused of breaking during
the annual campaigns last fall. The system
of pledging men at Yale depends upon a series
of formal calls by upperclassmen upon sopho
mores, and accusations were made that the
societies "rushed" the men at the last season

instead of observing the stringent calling code.
.Another of our clippings has to do with the

requested withdrawal from Harvard College
of James S. .Angier, son of Professor .Angier
of Yale. This came as a result of a grape
fruit which splattered over a member of Rudy
Vallee's orchestra as Rudy was crooning
"Please Give Me Something to Remember You
By" in a Boston theater. .Angier denied throw
ing the grapefruit, but he said that the inci
dent came under the head of great ideas. But
his proximity to the grapefruit before it was

flung and former affairs in which he was con

nected, prompted the Harvard administration
board to request Angler's withdrawal. About
the best we can do is repeat the gag which we

read in Winchell's column : "Well, Angier de
served to be kicked out. He missed Vallee,
didn't he?"
One of our clippings is a prize. It states

that a Washington child expert. Dr. Alandel
Sherman, director of the Child Research Cen
ter, after assembling material which came

from exhaustive research and keeping of ac

counts by thirty-two parents, announced that
there are 2,124 ways in which children annoy
parents. We consider this information apocry
phal. Undoubtedly it could be applied and
worked out for various other relationships.
For instance, that of professors and freshmen,
professors and sophomores, professors and
seniors, sophomores and freshmen, Dean of
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Women and juniors, best girl and chiseling
brothers. Dr. Sherman has so far not an

nounced how many ways there are in which
parents annoy children and, thanks to Joe
Cook, how many ways there are that birds can

go around throwing little boys at stones, but
there must be an infinite number to all of
them. What soul-stirring, devastating, epoch-
marking work might be done by one who
could really bend all his richest efforts to this
task which we now see before us. Let some

body who is without greater ideas cast the
first torch so that we of this enlightened per
iod in the world's history, we of Youth�

Youth, we repeat, carry on this stupendous
problem. Let us multiply the ways in which
children annoy parents by the number of wavs
in which door-to-door salesmen annoy us, let
us divide that by the common denominator of
the number of ways in which sticking windows
on trains can annoy members of conventions
of the Society for Suppression of Laughter,
square by the cosine of x minus, which repre
sents the absolute zero to be found at times
by telling the wrong story, whip to light froth,
garnish with a liberal sprinkling of shredded
tripe and cheese, and label it The Wickersham
Report
'We don't know how much humor there is

in a want ad which we clipped from the Times
this morning. You can have it for what it is
worth and come to your own conclusions :

"Wanted. Cook for college fraternity mess."
Hugh Walpole, in a speech at Kings College,

said that there were (we prefer are) only six
books in the world worthy of being called
literature. He listed the following: War and
Peace, Tolstoy: The Illiad, Homer; Pride and
Prejudice, Jane Austin ; the first volume of
Keat's poetry ; Arabia Deserta, C. M. Dough-
tv; Canterbury Tales, Chaucer. "As widely
divergent as can be," was Mr. Walpole's com

ment on his selection. Sort of a limited edi
tion, we'd sav.

What should bring keen envy to our under

graduate readers is news that Isis, Oxford
undergraduate weekly, recently estimated that
more than $1,000,000 was owing to trades
people by university students there. The esti
mate caused the parents of a number of under

graduates to appeal to the Oxford Chamber
of Trade to cut off the credit of their sons.

Under the credit system existing at O.xford a

number of students always hopelessly over

spend their allowances in advance. .And who
was it telling us that it is still the traditional
custom at O.xford, during graduation exer

cises, for one of the domestic bursars to rise
and invite tradespeople to come forward to

collect unpaid accounts? "Speak now or for
ever hold your purse

"

Speaking of the annoyances that come from

having salesmen of varied category pop in at

us through the office door, we have been pes
tered of late by a superfluity of smooth talkers
selling magazine subscriptions, and we don't
think that it is entirely due to the depression

that they come in such droves, either. The
plain fact, and we admit it, is that we have
written across us, as plainly as in letters a

foot high, the word sucker. We think that we
are on every private list of timid souls in the
city. But be that as it may, one of these days,
the worm, twisting the metaphor to suit our

purpose, is going to turn ! When the ne.xt
salesman for Crowell publications or Collier
publications or Literary Digest publications
hops into our sanctum, thumps a magazine on

the desk, and says, "Would you like to have a

copy of this magazine? We are leaving them
today," we are going to say : "Yes, thank you !"
slam the magazine into our desk, threaten the
salesman with the razor blade we have been
keeping for some such delightful use, and then
chortle gleefully as he has to walk all the way
back up to 250 Park .Avenue, or wherever his
office is, for another sample copy. Revenge
is sweet.

Walking up Aladison Avenue the other day
with Spencer Young, one of the members of
the Grand Prudential Committee, we paused
for a moment, and pressing our nose against
the glass of a florist's window, we sighed,
looking at the flock of gardenias to our left
and the bank of orchids to our right, and the
bed of some other flower unknown to us

directly ahead. "Aain't that a helluva swell
florist's shop?" we said to Brother Young's
exasperated surprise. "Why shouldn't it be !"
he exclaimed. "It's one owned by a Sig from
Cornell!'" The name of the place was Small's.
Oh, we'll learn, we'll learn. John Henry
Small, Iota 10, owns a number of florist shops
in the East. He lives in Washington.
With Bob Jagocki and Spencer Young and

another chap we took a trip. For an hour or
two before dinner we had been playing bridge
in the club car of the train, but when we re

turned to reoccupy our table we found it pre
empted by another man. Jagocki, as goat,
asked him if he would mind giving the table to
us. The other fellow didn't. So feeling like
a bunch of old meanies, we played some more.

Presently the chap returned and engaged
Jagocki in conversation. You guessed it. He
was an Alpha Sig�from Minnesota, Karl
Fribley, Rho '20. He is now located at Utica,
New York, 1908 Oneida Street.
One of the happiest announcements that has

come to our desk recently was the one which
stated that Morgan Churchman, Alpha '27, is
engaged to Miss Eleanor Newhall of Philadel
phia, planning to be married after he gradu
ates from Yale in June. Morg is about as

nutty with joy as is possible, and so are we,
so are we. May all the cacti you meet turn
to primroses.
So we'll say last look. We've put the maga

zine to bed just as we are catching a terrific
cold in the dose, and all the nice things we

said about Spring (joyous Spring) at the
beginning of this issue are turning sHghtly,
well�you know, as we reflect now.
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y DIRECTORY \
LPHA SIG^A PHI FRATERNITY, founded/at Yale Col

lege, December^, 1845, by Louis Manigault, S/Ormsby Rhea,
and Horace Spangler Weiser. Executive office and

National Headquarters , 270 Madi
son Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Grand Officers:
GRAND SENIOR PRESIDENT,
John H. Roemer. Merchants Bank Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

GRAND JUNIOR PRESIDENT
Benjamin Clarke. Room 1155-38 S. Dear
born St., Chicago, 111.

GRAND SECRETARY,
Thomas J. Ledwich, 1403 Central Bank Bldg..
Oakland, CaUf.
GRAND CORRESPONDING SECRETARY,
Lawrence S. Clark, 1641 Washburn Ave.,
S., Minneapolis, Minn.

GRAND TREASURER,
Lloyd S. Cochran, Niagara Cotton Co.,
Lockport, N. Y.

GRAND MARSHAL,
Clarence L. Eckel, 1311-11 St., Boulder, Colo.
GRAND JUNIOR PRESIDENT EMERITUS,
Wayne M. Musgrave, Alpha Sigma Phi. 270
Madison Ave.. N. Y., N. Y.

GRAND PRUDENTIAL COMMITTEE,
Robert L. Jagocki, 99 Nassau Street, New
York. N. Y.
C. William Cleworth, McGraw-Hill Co., 36th
St. and 10th Ave.. N. Y.. N. Y.
Spencer E. Young. 119 Woolsey Ave., Hunt
ington, Long Island, N. Y.

EDITOR OF THE TOMAHAWK,
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
A. 'Vernon Bowen, 270 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.

Chapter Alumni Associations
DELTA�President: Joseph C. Brenan, Mar

ietta, Ohio. Secretary: Thomas H.
Kelley, 211 East Fourth St., Cincinnati.
Ohio.

KAPPA�President: Kenneth R. Burke. Room
443. Union Trust Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Secretary: D. Van W. Beckwith, Pio
neer Block, Madison, Wisconsin.

LAMBDA�President: Ambrose Day. 205 West
57th St.. New York. N. Y. Secretary:
Edwin N. Eager, care The Eastern
Underwriter, 110 Fulton St.. New
York. N. Y. Meetings every 'Tuesday
night at seven.

NU�President : Thomas J. Ledwich. Central
Bank Bldg., Oakland, Calif. Secretary:
Ralph J. Coffey, Oakland Bank Bldg.,
Oakland, Calif.

OMICRON�President: Allan M. LaSor, 136
Windsor Ave., Lansdowne, Pa. Secre
tary: Thomas F. Boon, 215 Green Lane,
Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa.

RHO�President: Frank J. Tupa. 4604 Bruce
Avenue, Minneapolis. Minn. Secre
tary: Lawrence S. Clark, 1125 Wash
burn Avenue, S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Meetings first Wednesday evening of
every month.

UPSILON�President: L. Herbert Hiorns.
606 Clay Ave.. Scranton, Pa. Secre
tary: Charles E. Megargel, 745 N. Irv
ing Ave.. Scranton. Pa.

CHI�President: George H. McDonald. Mod
ern Woodmen of America, Rock Island,
111. Secretary: Francis C. Elder, 5429
Winthrop Ave., Chicago. 111.

ALPHA BETA�President: Tyrell Ingersoll.
Y. M. C. A., Cedar Rapids, la.

ALPHA EPSILON�President : Ward Hamme,
Box 337, Philmont. N. Y. Secretary:
Carl Eshelman, 145 Avondale PL. Syra
cuse, N. Y.

ALPHA ZETA�President: Pidiiklill K. ItlB-
lingbury, 943 W. Ardmore Ave., Holly
wood, Calif. Secretary: James H.
Vaughn, 626 Landfair Avenue, West
Los Angeles, Calif.

Alumni Councils
Alumni Luncheons and

Dinners
BATTLE CREEK�President: Dr. Theodore

Squiers, The Post Bldg.. Battle Creek.
Mich. Secretary: Lowell Genebach,
United Steel and Wire Co.. Battle
Creek. Mich.

BOSTON�President: Harry Nissen, 779
Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. Secre
tary: Fred J. Fox. 10 Alden St.. Bos
ton, Mass. Meetings at Beta Chapter
house, third Monday, 6:30 P. M.

CLEVELAND�President: Ralph E. Hirsh,
2750 Fairmount Blvd., Cleveland Hts.,
Ohio. Secretary: Robert H. Slemmons,
2057 E. 88th St., Cleveland. Ohio. Meet
ings at the Allerton. 1st Wednesday of
the month at 12:15.

CHICAGO�President: Maurice J. Pierce. Sec
retary: C. Keeney Beebe, 1441 Farwell
Ave., Chicago, 111. Meetings at the
Interfraternity Clubroom, third Tues
day of the month at 6:15.

COLUMBUS-President: W, W. Williams,
Upper Arlington Co., 52 West Gay
Street, Columbus, Ohio. Secretary: M.
M. Williams, 52 West Gay Street, Co
lumbus. Ohio. Meetings at A. & B.
Fort Hayes Hotel, third Monday.



The Chapters
ALPHA� (Yale, 1845). Address: 100 Pros

pect St., New Haven, Conn. Send all
mail to 1845 Yale Station. Alumni
Secretary: Cleveland J. Rice. 129
Church St., New Haven, Conn. Meet
ing night: Thursday at eight.

BETA� (Harvard, 1850). Address, 54 Dun
ster St., Cambridge, Mass. Alumni
Secretary: Robert H. J. Holden, Shir
ley Center, Mass. Meeting night:
Tuesday at six-thirty.

DELTA� (Marietta, 1860). Address: 205
Fourth St., Marietta, Ohio. Alumni
Secretary: Joseph C. Brenan, Marietta,
Ohio. Meeting night: Monday at seven.

EPSILON� (Ohio. Wesleyan. 1863). Address:
121 N. Washington St.. Delaware. Ohio.
Alumni Secretary: H. H. Yoder. 5701
Euclid Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio. Meeting
night : Monday at seven.

ZETA� (Ohio State. 1908). Address: 130
East Woodruff Ave.. Columbus, Ohio.
Alumni Secretary: Burton H. Bostwick,
130 E. Woodruff Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
Meeting night: Monday at six-thirty.

ETA� (Illinois. 1908). Address: 211 E.
Armory St.. Champaign, 111. Alumni
Secretary: Milton T. Swenson. 8247
Rhodes Ave.. Chicago, 111. Meeting
night, Monday at seven-thirty.

THETA� (Michigan, 1908). Address, 1315 Hill
St., Ann Arbor. Mich. Alumni Secre
tary: Herbert L. Dunham, 2252 Edison
Ave., Detroit, Mich. Meeting night:
Monday at six.

IOTA� (Cornell, 1909). Address, Rockledge,
Ithaca, N. Y. Alumni Secretary: Rob
ert L. Riedel, Rockledge, Ithaca, N. Y.
Meeting night: Monday at 6:45.

KAPPA� (Wisconsin. 1909). Address: 244
Lake Lawn Place. Madison. Wis.
Alumni Secretary: John T. Harring
ton. 410 N. Henry St.. Madison. Wise.
Meeting night: Monday at six-forty-flve.

LAMBDA� (Columbia. 1910). Address: 524
W. 114th St.. New York, N. Y. Alumni
Secretary: Charles E. Hall, 524 W.
114th St., New York, N. Y. Meeting
night: Monday at seven-thirty.

MU� (Washington, 1912). Address: 4554 19th
Ave.. N. E.. Seattle. Wash. Alumni
Secretary: Warren P. Sheedy. Seattle.
Wash. Meeting night: Monday at
seven-fifteen.

NU� (California. 1913). Address: 2739
Channing Way. Berkeley, Calif. Alumni
Secretary: Robert M. Green, 2739
Channing Way, Berkeley. Calif. Meet
ing night: Monday at seven-fifteen.

GAMMA� (Mass. A. C, 1913). Address: 85
Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass. Alumni
Secretary: Donald Williams, Northfield,
Mass. Meeting night : Monday at seven-
fifteen.

XI� (Nebraska, 1913). Address: 1845 D. St.,
Lincoln. Nebr. Alumni Secretary:
Warren E. Ogden. 1305 H. St.. Lincoln,
Nebr. Meeting night: Monday, at seven.

OMICRON� (Pennsylvania. 1914). Address:
3903 Spruce St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Alumni Secretary: John E. Knetzer.
3903 Spruce St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Meeting night: Tuesday at seven.

PI� (Colorado, 1915). Address: 1100 Penn
sylvania Ave.. Boulder. Colo. Alumni
Secretary: Frank M. Russell. 1100
Pennsylvania Ave., Boulder. Colo.
Meeting night: Monday at seven.

RHO� (Minne.sota, 1916). Address: 925 6th
St., S. E., Minneapolis. Minn. Alumni
Secretary: Laurence S. Clark. Meeting
night: Monday at seven.

SIGMA� (Kentucky, 1917). Address, 433 E.
Maxwell St., Lexington, Ky. Alumni
Secretary: D. C. Carpenter, R. F. D.
No. 3, Lexington, Ky. Meeting night:
Wednesday at seven-thirty.

TAU� (Stanford, 1917). Address, 534 Salva
tierra St., Stanford University, Calif.
Aluraini Secretary : H. K. Hotchkiss.
6 Salvatierra St., Stanford Univ., Calif.
Meeting night: Monday at seven.

UPSILON� (Penn State, 1918). Address: 238
E. Prospect Ave., State College, Pa.
.\lumni Secretary: Alex P. Clark,
745 N. Irving Ave., Scrantcn, Pa.
Meeting night: Monday at nine.

PHI� (Iowa State, 1920). Address: 2138
Sunset Dr.. Ames, la. Alumni Sec
retary: William H. Stacy, 522 Fifth
Avenue, Ames, la. Meeting night :

Monday at seven-thirty.

CHI� (Chicago, 1920). Address: 5635 Univer
sity Ave., Chicago, 111. Alumni Secre
tary: Art'hur K. Peterson, 7350 Harvard
Ave., Chicago, 111. Meeting nighv :

Monday at seven-fifteen.

PSI� (Oregon State, 1920). Address: 957
Jefferson St., Corvallis, Ore. Alumni
Secretary: William Gemmel, E. 20th
and Stark Sts.. Portland, Ore. Meeting
night : Every Monday at seven-thirty.

ALPHA ALPHA� (Oklahoma, 1923). Address:
435 W. Boyd St., Norman, Okla.
Alumni Secretary : John M. Brady,
Braniff Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Meeting night; Monday at seven.

ALPHA BETA� (Iowa, 1924). Address: 109
River St., Iowa City, Iowa. Alumni
Secretary: Reid Ray, 817 University
Ave., St. Paul, Minn. Meeting night:
Monday at seven.

ALPHA GAMMA� (Carnegie Tech., 1925).
Address: 5601 Wilkins Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa. Alumni Secretary: F. J. Stengal,
5601 Wilkins Ave. Meeting night:
Monday at seven.

ALPHA DELTA� (Middlebury. 1925). Ad
dress: Middleijury, Vt. Alumni Secre
tary: Rollin E. Pratt, care Alpha
Sigma Phi, Middlebury, Vt. Meeting:
Monday at seven.

ALPHA EPSILON� (Syracuse, 1925). Ad
dress: 202 Walnut Place. Syracuse.
N. Y. .'ilumni Secretary: Carl Eshel
man, 14,'> Avondale PL, Syracuse, N. Y.
Meeting night: Monday at seven.

ALPHA ZETA� (University California at
L. A., 1926). Address: 626 Landfair
.\ve., Westwood Station. Los Angeles,
Cal. Alumni Secretary: J. H. Vaughan,
Meeting night, Monday at seven.

.i^LPH.A, ETA� (Dartmouth, 1928.) Address:
Alpha Sigma Phi. Hanover, N. H.
Alumni Secretary: E. T. McCutcheon.
Meeting night: Wednesday at seven-

fifteen.

ALPHA THETA� (Missouri. 1929)�Address :

713 Hitt St., Columbia, Mo. Meet
ing night, Monday at seven.

ALPHA IOTA� (Alabama, 1930.) Address:
220 Reed St., Tuscaloosa. Ala. Alumni
Secretary: G. D. Halstead. Meeting
night, Monday at seven.



^^ I'-m -noi oood-loORino
And TTiy lines not strong

But I knowTny BaLfouR
And 1 6et alono'- ^

/SvBal-foup^ Co.-
A-ttleboro v-^^ssachuse-t^y
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